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RECOMMENDED INTERPLANETARY MISSION SYSTEM
The recommended interplanetary mission system:
• Is flexible and versatile
• Can accomplish most of the available Mars and Venus missions
• Is highly tolerant to changes in environment, go-ahead dates, and funding.
It provides:
• Scientific and engineering data acquisition during all mission phases
• Analysis, evaluation, and transmission of data to Earth
• Return to Earth of Martian atmosphere and surface samples
The mission system is centered around the space vehicle which consists of the
space acceleration system and the spacecraft.
The space acceleration system consists of five identical nuclear propulsion
modules:
• Three in the Earth departure stage
• A single module in the planet deceleration stage
• A single module in the planet departure stage
Propellant is transferred between the stages, as necessary_ to accommodate the
variation in AV requirements for the different missions. This arrangement pro-
vides considerable discretionary payload capacity which may be used to increase
the payload transported into the target planet orbit, the payload returning to
the Earth, or both.
The spacecraft consists of:
• A biconlc Earth entry module capable of entry for the most severe missions
• An Apollo-shaped Mars excursion module capable of transporting three men
to the Mars surface for a 30-day exploration and returning
• A mission module which provides the living accommodations, system control,
and experiment laboratories for the six-man crew
• Experiment sensors and a planet probe module
The spacecraft and its systems have been designed to accomplish the most severe
mission requirements. The meteoroid shielding, expendables, system spares, and
mission-peculiar experiment hardware are off-loaded for missions with less
stringent requirements.
The space vehicle is placed in Earth orbit by six launches of an uprated Saturn V
launch vehicle which has four 136-inch solid rocket motors atttached to the first
stage. Orbital assembly crew, supplies and mission crew transportation are
accomplished with a slx-man vehicle launched by a Saturn IB.
A new launch pad and associated facility modifications are necessary at Launch
Complex 39 at Kennedy Space Center to accommodate:
• The weight and length of the uprated Saturn V
• The launch rate necessary for a reasonable Earth orbit assembly schedule
• The solid rocket motors used with the uprated Saturn V
• The requirement for hurricane protection at the launch pad.
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ABSTRACT
Program plans and costs for the recommended interplanetary mission system
include the program planning and cost conditions, the program schedules,
the test program, the facilities plan, and program costs and funding.
The first two reasonable missions are a 1983 Venus Short Mission, followed
by a 1986 Mars Opposition Mission. Total program costs, including the
two missions, are approximately $29 billion with the peak funding rate
of $3.4 billion per year occurring in the 1976-1978 time period. Test
plans are from early design development tests through qualification and
end with a complete system flight demonstration in Earth orbit, Launch
Complex 39 at Kennedy Space Center is used with modifications and additions.
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FOREWORD
This study was performed by The Boeing Company for the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center, under Contract
NASI-6774. The Integrated Manned Interplanetary Spacecraft Concept Defi-
nition Study was a 14-month effort to determine whether a variety of
manned space missions to Mars and Venus could be accomplished with common
flight hardware and to define that hardware and its mission requirements
and capabilities. The investigation included analyses and trade studies
associated with the entire mission system: the spacecraft; launch vehi-
cle; ground, orbital, and flight systems; operations; utility; experiments;
possible development schedules; and estimated costs.
The results discussed in this volume are based on extensive total system
trades which can be found in the remaining volumes of this report. Atten-
tion is drawn to Volume II which has been especially prepared to serve
as a handbook for planners of future manned planetary missions.
The final report is comprised of the following documents, in which the
individual elements of the study are discussed as shown:
Volume Title Part Report No.
I Summary D2-I13544-I
II System Assessment and
Sensitivities D2-I13544-2
III System Analysis Part 1--Missions and
Operations D2-I13544-3-I
Part 2--Experiment Program D2-I13544-3-2
IV System Definition
D2-I13544-4
V Program Plans and Costs D2-I13544-5
VI Cost-Effective Subsystem
Selection and Evolutionary
Development D2-I13544-6
The accompanying matrix is a cross-reference of subjects in the various
volumes.
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• Primary Discussion
X Summary or Supplemental
Discussion
STUDY AREAS
MISSION ANALYSIS
Trajectories and Orbits
Mission and Crew Operations
Mission Success and Crew Safety Analysis
Environment
Scientific Objectives
Manned Experiment Program
Experiment Payloads and Requirements
DESIGN ANALYSIS
Space Vehicle
Spacecraft Systems
Configurations
Subsystems
Redundancy and Maintenance
Radiation Protection
Meteoroid Protection
Trades
Experiment Accommodations
Space Acceleration Systems
Primary Propulsion--Nuclear
Secondary Propulsion--Chemical
System and Element Weights
IMIEO Computer Program
Earth Orbit Operations and Assembly Equip
Earth Launch Vehicles
Facil ities
System Trades
Space Acceleration--Earth Launch
Vehicle
Space Acceleration Commonality
Space Vehicle--Artificlal Gravity
SYSTEM AND PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
System Capabil ity
Design Sensitivities
Program Sensi tivi ties
Adaptability to Other Space Programs
Impact on Other Space Programs
Technology Implications
Future Sensitivity Studies
Program Schedules and Plans
Test Program
Facilities Plan
Program Cost
Cost Effective Subsystems
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C/O
CM
CMG
CONJ
CSM
AV
DSIF
DSN
e
ECLS
ECS
EEM
ELV
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EVA
FY
fps
GSE
IBMC
IMIEO
IMISCD
Isp
IU
KSC
X'
LC
LC-34 &-37
LC-39
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ABBREVIATIONS
Astronomical unit
Bits per second
Checkout
Command module (Apollo program)
Control moment gyro
Conjunction
Command service module (Apollo program)
Incremental velocity
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Deep Space Network
Earth
Environmental control life support system
Environmental control system
Earth entry module
Earth launch vehicle
Earth mean orbital speed
Extravehicular activity
Fiscal year
feet/sec
Ground support equipment
Inbound midcourse correction
Initial mass in Earth orbit
Integrated Manned Interplanetary Spacecraft Concept Definition
Specific impulse
Instrument unit
Kennedy Space Center
Ratio of propellant weight to overall propulsion module weight
Launch complex
Launch complexes for Saturn IB
Launch complex for Saturn V
Liquid hydrogen
Long
Liquid oxygen
Langley Research Center
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ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
LSS
LUT
MEN
MIMIEO
Nil
MODAP
MSC
MSFC
MTF
NAC
OBMC
OPP
OT
P/L
PM-I
PM-2
PM-3
RCS
SA
S/C
S-IC
S-II
SH
SOA
SRM
S/V
SWBY
Life support system
Launch umbilical tower
Mars
Mars excursion module
Minimum initial mass in Earth orbit
Mission module
Modified Apollo
Manned Spacecraft Center (Houston)
Marshall Space Flight Center (Huntsville)
Mississippi Test Facility
Letters designate the type of acceleration systems
First letter--Earth orbit depart
Second--planetary deceleration
Third--planet escape
Example: NAC = Nuclear Earth depart/aerobraker deceleration
at planet/chemical planet escape
Outbound midcourse correction
Opposition
Orbit trim
Payload
Propulsion module, Earth orbit escape
Propulsion module, planet braking
Propulsion module, planet escape
Reaction control system
Space acceleration
Spacecraft
First stage of Saturn V
Second stage of Saturn V
Short
State of art
Solid rocket motor
Space vehicle
Swingby
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ABBREVIATIONS(Continued)
T/M
TVC
VAB
9
VHp
Telemetry
Thrust vector control
Vehicle assembly building
Venus
Hyperbolic excess velocity
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CONVERSION FACTORS
English to International Units
Physical Quantity English Units International Units
Acceleration ft/sec 2 m/see 2
Area ft 2 m 2
• 2 2
in m
Density ib/ft 3 Kg/m 2
ib/in 3 Kg/m 2
Energy Btu Joule
Force ibf Newton
Length ft m
n.mi. m
Power Btu/sec watt
Btu/min watt
Btu/hr watt
Pressure Atmosphere Newton/m 2
ibf/in 2 Newton/m 2
ibf/ft 2 Newton/m 2
Speed ft/sec (fps) m/sec
Volume in 3 m3
ft 3 m 3
Multiply by
3.048xi0 -I
9.29xi0 -2
6.45xi0 -4
16.02
2.77xi04
1.055xi03
4.448
3.048xi0 -I
1.852xi03
1.054xi03
17.57
2.93xi0 -I
i. 01xlO 3
6.89xi03
47.88
3.048xi0 il
1.64xi0 -5
2.83xi0 -2
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume includes the program plans and costs for the IMISCD program
in five sections: introduction, including program planning and cost
conditions; programs schedules and plans; test program; facilities plan;
and program costs.
To develop the program plan and costs for a manned interplanetary
program, a two-mission program example has been defined. This program
example consists of a 1983 Venus short followed by a 1986 Mars opposition
lander. Although missions beyond the first two have not been selected,
a planning tool has been developed which can be used to select any mix
of missions desired. This tool will provide the development costs,
mission costs, and the fiscal funding requirements.
The total cost (development and recurring) for the first two missions
is approximately 29 billion dollars. A five-mission program consisting
of three to Venus and two to Mars would total approximately 37.0 billion
dollars.
I.i PROGRAM PLANNING AND COST CONDITIONS
During the course of this study it became necessary to define conditions
that could have a major impact on program plans and schedules. Some
of the conditions are assumptions necessitated by the uncertainties
inherent in predicting future programs while others are a result of the
rationale developed during the course of the study. The major conditions
are listed below and detailed conditions particularly applicable to
schedules, facilities, or cost results are discussed in those sections
following.
i.i.i MAJOR PROGRAM MILESTONES AND SCHEDULE CONDITIONS
i.i.I.I Phased Project Planning (Figure i.i-I)
Requirements imposed by phased project planning (PPP) have been consid-
ered. While it is understood that PPP is not a rigid process in which
projects will always proceed from a specifically authorized Phase A
through Phases B, C, and D, a reasonable time for each of the phases has
been allowed. The cross-hatched portion of the schedule bars indicates
time allowed for evaluation of previous results, submittal of proposals
by industry, evaluation of industry proposals, and award of the next
phase contract. It is further assumed that the present IMISCD study
could be approximately equivalent to Phase A advance studies.
Figure i.I-I illustrates the rationale for establishing the earliest
phase D, which is January i, 1972.
An exception to PPP for implementation of the total IMISCD program re-
quirements is the Nerva II nuclear engine development. It is assumed
throughout the study that the Nerva II engine would be under development
prior to the 1972 go-ahead date. Volume II of this report will discuss
sensitivities to items like a delay in the Nerva II engine development.
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1.1.1.2 Planetary Environmental Data
It has been assumed that sufficient data concerning the Venus environ-
ment will be available by the contract go-ahead date, January 1972. It
is further assumed that there will be an unmanned mission to Mars during
the 1973 opportunity and that this unmanned mission will provide suffi-
cient environmental data for design of the MEM and associated experiments.
Sensitivities to schedule slides in the unmanned exploration program
are also examined in Volume II of this report.
1.1.1.3 Total Program Schedule
The total program schedule will be developed to provide for a 1983 Venus
short mission as the first planetary launch. Funding limits will not
be allowed to pace the program schedule. Sensitivities to funding
limits will be examined, however, and the results included in Volume II
of this report.
1.2 MAJOR PROGRAM COST CONDITIONS
1.2.1 DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Development costs for all the major program elements will be included so
that the total development cost to the nation can be appraised. Excep-
tions include those elements which have already been developed and are
used in essentially their present configuration. These include the
Saturn IB Earth launch vehicle and the Saturn V-INT 21 (two-stage Saturn V
Earth launch vehicle).
1.2.2 COST EXCLUSIONS
Costs will be excluded for advanced research and technology and advanced
development requirements, as well as NASA program management.
1.3 MAJOR STANDBY UNIT CONDITIONS
Extreme penalties to the program in costs, schedule delays, and prestige
would occur if a mission launch opportunity were missed. The philosophy
of providing standby units was adopted to ensure that mission opportunities,
with their restricted launch windows, would be met. Schedules were
made for processing standby units through launch operations: hardware
quantity requirements and costs included standby units.
1.3.1 MISSION STANDBY UNITS
In addition to one standby launch and one standby EL_ which will be
provided for each mission, fully assembled and tested standby units for
each possible payload will also be provided.
1.3.2 DEMONSTRATION TEST STANDBY UNITS
Demonstration tests must be completed on schedule so that the subsequent
mission can be on schedule. Standby units for demonstration tests will
be provided and treated as for an actual mission.
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1.3.3 UNUSEDSTANDBYUNITS
Unusedstandby units maybe refurbished and used on a subsequent
mission. Costs for refurbishment and storage would necessarily be in-
cluded in the cost analysis.
1.3.4 ORBITALDEVELOPMENTTESTSANDORBITALOUALIFICATIONTESTS
Becauseof the high cost, standby units will not be provided for
orbital developmenttests or orbital qualification tests. If a flight
test unit fails, enoughflexibility in the flight test programexists so
that additional tests can be included in subsequentflight tests or in
the demonstration test program. It mayalso be possible to refurbish
one of the ground test units as a standby.
1.4 UTILIZATIONOFKSC
1.4.1 MANNEDPLANETARYMISSIONPRIORITY
It wasassumedthat mannedplanetary missions would have first priority
at KSC.
1.4.2 UNMANNEDPLANETARYLAUNCHES
Unmannedplanetary launches requiring LaunchComplex39 (LC-39) will be
phasedto prevent interference with mannedplanetary launches. This
meansthat there will be no unmannedmission to Venusor Mars during
the sameopportunity that a mannedmission is planned.
1.4.3 MANNEDORBITALPROGRAMLAUNCHESORMANNEDLUNARLAUNCHES
Mannedorbital programlaunches, or mannedlunar launches requiring
LC-39, will be phasedbetween the required planetary launches. Since
the launch windowsfor either mannedorbital or lunar programsare
fairly flexible, these programscould be phasedbetween the planetary
programlaunches, and additional facilities would not have to be pro-
vided at KSCfor them. Themaximumperiod during which a mannedorbital
or lunar launch could not be scheduledwould be approximately 4 months.
1.4.4 KSCGROUNDASSEMBLYANDCHECKOUTOFTHETOTALSPACEVEHICLE
Groundassemblyand checkout of the total spacevehicle in its Joined
flight configuration is not required. Interfaces will be checked
separately, and a thorough shakedownof all interfaces will have been
conductedduring the qualification test period.
1.5 MISCELLANEOUSMAJORCONDITIONS
1.5.1 FLIGHTQUALIFICATIONOFELV's
Flight qualification tests of ELV's will always be conducted in con-
Junction with the flight qualification tests of one of its payloads.
Thesepayloads will be one of the nuclear propulsion modules.
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1.5.2 LAUNCHOFTHEORBITALASSEMBLYANDCHECKOUTCREW AND/OR
MISSION CREW
Because of the difficulties associated with man-rating ELV's, or
spacecraft Earth launch configurations, it was concluded that all manned
launches would be made with the logistics spacecraft which will, with its
Saturn IB ELV, be man-rated.
1.5.3 PRECURSOR ORBITAL SPACE STATION
It was assumed that there would be no MORL or other major orbital space
station as a precursor to the manned planetary mission. All subsystems
will be developed, tested, and checked out during the IMISCD program.
It is recognized that a precursor orbital space station may be desired,
but it has been deleted from our program plans. It is assumed, however,
that there will be some early orbital capability, that could be used for
early experiment and for technological developments.
._PI_DING PAGE BLANK. l_b'l__,
2.0 PROGRAM PLANNING AND SCHEDULES
This program schedule section is arranged in a sequence from summaries
to detailed backup schedules. The first summary highlights the flow
times and milestones of two example program approaches. The two
approaches are the basic and the alternate. The basic program example
defines the 1983 short Venus capture mission as the first operational
mission with the 1986 Mars opposition landing as a follow-on. The
alternate defines the 1981 Venus short capture with the 1984 Mars
opposition landing as a follow-on. The alternate backup lower level
schedules deviate from the summary by separately scheduling both
Venus and Mars as first missions. This deviation allows a program
planner an option of selecting either the Venus capture or the Mars
landing as the first operational mission. If Venus alternate is consid-
ered, the MEM can be incorporated as depicted on the summary schedule.
If Mars alternate is considered, the MEM has been incorporated.
The major conditions used to guide this program planning and schedules
portion are given below.
I) Phase D program go-ahead is January, 1972, or later.
2) Assumed that sufficient data concerning the Venus environment will
be available by January, 1972;
3) It is assumed that there will be an unmanned mission to Mars during
1973 opportunity, which will provide sufficient environmental data
for design of the MEM and the experiments;
4) Standby payloads for backup are not planned for the orbital hardware
qualification tests because:
• Each payload test can be revised to include more or less
test requirements,
• Previous assigned tests can be transferred to succeeding tests,
• Abort payloads and test can be reproduced by refurbishing ground
test units.
5) The orbital demonstration and each operational mission payload is
augmented by a payload standby, consisting of one spacecraft, one
PM-I, and one PM augmenting both PM-2 and PM-3.
6) The orbital demonstration and each operational mission will have
one ELV off-pad standby, while for each operational _ission seven
ELV's are required (six for the operational launches and one as
an off-pad standby).
7) Manned planetary missions will have top priority at KSC because of
launch window requirements;
8) Ground assembly and checkout of the total space vehicle in its joined
flight configuration is not planned, but each interface will be
checked separately during the qualification test period;
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9) TheSATV-25(S)U ELVis not manrated, but other manratedlaunch
vehicles will be used for mannedlaunches;
i0) Logistics spacecraft will be used to launch the orbital assembly
andcheckout crew or the mission crew.
The 1972PhaseD contract go-aheadcomplies with NASAPPP. Before
selecting PhaseD go-aheaddate, reasonable time allowance has been
allocated to accomplish PhasesB and C. Timewasnot allocated for a
completePhaseA because this study is roughly equivalent to that phase.
2.1 SUMMARYPROGRAMSCHEDULES
The summaryprogramschedule (Figure 2.1-1) depicts two programexamples,
the basic and the alternate. Of the two programs, the basic is more
realistic than the alternate in both flow time and programrisks. The
basic programflow time, from go-ahead to the launching of both Venus
capture and Mars landing missions, extends over a period of about 14.5
years, while the alternate is about 12 years. The 2.5-year reduction
increases the programrisk by concurrent developmentand qualification
testing.
2.1.1 BASICPROGRAMEXAMPLESUMMARY
Fromgo-aheadto the first Venuscapture 1983mission the flow time is
approximately 11.5 years. Themajor developmentover these years are
the MM,EEM,and the PM's. The major programphasesduring the 11.5
years are the ground qualifications, orbital hardware qualification,
and the spacevehicle and orbital demonstration. Eachof the three
phase completions are designated as milestones on the summaryschedule.
FromMEMgo-ahead, the Mars landing 1986follow-on mission is approxi-
mately 9.75 years. The Venusmission hardwaredevelopmentwill have
been completed; therefore, the only remaining major developmentwill be
the MEM. For the MEMdevelopment, the engineering aids and test hard-
ware used in the developmentof the Venusprogramare transferred to
the Marsmission program.
The soft lander was selected to represent the probes/experiment equip-
ment. The selection wasbasedon two criteria: the soft lander flow
time is probably the longest of all the probes; and the subsystemsare
considered the most complex. The soft lander developmentflow time is
6 years and 2 months. Since both missions require the soft lander,
this flow time is applied to both the basic and alternate programs.
The required contract go-aheadis early 1976 followed by probe integra-
tion with Venusmission hardware in early 1979.
BASIC PROGRAM-- EXAMPLE
r
Venus Capture (1983 Short)
Mars Landing (1986 Opposition)
Probes (1983 Venus Capture)
Probes (1986 Mars Landing)
ALTERNATE PROGRAM-- EXAMPLE
Venus Capture (1981 Short)
Mars Landing (1983 Opposition)
Probes (1981 Venus Capture)
Probes (1983 Mars Landing)
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2.1.2 ALTERNATE PROGRAM EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The alternate program planning criteria are identical to the basic pro-
gram except for the Venus and Mars mission dates and subsequent overall
flow time for each of the missions. The Venus 1981 capture mission
program flow time is i0 years from contract go-ahead, which is about 1.5
years shorter than the basic program Venus capture mission. From an
overall program viewpoint, the 1.5 years is insignificant; however, the
testing impact of the revised program is significant.
The 1.5-year reduction primarily impacts the normal development feed-
back cycle. With this reduced, an exceptional amount of success on
each system and subsystem must be anticipated throughout the development
cycle to meet overall program schedules.
The Mars landing follow-on mission flow time is identical to the basic
program. The exception is that the MEM and the Mars probes contract go-
aheads are required relatively earlier than for the basic program.
2.2 BASIC PROGRAM PLAN AND SCHEDULES
The second level schedule summary of the basic program is the "Venus
Capture Program Schedule," Figure 2.2-1. This schedule depicts the
overall program by phases, flow time, flow time sequence, hardware and
function designations, and the planning criteria. The planning criteria
are the estimated flow times and the sequence and phasing of the functions.
Following the second level summary schedule, the order of program planning
and schedule presentations is:
• Individual program phases and their details_
• Individual module schedules,
• MEM phasing details for Mars landing follow-on mission,
• Probes phasing details supporting the program.
2.2.1 VENUS CAPTURE PROGRAM SCHEDULE
This schedule (Figure 2.2-1) shows in detail the four phases of the
Venus capture mission program. The four phases are the ground qualifica-
tion and development flight test, orbital hardware qualification, space
vehicle qualification and demonstration, and the operational program.
2.2.1.1 Ground Qualification and Development Flight Test Program
The ground qualification and development flight test program phase
covers approximately 5 years. The schedule for this program phase is
discussed in Section 2.2.2. The development models for ground qualifi-
cation program are the thermal, structural, dynamic, and the physical
interface. The primary objective of this phase is to ground qualify
the subsystems at a subsystem level and then at a system level.
Development flight test models are for the EEM, PM, and MEM.
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The thermal model and thermal test results pace the early part of the
programbecauseof critical constraints on material selection and early
design efforts. This pacing aspect resulted in two thermal testing
phases. PhaseI, started during the early programperiod, will confirm
the thermal analysis and concept prior to initial designs. The thermal
modelsfor this phasewill consist primarily of simulated articles
conforming to the modulesmassand profile. PhaseII thermal models
will consist primarily of engineering modelsduring the early stages
and eventually prototype hardwareduring the later stages. This phase
will verify the detail design of the spacecraft. The thermal models
include the MM,EEM,and one PMbecausethe PM's are of commondesign.
Structural Model--The structural test models will be of flight configu-
ration. The models are full-scale and include the MM, EEM, and PM's.
The engines for the propulsion modules will be simulated. The testing
will proceed from module to spacecraft level. Module testing will be
accomplished at the contractors' facilities; then, upon completion, the
modules will be shipped to existing NASA facilities where the contractor
will continue the testing at a spacecraft level. Major additions and
modifications of MSFC test facilities must be made to support this
program.
Dynamic Model--The dynamic test model will be of flight configuration.
The propulsion module engine will be simulated. Dynamic testing will
start from components to module level using mass simulated components,
engineering models, and, if required, prototype equipment. Module
level testing is at the contractors' facilities and testing above
module level will be at the NASA facilities with the contractor conduct-
ing the tests.
Physical Interface Model--During the early part of the program, the
interface model will extensively use dimensional models of subsystem
equipment. As the program progresses, equipment updating will eventually
be to prototype equipment. The structures of the MM, EEM, and PM
models will be prototype design, but the material and weight may not
be to prototype specifications. The use of this model is for subsystems
continuity and positioning solutions for both inter- and intra-module
interface before the ground qualification is completed. The interfacing
of the spacecraft to the ground support equipment will also be accom-
plished through this model. During development, engineering changes
are incorporated into the model to optimize placement, continuity, and
interface. During the later stages of development and throughout the
program, this model will remain as a ground checkout unit.
Subsystem and System Qualification--The subsystem and system qualifi-
cations are the major objectives of this phase. Initially, qualification
will be at the subsystem level, progressing to the system level. The
component qualification and subsystem qualification, with simulation
interface, will be accomplished by the vendors or major subcontractors.
The contractor will qualify the subsystem and system with flight equip-
ment interface. The ground qualification test completion constrains
the next phase, which requires that ground qualification be complete
prior to orbital qualification.
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2.2.1.2 Orbital HardwareQualification Program
The orbital hardwarequalification programoccurs after the ground quali-
fication and before the spacevehicle qualification and demonstration
phases. The objective of this phaseis to flight qualify the module
configurations in both mannedand unmannedmodes. During this phase,
minimumattempt is madeto integrate the modules into a spacevehicle
configuration. This phasewill verify the design by simulated and
actual rendezvous, docking, separation, guidance and control, heat trans-
fer, reentry, and other space tests.
Themajor role of the mannedlogistic vehicle during the period of
orbital tests will be to perform orbital operations relating to manned
requirements for the conduct of various tests. Astronauts will be
launched on manratedvehicles, housedin the MMand logistics space
vehicles, and transferred to the test specimenin space to conduct thetests.
EEM--TheEEMorbital testing will begin with a boilerplate. Theboiler-
plate will verify the guidance and control, heat transfer capabilities,
terminal maneuvers,and landing impact effects. Following the boilerplate
flight, an unmannedEEMflight test will repeat the tests. This test will
also qualify the reentry requirement of 65,000 fps using the S-IVB as a
space propulsion system. Finally, mannedflights will qualify man/module
functions and capability.
MM---After the MMlaunch, the MMorbital checkout will be accomplishedby
the logistic spacecraft. Remotecheckout of the MMwill be completed
before personnel transfer is madefrom the lo_istic spacecraft. The ob-
jective of this MMorbital test is to conduct mission control capability.
During and after completing the test objectives, the modulewill remain
in space for future experiments and to support other orbital tests.
PM's--After ground qualification, this phasewill space qualify the PM's.
The tests will be for short space soakand firing followed by extended
space soak and firing. ThePMtests will include the PM-OBMCand PM-OT
propulsion systems. Eachof the two propulsion systemswill undergo
appropriate space soak and intermittent firing.
2.2.1.3 SpaceVehicle Qualification and Orbital DemonstrationProgram
This phase follows the orbital hardwarequalification phaseand must be
accomplishedon schedule. Changesrequired by the testing results
received from this phasewill be incorporated into the operational pro-
gram. Scheduleslides in this phasewill directly jeopardize the
mission launch date. The system integration lab (SIL) functional check-
out will be accomplishedwith the functional integration model. The
first portion of orbital testing is for spacecraft qualification.
Spacecraft qualification will be accomplishedwith the aid of the MM
that remained in orbit from the orbital hardware qualification program
and the space logistics vehicle and personnel. Following qualification D
the orbital demonstration will occur. Life-environment tests for the
spacecraft will be accomplishedboth during the qualification and
orbital demonstration. The total testing lasts 18months.
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2.2.1.4 Operational Program
The operational programis for two examplemissions. Final operational
engineering design is incorporated into this phase from the previous
phase test results. Building block space assemblytechnique has been
incorporated in the schedule time. Six SATV-25(S)U flights are required
to put the spacevehicle systems in Earth orbit. Launchpreparation and
orbital operations flow time is 8.5 months, of which 4.75 monthsare for
orbital operations.
2.2.2 GROUNDQUALIFICATIONANDDEVELOPMENTFLIGHTTESTPROGRAMSCHEDULE
The groundqualification hardwarephasing program (Figure 2.2-2) is a
detailed breakdownof the samephase depicted on Figure 2.2-1. The
details on this schedule cover both programs, Venus1983and Mars 1986
missions, of the basic programexample. Models in this and the succeed-
ing phasesconsist of the entire spacecraft--the MM,EEM,and the PM's.
The elements of the schedule details are flow times, hardwarenomen-
clature and hardwareaccountability, and launch vehicles.
The EEMand MEMscale model Earth reentry tests are to verify heat
shielding and the modelswill be launchedby Atlas-Agena vehicles. The
MEMscale model test is during the Mars mission groundqualification
phase. Theother launch vehicle used for EEMsuborbital tests is the
Saturn IB. This test is to evaluate reentry, terminal maneuver,and
landing impact characteristics. There are two thermal test models,
one for each of the PhaseI and PhaseII thermal tests. PhaseI will
utilize primarily masssimulation to verify the analysis and concept
while PhaseII will utilize engineering model and prototype subsystems
to verify design. The test duration for both phasesis 4 years.
The structural model testing will procced from the module level to the
spacecraft level. Oneof eachmoduleconfiguration will be sufficient
for both levels of testing. The structural tests duration is approxi-
mately 2 years.
The dynamictest modelsand test approachare identical to the
structural model and test approach, but have different objectives.
Uponcompletion of the module level tests, the NASAfacilities are
utilized for both the dynamicand structural spacecraft level tests.
Conductof the test is the contractor's responsibility. The spacecraft
level testing at MSFCwill require major test equipmentadditions and
modification.
The interface modulestructural configuration is of prototype design but
not necessarily built with flight material. During the early stage of
this phasethe physical interface model subsystemswill be simulated.
Initially, it will be used primarily as a design aid. As the program
progresses, prototype hardwarewill be incorporated to establish the
internal configuration and GSEinterface. The subsystemground qualifi-
cation test for the Venus1983mission, Milestones 8 and 9, consists of
two completemodulesubsystems. Oneof the subsystemswill be to qualify
at the subsystemlevel and the other for qualification at the systemlevel.
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Redundant or dual usage of subsystems is not expected at the time of
this study. Subsystem degradation and the degree of testing strains will
not permit dual usage.
Early design development flight tests are included for PM's. Two tests
are planned: the first will be with a dummy engine for development of
propellant transfer and stage separation techniques, and the second for
the first flight test firing of a nuclear engine.
Mars landing mission contract go-ahead is mid-1976. The ground qualifi-
cation requires three major articles. Two are the MEM structural test
articles and one is a dynamic test article. Milestone 7 for three Earth
atmospheric tests of the MEM include propulsion ascent and descent tests.
One logistics spacecraft is launched to support the suborbital tests and
to prepare the ground work for orbital qualification.
2.2.3 FLIGHT QUALIFICATION HARDWARE AND ORBITAL QUALIFICATION/DEMON-
STRATION
Figure 2.2-3 depicts the scheduling details of orbital qualification for
two phases covering the Venus 1983 and Mars 1986 mission follow-on. The
two phases are the orbital hardware qualification program and the space
vehicle qualification and orbital demonstration program. The first
phase is composed mainly of individual module flight tests. The next
phase is an all up manned space vehicle qualification followed by
orbital demonstration. Details of the test objectives are listed in
the test plan, Section 3.0.
The quantities and types of launches required for these phases are
two Saturn IB launches, six Sat V-25(S)U-Core launches, three SAT V-25(S)U-
Core + SIVB launches, and nine SAT V-25(S)U launches.
The launches are module launches with logistics spacecraft support for
required man-module interface. There are 12 logistics spacecraft launches
to support the two phases. The following ground rules were adapted for
the space logistics support:
i) All men will be launched from Earth in a man-rated logistics vehicle;
2) The module is launched in an assembled configuration;
3) Checkout before and after personnel boarding can be accomplished by
the logistics vehicle and personnel.
The space vehicle qualification and orbital demonstration launch opera-
tions, A through F, will be supported by standby backup units. The
standby units are one complete spacecraft, one PM for PM-2 or -3,
one PM-I, and one off-pad SAT V-25(S)U ELV.
Orbital Hardware Oualification--During the orbital hardware qualification,
dual usage will be made of the mission module and the PM test firing.
The mission module test objective for this phase is to establish mission
control capabilities. After successfully completing the test objective
and supporting other orbital tests, the mission module will remain in
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orbit for extended space experiments and support. When the follow-on
Mars mission imposes requirements for an orbiting mission module, the
same mission module that has remained in orbit is used. The three
PM's, after specified space soaks, could include experiments for deep
space probes by carrying such experiments on deep-space oriented flights.
This phase uses four types of launch vehicles, Saturn IB, Sat V-25(S)U-
Core, Sat V-25(S)U-Core + SIVB, and Sat V-25(S)U. The launch complexes
to be used are 34, 37 for Saturn IB, and 39 for the balance. Adequate
flow time is scheduled after test completions for the engineering/manu-
facturing functions necessary to process improvements into the follow-
ing phase.
Orbital Qualification and Demonstration--Six launches are required for
the orbital qualification and demonstration program, one launch for the
MM and the EEM or the spacecraft, and five launches for the PM's. All
of the launches will be made from Complex 39 and the scheduling allows
for adequate standby processing time. The spacecraft and propulsion
modules, launched separately, will be assembled in space and qualified
over a period of approximately 6 months before orbital demonstration
of i0 months.
2.2.4 OPERATIONAL PROGRAM PHASING
The operational program phasing follows the orbital qualification and
demonstration phase. The timing of this phase allows for data transfer
and completing design improvements during the after the orbital quali-
fication tests. Figure 2.2-4, operational program phasing, depicts:
i) When the hardware is required after manufacturing and testing;
2) Flow times required for manufacture, test, and launch;
3) How many hardware modules and launch vehicles are required for the
Venus and Mars missions;
4) How much logistics spacecraft support is required for the two
missions.
Complex 39 will be used for the launching of Sat V-25(S)U core and
Sat V-25(S)U. The launches will be by modules and each mission requires
six; one for the spacecraft, which includes the MM and the EEM, and the
remaining five launches for PM-3, PM-2, and the three PM-I's. The
Earth launch vehicles for the Venus and Mars missions are ten Saturn
V-25(S)U, and two Sat V-25(S)U cores. The "Earth Launch and Assembly
Sequence," Volume IV, depicts the operational sequence and Figure 2.4-1
gives a more detailed accounting of the launch scheduling.
2.2.5 MODULE SCHEDULES
The three schedules, Figures 2.2-5 through 2.2-7, show the MM, EEM,
and PM modules, provide a manufacturing and test completio N demand date,
and designate the modules by number and nomenclature. The total
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MM hardware for the Venus capture mission, including standbys, is
13 items, while the EEM hardware items total 19. The propulsion modules,
PM-3, PM-2, and PM-I, require 39 separate major articles of which 21
have simulated engines.
Two subsystems each for the MM and EEM are required for the ground quali-
fication. The subsystems qualification level will not require module
installation, and the test is at the subsystem level. The subsystems
used for system qualification level testing will be installed in the mod-
ule and the module will be subjected to tests as a complete unit. Most
of the subsystem testing is expected to be beyond design limits. There-
fore, two separate subsystems are required because of the degradation
that occurs under each qualification test level. Finally, the ground
subsystem qualification may induce specification or design changes
before system qualification occurs.
Ground qualification tests for the propulsion module will require one
PM-I. The propulsion module will be subjected to full burn time testing
at the Nevada Test Site. A spare PM-I will also be at the test site
to augment any malfunction that may occur during the first propulsion
module test.
2.2.6 MEM INCORPORATION PHASING SCHEDULES--(SECOND MISSION PROGRAM)
The program plan for the MEM incorporation is in the same sequence and
pattern as the Venus capture program. Figure 2.2-8 depicts the phasing
plan and scheduling of the MEM for the 1986 Mars opposition mission.
The MEM or Mars landing mission go-ahead is in mid 1976, or about 4.5
years after Venus capture program go-ahead.
The Mars mission development program will utilize the same hardware as
the Venus program. The flow time is primarily for the development of
the MEM with minor allocation for the MM and EEM functional checkout.
Refurbishing of the spacecraft (MM and EEM), due to system degradation
during the lapsed period, will be accomplished during the time between
programs as indicated by the dashed lines on the schedule.
Figure 2.2-9 separates the MEM modules by configuration, accounts for
the number of modules, and designates the demand dates. The MEM hard-
ware items required for the program totals 21, including a scale
model and one standby backup unit. Only one thermal model is required,
since the voluminous design and development effort and the major thermal
testing have been completed for the earlier Venus mission.
Two subsystems are required for the MEM ground qualification, as for
the MM and EEM.
The Mars mission operational program requires a complete set of pro-
pulsion modules, while the spacecraft is comprised of the MM, EEM, and
MEM, and probes.
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2.2.7 PROBES PROGRAM
The soft lander was chosen to represent a typical probe development pro-
gram. The reasons for the selection of the soft lander are listed below.
• It has the longest procurement lead time items.
• It is the most complex of the probes to be developed.
• It has the longest overall development flow time
Figures 2.2-10 and 2.2-11 depict the soft lander probe phasing and sched-
ule. The plan requires the thermal, dynamic, and structural develop-
mental models be scheduled. Component testing precedes subsystem design
verification (SDV) that will be accomplished at the subsystem level using
engineering models to verify design. However, flight hardware, when
available, is preferred over engineering models.
System qualification begins after SDV. Because of the preliminary and
analytical data of the planet, space, and planet environmental conditions,
testing beyond design limits will be conducted. The qualification program
will require two sets of hardware, one for subsystem qualification and
the other for system qualification. The separate sets are required be-
cause of the above design limit testing to be conducted at both levels.
The spacecraft qualification and demonstration test program will require
a complete set of hardware and standbys. Unused standbys will be trans-
ferred to the operational program.
The probe interface model will be of prototype equipment and will verify
the interface with the mission module or remote data processing Earth
stations. An additional model is provided for lifetime and reliability
demonstration testing.
The operational probes will be manufactured at the contractor's
facility and shipped directly to the launch site to be integrated with
the mission module. Intermediate requirements for integration can be
determined between contractors with mockups and engineering models.
2.3 ALTERNATE VENUS AND MARS SCHEDULES
Alternate schedules for earlier Venus and Mars missions are shown on
Figures 2.3-1 and 2.3-2. The alternate Venus 1981 capture and Mars
1984 landing mission examples are high-risk schedules. The high risk
evolves from two important reasons:
• Testing phases prior to operational flight are concurrent. This
concurrency does not allow for data and design changes to be made
between completed and succeeding phases.
• Test success predictions are optimistic. Planning for almost
complete success means transferring less than normal engineering
changes to the succeeding phase.
Programs with concurrent activities for testing, manufacturing, and
engineering compound problems and usually result in program slides and
higher costs, and sometimes involve taking risks that would normally
be undesirable.
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The alternate Venus mission shcedule, Figure 2.3-1, and an alternate
Mars mission schedule, Figure 2.3-2, are separate and independent, allow-
ing a program planner the option of selecting either mission as the
first. If Mars is selected as the first mission, a full development,
including the MEM, is included. If Venus is selected as the first mis-
sion, the MEM would be the only major development for the follow-on Mars
mission. The MEM development for a Mars follow-on mission to Venus
poses no lead time problem in the basic or alternate examples.
The two schedules use the same sequence and phasing pattern as the
example schedule. Each schedule is divided into the same four phases
and the nomenclature of the two is identical to facilitate easy com-
parison and understanding.
2.4 VAB, PAD AND ORBITAL OPERATIONS
Preliminary planning and the scheduling of launches for Complex 39 have
been studied and are portrayed in Figure 2.4-1. Payloads are assembled
with their Earth launch vehicle in the VAB. The VAB and pad flow time
is approximately 3.75 months before launch. The first three launch pay-
loads are the spacecraft, PM-3, and PM-2; therefore, the three pads of
the modified Complex 39 will be fully utilized. The interval between
each of the three launches is 3 days. These three short, successive
launches are called salvo launching. To accomplish the salvo launch,
there are three separate launch crews, one for each vehicle and its
payload. Each crew will process its launch vehicle and payload through
the VAB, pad, and the launch control center.
To support this rapid launch rate and requirements for resources, the
following conditions are imposed on KSC facilities:
• The program will have complete and exclusive use of Launch Complex
39;
• Pad refurbishment will be nine days;
• Launch control rooms will be modified and increased to six.
The modifications and additions of KSC facilities are defined in
Section 4.0, Facilities Plan.
After the pad turn-around time of approximately 2 months, the second
salvo will be launched. The second salvo is the fourth, fifth, and
sixth launches, each with one PM-I payload.
Standby time of approximately two months is planned for the VAB, pad
and orbital operations. This standby time is presently shown after the
second salvo, but because the use of a standby is unpredictable, it
may actually occur any time and, more likely, not at all. The standby
time is actually an allowance to process a standby unit, if required.
Processing would be on a 7-day week, overtime basis. On the other hand,
if the launches are highly successful, the residual standby flow time
can be applied to orbital operations, ensuring the mission launch date.
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Orbital operations, the assembly of the modules into a space vehicle
configuration and system checkout, including the standby and launch
window allowances, is 4.75 months or 143 calendar days flow time.
Detailed KSC operation flow time backup is depicted in Figure 2.4-2.
The flow times for the high-bay activities are identical to Saturn V.
The launch complex flow time is identical to the Saturn V-25S. Six
additional days are allowed for each launch operation. The allocation
of this time to either the VAB or pad allows flexibility in the plans
and schedule. This flexibility assures meeting the launch schedules,
because the schedule and the mission date cannot slide beyond the
window dates.
2.5 FLIGHT HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Flight hardware requirements are categorized nonrecurring and recurring,
as depicted in Figures 2.5-1 and 2.5-2. Nonrecurring flight hardware
consists of development, qualification, and demonstration flight tests;
recurring consists of mission hardware. Flight test hardware account-
ability is at the module and ELV levels. R&D hardware such as bread-
boards, engineering models, and prototype of subsystems and ground test
models of the various modules have been identified on detailed schedules,
but are not included in the figures.
Parametric data available for basic R&D costs includes allowances for
all hardware except flight hardware. It is not necessary, therefore,
to designate quantity requirements for R&D hardware.
The parametric cost data does not differentiate between breadboards,
engineering models, and prototypes, of the R&D phase; instead, it deter-
mines the R&D cost by dollars/pound, dollars/kw, etc. Details of
parametric cost methodology are in Section 5.0.
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3.0 IMISCD TESTPROGRAM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The IMISCD test program was developed in detail for a baseline Mars
landing mission. Tests were developed to verify that program hardware
fully meets the operational and environmental requirements of the mis-
sion, based on mission functional analyses. Emphasis has been placed
on meeting these requirements through ground tests where mission oper-
ations and environment can adequately be simulated. Where these condi-
tions cannot be met, appropriate flight tests are defined. Furthermore,
to minimize costs, tests are performed at the lowest possible hardware
level, i.e., mission module versus spacecraft, and built up on an
evolutionary basis to the space vehicle level. Unless interface
problems exist, tests are not repeated at the next higher hardware level.
Development integration tests, between spacecraft modules and propulsion
modules, are instituted early in the program to forestall schedule-
sliding integration problems later in the program.
The approach used in formulating the test program is shown graphically
in Figure 3.1-1. Mission requirements tempered by test guidelines are
the basis for developing test-operational requirements. These are
defined at the module (Mission Module, Mars Entry Module, Earth Entry
Module, and Propulsion Module), spacecraft, and space vehicle level.
Once requirements have been defined, specific development-integration
and qualification tests are outlined to satisfy the requirements. Test
hardware configurations are chosen and integrated with overall program
plans and schedules based on facility and launch capabilities. With the
program elements defined, associated costs can be determined.
Since this detailed test program has been developed around a basic Mars
landing mission only, test program changes or alternates must be con-
sidered for other missions. In addition, the test program chooses
specific methods for meeting the test requirements. Where alternate
means of meeting the requirements are feasible, they will be covered in
summary form.
3.2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Mission requirements forming the basis for the test program were
developed through an operations analysis of a typical interplanetary
mission. This analysis is documented in Volume III of this report. The
major mission events were drafted into an event-logic network for a
planet capture and landing mission. The events were broken down to a
level of detail wherein functions could be identified at the individual
module level, such as the mission module.
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In the operations analysis, the mission requirements were categorized
as follows:
i) General requirements (those overall requirements primarily regarding
the overall mission operations and space vehicle systems);
2) Systems requirements (those more directly associated with specific
subsystems or types of subsystems of the space vehicle);
3) Special operational requirements (those requirements that involve
or evolve from some special operational problem).
For purposes of the test program, each of the above phases is involved.
The general requirements provide the basis for overall space vehicle or
module tests to satisfy major mission functions or interactions between
modules. The systems requirements form the basis for subsystem tests
within the confines of their respective modules. Generally, the sub-
system test envelope may be contained within a module except for the
case where the subsystem interfaces physically or functionally with
other modules or with Earth-based support equipment. Two striking
examples of this are the mission module communications subsystem and its
attitude control subsystem. Special operational requirements such as
abort, nuclear engine aftercooling, and spent-stage separation may
involve both module- and space-vehicle-level testing. These mission
requirements, tempered by a set of test guidelines, were used directly
to develop the test-operational requirements of Section 3.4.
3.3 TEST GUIDELINES
To facilitate a consistent and cohesive test program philosophy, the
following guidelines have been established:
i) Test justification shall be based strictly on mission operational
and environmental requirements;
2) Verification of onboard checkout capability with astronaut partici-
pation will be an integral part of system-level tests;
3) Where feasible, conduct hazardous tests unmanned or in isolation,
initially, to eliminate avoidable human risk;
4) The sum total of tests performed on a spacecraft shall exercise all
operational, redundant, and abort modes of its associated systems.
5) Minimize redundant testing by selecting a logical buildup of test
capability from the module to the space vehicle level;
6) Where feasible, conduct environmental tests on the ground if mission
environments can adequately be simulated;
7) Build up entry module technology by preceding full-scale flight tests
with scale model flight tests and/or ground tests;
8) Spacecraft and space-vehicle-level development tests shall include
functional and dynamic simulation of mission operations;
9) Breadboard space vehicle development tests shall be conducted to high-
light and resolve module functional interface problems early in the
program and forestall schedule slides at a later date;
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i0) Flight control dynamicsimulation tests shall encompassthe use of
developmenthardware and computersimulation with astronaut partici-
pation in the control loop;
ii) Maximumutilization of Earth launch vehicle payload capability shall
be madefor Earth orbital and reentry tests.
3.4 TEST-OPERATIONALREQUIREMENTS
The IMISCDtest requirements were developedby taking the mission
operations analysis of VolumeIII and analyzing the events from a test-
ing standpoint. The operations were viewed from the standpoint of
establishing a test requirement to verify that hardwarewould be capable
of meetingmission requirements. In accordancewith the test guidelines,
requirements were oriented to verify hardware capability at the lowest
possible level.
Themission events were broken downinto major elements of prelaunch,
launch, Earth orbit, mission flight, and mission support operations.
Prelaunch covers all activities conductedbefore delivery of hardware
to the launch pad. Launchoperations cover the testing, servicing, and
countdownof the flight hardware in the launch pad area. Earth orbit
operations include all activities necessary to ready the spacevehicle
for launch into the transplanetary trajectory. It includes assembly
and test of major spacevehicle elements, the spacecraft, and its asso-
ciated propulsion modules. Themission flight operations encompass
events from planetary injection, Mars capture and orbit, planet landing
and ascent, launch from planet orbit, through Earth capture, atmosphere
entry, terminal maneuvers,and landing. Thesemajor mission phases are
listed across the top of the Test-Operational RequirementsMatrix,
Figure 3.4-1, along with subsidiary events within each phase.
To support the guideline of a logical buildup of tests from the module
to the spacevehicle level, test requirements were established at the
mission module, Mars entry module, and Earth entry module level followed
by the spacecraft, propulsion module, and space vehicle level. Details
of these requirements are included in the appendix. Data from these
test requirements have been summarizedin Figure 3.4-1 in terms of
hardwarelevel versus mission operations. It includes a somewhatfiner
breakdownof hardware than is shownin the original work. The MEMhas
been subdivided into its ascent and descent stages, while the PM's
have beenbroken downon an individual basis: PM-I, PM-2, and PM-3are
used for orbital launches and planet capture, PM-OBMCand PM-IBMCare
used, respectively, for outboundand inbound midcourse corrections,
while PM-OTis used for Mars orbit trim corrections.
Thematrix relationship of Figure 3.4-1 summarizesthe test requirements
in terms of hardware level versus mission operations. An [] in the
respective matrix block showsthat the hardware is operationally active
during the subsidiary mission event and that tests will be required to
verify that the hardwarehas the capability of meeting these requirements.
If the hardwareis inactive or dormant during the mission event, a
dashedline will appear in the matrix block. There are caseswhere an
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environmental test requirement applies although the hardware is in a
dormant mode, such as space soak; this will be covered in the following
sections on development and qualification testing. Further refinement
of the matrix is achieved by filling in sections of the [] . Major
areas of test are associated with interface requirements and are covered
on the matrix. An [] indicates a direct interface between astronaut(s)
and the hardware. Where interfaces exist between flight hardware elements,
such as MM and MEM, an [] will appear in the matrix. This interface
may be physical and/or functional as in the case of communications between
the MM and MEM. If an interface exists between flight hardware and
ground equipment, such as test and checkout, launch, or mission control
equipment, an _ will appear in the matrix. There may also be cases
where all three types of interfaces occur simultaneously. These inter-
face requirements are used later in defining integration tests. The
last item on the matrix represents areas requiring technological develop-
ment and is indicated by []. These are long lead items forming the
basis for development tests early in the program.
3.5 DEVELOPMENT-INTEGRATION TESTS
In accordance with the test guidelines, the development-integration tests
will be conducted at the lowest hardware level and on the ground where
appropriate requirements can be met. The development-integration tests
are based on the requirements of Section 3.4 backed up by the detailed
studies of Volume III, Part i, of this report. Development tests are
based on the requirements of Figure 3.4-1, indicated by the symbol
showing areas requiring technological development. Significant integra-
tion test areas are also supported by Figure 3.4-1, with symbols denoting
astronaut, flight hardware, or ground equipment interfaces.
3.5.1 DEVELOPMENT TESTS
Development tests are required where specific technologic data is lacking
but necessary to support the design of spacecraft hardware. For the
IMISCD baseline mission, specific ground and flight development tests
have been outlined as indicated by the matrix of Figure 3.5-1. In the
figure, ground tests and flight tests are depicted by the letters G and/
or F. These tests are oriented to support various mission phase require-
ments.
Initially, ground development tests will be required on the propulsion
and spacecraft modules to determine thermal balance characteristics under
steady-state irradiation. The complex module configurations and materials
prohibit design based on thermal analysis above. More refined thermal
balance testing will be conducted at the spacecraft level under Earth
orbit, transplanet, and Mars orbit irradiation modes. These same hard-
ware elements need be subjected to vibration mode testing over applicable
frequency ranges to assist in defining structure modal characteristics.
Where module subsystems are sensitive to such launch environments as
vibration, acoustics, acceleration, and rapid altitude change, specific
tests at the subsystem level may be required to support their develop-
ment. Because many of the smaller propulsion modules are of new design
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or new application, they will require ground developmental static firing
tests. In the case of the nuclear propulsion modules, more extensive
tests will be required. These will include liquid hydrogen loading and
thermal conditioning, propellant transfer, cold flow and hot firings,
and tests to determine the pad abort effects of nuclear stages. In the
case of the MEM and EEM, scale-model development tests will be required
to help define aerodynamic and heat-shield characteristics.
Although flight tests are more costly than ground tests, they are neces-
sary to supplement ground testing where design conditions can only be
simulated in flight. Module components, whose design is sensitive to
zero gravity,will need to be tested under orbital conditions. Finaliza-
tion of the MEM design will require considerable flight testing to
determine descent stage characteristics during hovering and touchdown
modes, under both remote and direct astronaut control. Because of its
critical rendezvous requirements, MEM ascent stage engine and guidance
systems will need developmental flight tests. Both the ascent and
descent stage must be tested in conjunction, to meet MEM abort require-
ments during Mars descent. Ballutes may be tested separately in Earth
atmosphere flights. In the case of the EEM, a logical test buildup will
be used progressing from model to full-scale reentry tests. These would
be preceded by suborbital tests to develop EEM characteristics under
terminal maneuver and landing impact conditions. Because of the limita-
tion of ground tests, flight tests with multiple firings will be con-
ducted on the midcourse propulsion modules. To finalize nuclear PM
design, flight tests will check out propellant transfer, separation
of the nuclear PM from an ELV upper stage, and developmental firing of
the nuclear engine.
3.5.2 INTEGRATION TESTS
In contrast to development tests, all integration tests defined herein
will be conducted on the ground. Generally they will use flight config-
uration hardware, although integration testing begun in the development
phase of the program will reduce or eliminate mismatching of space
vehicle elements later in the program. As previously mentioned, integra-
tion tests are based primarily on the interface requirements depicted in
Figure 3.4-1. These tests may be broken down into (i) Functional Inte-
gration, (2) Physical Integration, and (3) Flight Control Simulation
tests. Functional Integration tests encompass all tests needed to verify
functional compatibility between space vehicle modules and between flight
hardware and supporting ground equipment. Functions may include command,
control checkout, and electrical power. Physical Integration is defined
to mean areas where major space vehicle modules or ground equipment are
mated and demated during the baseline mission operations. Examples are
ground equipment hookup for test and checkout, orbital rendezvous and
docking, and MEM-spacecraft separation. Flight Control Simulation tests
are applicable to major space vehicle maneuvers and will use combinations
of flight hardware and computer simulation with astronaut participation.
These tests are denoted respectively by the letters I, P, and C on
Figure 3.5-2 and are discussed on the following page.
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The core of functional integration begins at the mission module because
it is the space vehicle command and control center during most of the
mission. Astronauts should be used freely during these tests. In the
prelaunch and launch operations phase, the spacecraft interfaces with
ground and launch support equipment primarily through the MM. Integra-
tion test models will precede flight hardware at these locations in
sufficient time to allow changes to hardware if interface deficiencies
are found. In addition to testing with support equipment, the spacecraft
integration model must verify that its MM, MEM, and EEM are compatible
with each other. Nuclear PM's or major functioning portions thereof
will also be used to verify interfaces with GSE and LSE. At the space
vehicle level, ground functional interface tests will take place between
the spacecraft and PM-3, PM-2, and PM-I. Major command and control
functions must be verified, although execution of many operations will
be incomplete because of the ground environment and lack of direct
physical connection between elements. Generally, only test cables will
suffice for spacecraft and nuclear PM connection.
To completely verify hardware interfaces, physical as well as functional
compatibility must be shown. During mission ground operations, flight
hardware must mate physically with GSE and LSE through test cabling,
fluid servicing lines, and umbilicals. Physical connections with sup-
porting ELV's must also be checked out. The physical integration test
models may be the same as the functional models for ground interfaces.
When flight interfaces are checked out on the ground, usually an inter-
face simulator will be required for one of the mating elements. This
is based on the limitation that most docking and separation hardware is
designed for operation in zero gravity. This simulator will resemble
the applicable module only in the vicinity of the mating hardware. The
following table indicates the major interfaces that occur inflight and
designates whether they take place at a docking and/or separation
operation.
The final portion of integration tests includes flight control simulation
tests of major mission operations. These tests will verify the vehicle
flight control dynamics using flight configuration hardware or models
supplemented by computer simulation. Astronauts will be used in the
control loops. Tests will include all the operations of Table 3.5-1
and also the effect of major PM firings on the total space vehicle. In
addition, flight control simulation will include MEM descent and ascent,
as well as EEM Earth entry and landing.
3.6 QUALIFICATION TESTS
Qualification tests subject the space vehicle hardware to functional and
environmental tests which verify that the hardware is capable of meeting
mission requirements. The qualification tests are based on the test-
operational requirements of Section 3.4, backed up by the detailed
studies of Volume III, Part I, of this report. The specific areas for
the ground and flight tests are plotted on the matrix in Figure 3.6-1.
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Table 3.5-1: IMISCDINFLIGHTPHYSICALINTERFACES
Hardware Operation
SC/PM-3/PM-2/PM-I
PM-OT/PM-3
PM-IBMC/SC
MEM/SC
MEM DS/AS
MEM AS/MM
MEM AS/SC
_M/EE_
Docking and Separation
Separation
Separation
Separation
Separation
Docking
Separation
Separation
The degree of mission requirement satisfaction is also shown on the
matrix. In accordance with the guidelines, these tests are to be con-
ducted at the lowest hardware level and on the ground, if the required
capabilities can thereby be verified. Where these conditions cannot be
met, appropriate flight tests must be conducted. Astronauts will par-
ticipate in the tests wherever practicable. Hardware levels are based
on individual modules and proceed upward as necessary for the qualifi-
cation tests. Tests for the ELV's are discussed elsewhere in the study.
Specific tests for subsystems or components of a module will be indi-
cated only in the case of physical or functional interfaces with other
modules.
Functional tests verify intramodule operations and functional compati-
bility between modules of the space vehicle. Primary emphasis is placed
upon verifying the capability of the MM (and of the MEM and EEM when
they are executing mission phases) to monitor, command, and control
space vehicle operations within the limits of mission performance and
safety requirements. This in turn depends on mating hardware capa-
bilities for receipt and response to commands---often under severe
environmental constraints such as prolonged space soak or excessive
thermal loads. Such hardware operations must therefore be verified
during or after exposure to the environmental conditions that apply.
Environmental tests verify the capability of space vehicle hardware to
withstand the steady-state and transient environments that will be
encountered during the various mission phases. Primary emphasis is
places upon verifying the capabilities to withstand the rapid environ-
mental changes during Earth launch, the thermal-vacuum and zero gravity
environment of interplanetary space, and the hazardous atmosphere entry
environment.
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3.6.1 GROUND QUALIFICATION TESTS
Ground tests provide the simplest and most economical means for verifying
hardware capabilities so long as they can measure the capabilities
actually required for mission performance. They do not require the major
effort and expense of Earth launch, and they reduce the likelihood of
malfunctions when later flight tests are conducted. In the matrix of
Figure 3.6-1, ground qualification tests for the different hardware
levels are shown by symbols on the horizontal lines, placed in the columns
of the mission operational phases to which the tests apply. The symbol
_]represents ground tests that partially satisfy requirements for the
indicated mission phase, while the symbol_]indicates ground tests that
fully satisfy these requirements.
The spacecraft is ground tested at the module level (MM, MEM, EEM) for
the capabilities required to withstand the launch environment.
Vibration-acoustic tests verify structural adequacy; acceleration tests
and altitude-pressure tests verify ability to withstand the rapid changes
during launch. Intermodule operations are then tested, and the physical
and functional interfaces of the spacecraft with the ELV are qualified
by simulation. Spacecraft subsystems are functionally qualified for the
Earth orbit environment, responding to command and control inputs in all
operational modes. Ground environmental test chambers provide the
appropriate thermal-vacuum conditions for the successive space environ-
ments of the mission. During the tests, particular attention is paid
to the varying intensity and direction of solar irradiation on the hard-
ware. In the simulated outbound transplanetary environment, spacecraft
capabilities for experiments, maintenance, and abort are verified. In
the simulated Mars orbit environment, spacecraft capabilities for planet
capture and for orbital control of the planet mission operations are
tested. MEM tests are described in the following paragraph. In the
simulated inbound transplanetary environment, the functioning of the
modified spacecraft configuration is tested as applicable. Earth entry
module tests during Earth entry are described in a later paragraph.
The MEM is ground tested under conditions approximating the Mars
atmosphere as closely as possible. Scale-model ballutes, as well as
entry and retropropulsion capabilities for deceleration, are tested.
Environmental control and life support subsystems of the module are
tested at design minimum and maximum operating levels. Mars surface
operations are qualified through simulated excursions, by astronauts
fully equipped with exploration devices.
The EEM is ground tested with scale models of the biconic configuration.
Aerodynamic characteristics and effects of shape changes due to heat-
shield ablation, under conditions simulating high Earth reentry speeds,
are verified.
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The PM'sare ground tested in the samesimulated environments as
indicated for the spacecraft, approximating the duration prior to sepa-
ration of each spent stage. On the actual mission, the PM-I is dropped
after Earth orbit launch, the PM-OBMCafter outboundinterplanetary
coast, the PM-2after Mars capture, the PM-OTafter Mars orbit coast,
the PM-3after launch from Mars orbit, and the PM-IBMCafter inbound
interplanetary coast. Cold flow and hot firings of the nuclear PM's
are conductedin ground test facilities after simulated space soak under
appropriate thermal-vacuumconditions. PM's and propellants are sub-
Jected to the sametypes of tests indicated for the spacecraft modules
to verify capabilities for withstanding the Earth launch environment.
Commandreceipt and response is verified by simulated inputs from MM.
Testing of one selected primary PMsatisfies requirements for PM-I,
PM-2, andPM-3by testing to the worst-case environment conditions.
3.6.2 FLIGHTQUALIFICATIONTESTS
Flight tests are required to verify hardware capabilities that cannot
be adequately qualified by ground tests. Since flight tests consumea
great deal of effort and expense, they must accomplish as muchas pos-
sible with each Earth launch. Suborbital tests with scale modelsand
boilerplate vehicles are specified where significant results can be
obtained with the smaller ELV's. Unmannedtests are initially neces-
sary to verify critical capabilities that have not been man-rated.
Multiple test vehicles are put into orbit by the sameELVwhere practi-
cable. In the matrix of Figure 3.6-1, flight qualification tests for
the different hardware levels are shownby symbols on the horizontal
lines, placed in the columnsof the mission operational phases to which
the tests apply. The symbol[]represents"flight test_' that partially
satisfy requirements for the indicated mission phase, while the symbol
'_light test_' that fully satisfy these requirements.
MMflight testing will be initiated early in the qualification program
and continued throughout to qualify the mission control capabilities
that mustbe effective through a wide range of constraints. A fully
configured MMis placed, unmanned,into a highly elliptical Earth orbit
that reaches far into space and avoids the excessive thermal cycling of
low-altitude circular orbits. Capability to monitor, command,and
control remote operations, after space soak, is verified by inputs from
and to ground control stations. Astronauts are then sent up in logistic
vehicles for onboardqualifying of MMmission control capabilities
throughout the long test flight. This will include orbital support for
PMflight tests.
MEMflight tests begin with unmanned,followed by manned,suborbital
tests to qualify heat shields andballutes in high Earth atmosphere.
Descent, hover, and landing capabilities are verified in unmannedand
mannedtests from Earth orbit. Ascent propulsion and abort capabilities
are tested from unmannedsuborbital flights. Ascent, rendezvous,
docking, and separation maneuversare qualified, in conjunction with
the MM,by mannedflight from a long-duration Earth parking orbit.
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EEMflight tests begin with the unmannedsuborbital drop tests to evaluate
landing dynamics. Terminal maneuvers,particularly the ability to with-
stand landing impact, are qualified by unmannedand mannedsuborbital
flights. Guidanceand control characteristics of the module, its
responsiveness to Earth-based communications,and its ability to execute
the rollover manueverunder high inertial, buffeting, and thermal loads,
are initially tested by an unmannedscale model and are then qualified
by unmannedandmannedpropulsive launch from a simulated spacecraft
interface, after a long flight in an highly elliptical Earth orbit.
Nuclear PMflight tests with a dummynuclear engine installed initially
verify the insulation system, long-term storage of propellants, and
rendezvousand docking operations in Earth orbit. Identical PM's are
then used to flight qualify all nuclear engines; one is fired after
short space soak, and one is fired after long space soak. The PM-OBMC
and PM-OTare flight tested, with multiple firings after appropriate
space soak. MMorbital tests provide orbital support for these PMflight
tests. Simulated mission operations of the spacevehicle in the Earth-
Moonregion include the required firing of PM-I, PM-2, and PM-3.
Spacevehicle flight tests are incorporated in a simulated mission of
abbreviated duration, in the Earth-Moonregion, for final flight quali-
fication of all hardware. This simulated mission is termeda demonstra-
tion test. With the spacevehicle continually oriented toward the Sun
whensimulating the outboundand inboundinterplanetary coasts, the
thermal-vacuumand zero gravity conditions will provide reasonable simu-
lation of most mission environments to be encounteredin transit. The
mission simulation begins with verification that all space vehicle
elements (spacecraft, PM-3, PM-2, PM-I) are satisfactorily dockedin
Earth orbit and that all spacevehicle assemblyand test operations are
flight qualified by the astronaut-test crew. The PM's are fired and
the spent stages are separated in mission sequence. Spacevehicle
attitudes, trajectory, acceleration, guidanceand control, and rendez-
vous capabilities are verified inflight. Integrated systems, astronaut
performance, and ground support effectiveness are verified under flight
conditions.
3.7 HARDWAREQUIREMENTS
To generate data for inclusion in the programplan, the development-
integration and qualification tests of Sections 3.5 and 3.6 were analyzed
to determine the types of hardware required for each test. Thesewere
originally broken downaccording to mission phases. Since test hard-
ware maysatisfy requirements in a multiplicity of mission phases, this
original list was reduced using a given piece of hardware to satisfy as
manytests as possible. Results of this effort are shownin Table 3.7-1
which lists the required hardwareversus test purpose for development
ground and flight tests, integration tests, and qualification ground and
flight tests. The data of Table 3.7-1 are subsequently used to develop
programplans and schedules.
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Table 3.7-1: IMISCDTESTHARDWAREQUIREMENTS
HardwareRequired Purpose
Development Ground Tests
MM
MEM
EEM
S/C (Built up from above modules)
PM-I (Will also suffice for PM-2
and PM-3 development)
PM-OBMC
PM-OT
MEM Ascent Propulsion
MEM Descent Propulsion
Thermal balance and vibration mode
tests. Initial integration tests.
Thermal balance and vibration mode
tests. Initial integration tests.
Ground static firing tests.
PM-I Hot firing tests.
Pad abort effects tests.
MEM Scale Model
EEM Scale Model
Aerodynamic and heat-shield develop-
ment tests.
Development Flight Tests
MEM Descent Stage Unmanned descent test in Earth
atmosphere.
MEM Descent Stage
MEM Ascent Stage
Manned descent test in Earth
atmosphere.
Engine and guidance system development
test.
MEM
MEM Ballutes
Landing abort test of combined ascent
and descent stage.
High Earth atmosphere test of ballute
characteristics.
EEM Scale Model Heat shield reentry test.
EEM (Complete heat shield not
required)
Suborbital test to determine EEM
terminal maneuver and landing impact
characteristics.
EEM Unmanned reentry test.
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Table 3.7-1: IMISCDTESTHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS(Continued)
HardwareRequired Purpose
PM-OBMC(Will also suffice for PM-Flight test with multiple firings
IBMCdevelopment) after interim space soak.
PM-I (With dummynuclear engine) Developpropellant transfer and
stage separation techniques.
PM-I (Will also suffice for PM-2
and PM-3development) Flight test firing of nuclearengine.
Integration Tests (Ground)
MM
MEM
EEM
S/C (Built up from above modules)
PM-I
PM-2
PM-3
Functional integration between space
vehicle modules and between mocules
and supporting ground, launch, and
MSFN equipment. Physical integration
between spacecraft modules. Physical
and functional integration between
flight modules and appropriate ELV's.
Interface Simulators
SC/PM-3
PM-3/PM-2
PM-2/PM-I
Verification of physical interface
compatibility between major space-
vehicle elements.
Flight Control Simulators*
MM
MEM
Descent Stage
Ascent Stage
(Components of MEM simulator)
EEM
Verification of space vehicle and
vehicle element flight control dynamics
through the combined use of flight
configuration hardware, models, and
computer simulation.
SC (Built up from above simulators)
Space Vehicle
Ground Qualification Tests
MM
MEM
EEM
S/C (Built up from above module)
Vibration-acoustic, acceleration,
and altitude-pressure tests.
Testing of intermodule operations and
functional qualification of S/C sub-
systems for thermal-vacuum environ-
ments.
*Appropriate computer hardware and software will be required to
supplement the above simulators.
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Table 3.7-1: IMISCDTESTHARDWAREQUIREMENTS(Continued)
HardwareRequired Purpose
MEMDescentStage
MEMAscent Stage
MEMBallutes
EEMScale Model
PM-I (Nuclear engine not
required)
PM-I
PM-OBMC
PM-OT
Flight Qualification Tests
MM
MEM Boilerplate
MEM Ascent Stage
MEM
MEM Ascent Stage
EEM Boilerplate
EEM
Static firing tests in simulated
Mars environment.
Scale-model tests of ballute
characteristics.
Tests to verify aerodynamic
characteristics and effects of
shape changes due to heat-shield
ablation.
Cold flow test.
Vibration-acoustic, altitude-pressure,
and thermal-vacuum environment tests.
Testing of intermodule function by
simulation. Hot firing of nuclear
engine.
Environmental and functional qualifi-
cation including static firing.
Qualifying mission control capabilities
in Earth orbit.
Suborbital unmanned test of heat
shields and ballutes.
Suborbital unmanned test of ascent
propulsion and abort.
Suborbital manned test to qualify
descent, hover, and landing
capabilities.
Qualification of ascent, rendezvous,
docking and separation by manned
flight.
Unmanned reentry test to verify
guidance and control and heat
transfer capabilities.
Unmanned suborbital test of terminal
maneuvers and landing impact effects.
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Table 3.7-1: IMISCDTESTHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS(Continued)
HardwareRequired Purpose
EEM
EEM
EEM
PM-I (Less nuclear engine)
PM-I
PM-I
PM-OBMC
PM-OT
SpaceVehicle(Includes S/C, PM-I, PM-2,
and PM-3)
Mannedsuborbital test of terminal
and landing maneuvers.
Unmannedtest of complete reentry,
terminal and landing maneuvers.
Mannedqualification of reentry,
terminal, and landing maneuvers.
Qualification of PMdocking,
separation, and propellant storage
system.
Firing of nuclear engine after
short space soak.
Firing of nuclear engine after
long space soak.
Multiple firings after appropriate
spacesoak.
Simulation of all mission operations,
but abbreviated duration of the
interplanetary transit times, con-
ducted in the Earth-Moonregion for
final flight qualification of all
hardware.
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4.0 FACILITIES PLAN
4.1 LAUNCH FACILITIES
4.1.1 CONDITIONS AND RATIONALE
Selection of the SAT-V-25(S)U for the ELV makes possible the use of
Launch Complex 39 and other facilities at KSC to support the manned
planetary program. The increase in length of the MS-IC Stage, the
omission of the S-IVB Stage and the addition of the four segment solid
rocket engines (SRM's) will require extensive modifications of existing
facilities and construction of some new facilities.
The procedure for assembly, checkout, and launch of the SAT-V-25(S)U
and of the various payload elements of the space vehicle will, with the
exception of the SRM integration, basically follow that developed for
Saturn V.
The launch schedules as shown in Section 2.0, indicate a launch rate of
six launches in approximately 2 months. To support a launch rate of
this magnitude, the following conditions are imposed on the launch
facilities:
i) Exclusive use of LC-39 during the launch period;
2) Hurricane protection at the launch pad;
3) Pad refurbishment in 9 days.
The following sections describe the major modifications, additions, and
new facilities that will be required at KSC to support the program. In
addition, certain facility/GSE requirements are identified as being of
such scope or importance to the program to warrant additional detailed
study. Figure 4.1-1 shows the concept for use of Launch Complex 39 and
lists some of the major modifications and additions required.
4.1.2 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
The assembly, checkout and launch of the ELV and a PM payload begins
with the arrival by barges at KSC of the MS-IC Stage, the MS-II Stage,
and a PM tank. The SRM's are also water transported in railroad cars
on barges. Because of the increased length of the first stage, a new
transportation vehicle will be required to move the MS-IC Stage from
the unloading dock to the VAB. A new vehicle will also be required to
transport the PM tank to the nuclear engine/fuel tank mating facility.
The railroad cars containing the live rocket motor components go directly
to a new open rail car storage area. The inert components are trans-
ferred to the new inert components building (ICB).
In the VAB, erection of the ELV on the mobile launcher follows the
Saturn V procedure. Following the integration and checkout of the pay-
load, the vehicle is moved by crawler-transporter to the launch pad.
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SRM Inert Component Building - New
Vehicle Assembly Bul ding
Modify 4 High-Bays
Figure 4.1-1:
Pad C New .._Pad B Modify
Pad A Modify
Mobile Erection &
Processing Structure
New 2 Mobile Service Structure
Modify 1 New 2
Crawler- Transporters
Modify 2
Launch Control Center
Firing Rooms New 2
LAUNCH COMPLEX 39
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Concurrent with the assembly and checkout of the ELV core, the SRM com-
ponents are being processed through the new ICB and the new mobile erec-
tion and processing structure (MEPS).
Upon completion of checkout, the SRM's are transported to the launch pad
in the MEPS by use of the crawler-transporter. At the pad, the SRM seg-
ments are assembled and integrated with the core of the ELV.
Completion of the pad checkout procedure, fueling operations, and launch
follow the Saturn V routine.
4.1.3 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING (VAB)
Four high bays in the VAB will be required to serve the proposed launch
rate. Three bays will be configured to accommodate an ELV and a PM pay-
load, with PM-I, -2 and -3 identical in size. The fourth bay will be
configured for the spacecraft as a payload.
At present two of the bays are completely outfitted for Saturn V/Apollo.
Modifications required for SAT-V-25(S)U in these two bays will include
relocation upward of the work platforms and utilities for the longer
first stage and the corresponding new level of the second stage. The
platforms formerly serving the S-IVB stage and Apollo will require
modification or replacement to accommodate a 33-foot diameter payload.
The two remaining high bays must be outfitted completely, including work
platforms, enclosures, utilities, and test systems.
A major problem presents itself in adapting the VAB for assembly and
checkout of the Saturn V-25(S)U and the payload. This problem occurs
due to the ELV/PL height, when assembled on a ML, which is greater than
the VAB high-bay door opening and also exceeding the hook height of the
250 ton crane. The height of the vehicle, less nose cone, above the VAB
floor is 463 feet 6 inches. The door height is 456 feet 2 inches and
the hook height is 462 feet 6 inches. In arriving at the clearance
requirements, the operational procedure of raising the ML before leaving
the VAB must be taken into account as well as an allowance for a payload
handling fixture.
To provide a reasonable margin of clearance a change in elevation of 8
feet must be added to the VAB high-bay doors and cranes or the height
of the vehicle reduced by that amount.
A brief examination of the work involved in altering the VAB roof struc-
ture to gain the necessary height indicates this approach to be extremely
costly. The principal complication results from the increased wind loads
when the height is increased and probable need to strengthen the basic
building structure.
A more reasonable solution appears to be reducing the vehicle height
through modification of the mobile launcher platform in conjunction
with changes required for the SRM's. Basically the modification would
allow the vehicle to set deeper into the ML platform structure. If this
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lowered position adversely affects the flame deflection at the launch
pad, the MLsupport piers could be modified to compensateas required.
A detailed study will be required to resolve this problem fully.
The increased weight of the Saturn V-25(S)U and the payload plus the
increase in weight of the MLcould exceedthe designed capability of the
MLsupporting piers. A detailed study of this problemwill be required.
4.1.4 LAUNCHCONTROLCENTER(LCC)
The proposedlaunch rate and continuance of the concept of one firing
roomassigned to an ELV/PLfrom assemblyto launch will require six
equipped firing roomsin the launch control center. This requirement
will be met by modifying the three existing outfitted firing rooms to
accommodateconsoles for the SRM'sand newpayloads, outfitting the
fourth room, and constructing and outfitting two additional rooms.
Checkoutof the spacecraft will be accomplishedby expansion of the
acceptancecheckout equipment (ACE).
4.1.5 MOBILELAUNCHERS(ML)
SevenML's will be required to support the program. This will require
modification of the three existing ML's and construction of four new
units. Modifications will consist of changesin the launch platform
opening to accommodatethe SRM's,addition of heat shields, and reloca-
tion and modification of umbilical armsand fluid systemspiping.
4.1.6 MOBILESERVICESTRUCTURE(MSS)
ThreeMSS'swill be required. This requirement can be met by modifica-
tion of the existing structure and construction of two newunits,
including parking facilities and crawlerways.
Revisions to the existing MSSwill include increasing the height to
accommodateraising the work platform due to the larger MS-ICstage and
altering the SRM'sand newpayload platforms.
4.1.7 MOBILE RECTIONANDPROCESSINGSTRUCTURE(MEPS)
A previous study by the Martin Companyevaluated several methodsof
integrating the 156-inch solid rocket motors into the assembly, check-
out, and launch procedure for a modified Saturn V core. Their recom-
mendedconcept, which has beenadopted for this study, will require the
developmentof a mobile facility to inspect and checkout the SRM'sand
to provide derricks for erecting the segmentson the launch pad.
A parking facility for the MEPSwill be required near the openrail car
storage. This facility will be similar to that provided for the MSS.
As the MEPSwill be transported to the launch pad by the crawler-tractor
a newspur from the crawlerwaymust be extended to the MEPSparking
position.
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4.1.8 CRAWLER-TRANSPORTERS(C-T's)
Twocrawler-transporters will be required. A comprehensivestudy will
be necessary to determine the feasibility of modifying the existing
units to carry the increased load imposedby the ELV/PLand heavier ML.
4.1.9 LAUNCHPADS
The increase in size, weight, and thrust of the SAT-V-25(S)Uover the
Saturn V will require extensive modifications to the existing launch
pads. Becausethree vehicles will be undergoing launch pad processing
concurrently, three pads will be required.
Themajor complication in developing launch pad requirements is the
practical requirement for pad separation for catastrophic failure of a
fueled vehicle. Padseparation for Complex39 is 8730 feet, which was
determined by using TNTequivalencies of 10%of the LOX-RP.Iweight and
60%of the LOX-LH2 weight, and 0.4 psi overpressure. The 0.4 psi limit
is imposedby the Saturn V structure.
With the introduction of the SRM'sand the increased fuel capacity of
the MS-IC stage the separation distance required for 0.4 psi becomes
16,700 feet. This figure is baseduponassigning 100%TNTequivalency
to the solid propellants whenin the presenceof a fully fueled core.
Earlier studies have recommendedthat a waiver be granted on the separa-
tion requirements, becauseoverpressures near the theoretical value are
highly improbable due to inadequatemixing of propellants and the diffi-
culty in detonating solid propellants. Further study and evaluation is
required to establish criteria for pad siting. For this study present
separation has been considered adequate.
Major modifications to the existing launch pads include reinforcement
of the MLand MSSsupport piers and pad structure, newflame deflectors,
increased industrial water pumping,and increased fluid systems capacity.
A tabulation of present propellant storage and ELV/PLrequirements is
shownbelow.
Existin_ Pad Storage
On-board Requirement
Saturn V-25(S)U + PM
RP-I 258,000 gallons 300,000 gallons
LOX 700,000 gallons 550,000 gallons
LH 2 850,000 gallons 950,000 gallons*
*687,000 gallons for propulsion module--to be subcooled or slush.
Increased propellant storage requirements at each existing launch pad
would include one 86,000-gallon RP-I reservoir, manifolded to the three
existing tanks_ one 200,000-gallon L0X dewar for boiloff replenishment,
and two additional 850,000-gallon LH 2 dewars.
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Minor modifications to the high-pressure gas systemwill be required to
interface with the newvehicle. The existing N204systemwill be modi-
fied to service the TVCsystem on the SRM's. Further study and evalua-
tion is required for manufacture, transport, and storage of large
amountsof subcooledor slush LH2°
Onenewlaunch pad that includes the crawlerway extension and has the
samecapability as the modified pads will be required.
4.2 INDUSTRIALFACILITIES
This section describes major newor modified facilities that will be
required to support the manufacture, assembly, and test of the hardware
componentsthat makeup the mannedinterplanetary system. Development
and fabrication facilities for the nuclear engines and the solid rocket
motors are assumedto be available at the time required through pro-
visioning separate from this program. They are thus not treated here,
except for those occurring as a direct result of the mannedinterplane-
tary requirement.
4.2.1 MANUFACTURINGA DASSEMBLY
Themajor facility changesevolve from the increase in the length of
the first stage of the ELVand provisions for the solid strap-on rocket
motors and the PMhydrogen tanks.
Major tooling and assemblyrequirements at Michoudinclude an additional
tank assemblystation, an additional hydrotest position, and someaddi-
tional and modified tooling. Additional warehousing, quality assurance,
and receiving inspection areas will be required. The final assembly
position in the VABcan be adapted to the longer stage.
Theaft skirt structure and aft attachment structure for the SRM'swill
require newassemblyand handling equipmentas well as boring machines
and a newwelding facility.
4.2.2 TESTFACILITIES
Major additions and modifications that will be required to the test
facilities at MSFCand MTFto support this programare:
i) Dynamictest facility: The present Saturn V dynamictest stand at
MSFChas a foundation limit of 12 x 106 pounds, and becausethe
SAT-V-25(S)Uplus a PMweighs 15 x 106 pounds, a newfacility must
be constructed to meet this test requirement;
2) Static firing facility: The S-IC stand at MTFwill require modifi-
cation to accommodatethe MS-ICstage. The SRM'swill not be fired.
Modifications to the stand will include revisions to platforms
becauseof the increased length of the stage and revisions to pro-
pellant and gas piping systems. Three newLOXbarges will be needed
to provide the additional propellant required for the MS-IC.
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4.3 FACILITYCOSTS(MAJORITEMS)
4.3.1 KENNEDYSPACECENTER
Facility
Vertical Assembly Building (Mod)
Launch Control Center (Mod)
Mobile Launcher 3 (Mod)
4 (New)
Mobile Service Structure 1 (Mod)
2 (New)
Launch Pads 2 (Mod)
1 (New)
Deflectors 2 (New)
Fueling (New)
Crawler-Transporter 2 (Mod
Payload Assembly and c/o Building
SRM Inert Component Assembly Building (New)
SRM Mobile Erection and Processing Structure
2 (New)
Total
4.3.2 INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
Facility
MSFC
Dynamic Test Facility
MTF
Static Test Stand
Michoud
Total $
4.4 FACILITY CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES
$ _millions)
i0.I
1.5
52.4
180.0
5.0
80.0
23 .i
20.4
6.7
59.7
19.3
16.4
3.0
25.0
$ 502.5
$ (millions)
15.2
4.9
19.6
40.0
Construction schedules for the major facilities required to support the
this program are shown in Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2. The time indicated
on the bar graph for each item includes design, "brick and mortar" con-
struction, and equipment provisioning where applicable.
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4.5 ADDITIONAL STUDY CONSIDERATIONS
A number of the conditions imposed upon the new or modified facilities
that will be required for the manned interplanetary program are so
severe or so complex that further detailed study will be necessary for
a complete evaluation and resolution.
The following items are problem areas in this category.
i) Hurricane protection at the launch pad. (This has been assumed
feasible in order to keep the number of launch pads and VAB posi-
tions at a reasonable value.)
2) Manufacture, storage, and handling of subcooled or slush hydrogen.
3) VAB height limitation. (Present ELV/PL combinations exceed door
opening and crane hook height. Several approaches have been
examined, but a detailed trade study is required to arrive at the
best solution to this problem.)
4) Blast effects. (See Section 4.1.9)
5) Sterilization facilities for Mars lander.
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.5.0 PROGRAM COSTS
Program cost and fiscal year funding for the IMISCD system are developed
in this section. The Venus and Mars missions defined in this report
provide the technical data upon which the cost estimate is built. It
should be noted that the aerospace vehicle configuration priced is the
survivor of over twenty candidates studied during the past year.
A 1983 Venus Short mission and a 1986 Mars Opposition landing mission
provide the example program used in the costing effort. A 1981 Venus
Short mission and a 1983 Mars Opposition mission are also analyzed to
exhibit the effect on funding caused by the accelerated schedule. This
alternate program is considered to involve a higher degree of risk.
The results of the costing effort provide basic cost data that can be
rearranged to devise other interplanetary mission programs. A "Program
Planners' Guide" is included in this section to exploit the available
cost data and help put together other desirable mission programs.
The total program costs generated from the example 1983 Venus - 1986
Mars program are as follows:
Phase Millions
RaD $23,695.6
Venus Mission 2,572.1
Mars Mission 2_681.9
Program Total $28°949.6
To facilitate the reading of the program costs, it is of value to high-
light its organization.
The cost report is divided into three major areas:
1) Subsection 5.1, Conditions and Rationale
2) Subsection 5.2, Cost Summaries and Funding Schedules
3) Subsection 5.3, Costing Methodology
Subsection 5.1, Conditions and Rationale, lays the ground rules and
states the assumptions under which the cost effort is performed.
Subsection 5.2, Cost Sun.aries and Fundin_ Schedules, displays the
results in graphical and pictorial form of the cost analysis. The
Program Planners' Guide is also included in this subsection.
Subsection 5.3, Costin_ Methodology, presents the technique and
mechanics used to perform the cost analysis. This subsection is broken
down into three major parts that are the essence of the cost analysis.
They are:
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I) WORKBREAKDOWNSTRUCTUREWITHELEMENTCOSTS
Identifies and defines the work.
2) ELEMENT COST BREAKDOWN
Builds the cost estimates.
3) COSTING TOOLS
Supports the estimating technique.
5.1 CONDITIONS AND RATIONALE
The cost estimates developed for this program were based on the follow-
ing conditions and ground rules:
i) Development costs for all major program elements are included with
the exception of the following:
• SAT-V-INT 21 (two-stage Saturn V),
• Saturn IB,
• Six-man logistics spacecraft.
2) Escalation allowances are not included.
3) Costs were estimated assuming that industry will be responsible for
design, development, and manufacture of all elements. Included are
allowances for integration and management at all program levels.
Government administrative costs, however, are excluded.
4) Standby costs are based on the probability of use. Unused standby
units will be refurbished and reused. Allowances have been included
for storage and refurbishment.
5) Nerva II development costs are included.
6) Earth-based support costs do not include synchronous orbit satellite
relays or possible deep space network stations for laser communica-
tions, i.e., Earth orbit support costs are for existing stations
and do not include any new facility investments.
7) The six-man logistics spacecraft has been priced on the basis of
four reuses for each spacecraft.
5.2 COST SUMMARIES AND FUNDING SCHEDULES
The two-mission example cost in total and by element is displayed graphi-
cally in this section. Both the basic example and an alternative higher
risk example are depicted. A program funding schedule is included for
the basic and alternative examples to exhibit the yearly funding levels
that an interplanetary program would conceivably require.
The various graphs and charts break out cost by categories such as
spacecraft, propulsion modules, and Earth based support to highlight
the relative cost requirements the defined programs produce.
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Nonrecurring and recurring costs are separated to point up the financial
resources that must be expendedbefore a mission can be launched and the
monies necessary for the mission and subsequentmissions.
A guide for programplanners is included in this section to provide a
tool that would allow an analyst to put together a tailored mission
plan that fits within a range of mission alternatives and combinations
provided.
5.2.1 BASICEXAMPLE
The following tables, charts, and illustrations showthe costs associ-
ated with a Venuscapture mission in 1983and a Mars landing mission in
1986.
Figure 5.2-1 presents the total exampleoverview by major element. The
spacecraft category, which includes the mission module, the Earth entry
module, and the Mars Excursion Moduleis almost twice as costly as the
next largest cost element of the program, the Earth launch vehicles.
Probes and experimentsappear next in cost closely followed by the space
propulsion system. The remaining support, integration and management
efforts are about as costly in total as the Earth launch vehicles.
The funding graph, Figure 5.2-2, is a gross allocation of moniesdis-
tributing the examplestotal costs over 19 years. This graph was pre-
pared by funding each element individually, then phasing the element
fundings into the total examplefunding by using the detailed program
event schedules. This graph showsonly howthe moneywould be spent,
and not necessarily howthe governmentwould chooseto allocate the
funds.
Figure 5.2-3 is a pictorial illustration of total nonrecurring costs
including detailed Design, Development,and Flight Demonstration Test
Programcosts.
Figures 5.2-4 and 5.2-5 display the Venusand MarsMission costs.
Figure 5.2-6 illustrates nonrecurring or total R&Dcost for spacecraft,
Earth launch vehicles and propulsion modulehardware.
Figure 5.2-7 presents mission hardwarecost for spacecraft, earth
launch vehicles and propulsion modules.
Figure 5.2-8 presents total examplehardwarecost for spacecraft, Earth
launch vehicles and propulsion modules. Thesehardware costs are next
broken downinto R&Dand unit costs on Figures 5.2-9 through 5.2-11.
Figure 5.2-12 breaks out the items involved in experiment and probe
costs by nonrecurring and recurring categories and in total. Finally,
Figure 5.2-13 presents programsupport, integration, andmanagement
costs.
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MEM
Experiments & Probes
MM
t
m
EEM
PM-3
PM-2
Assembly & Docking Units
Midcourse Correction
and Orbit Trim
PM-1
Space Vehicle
Integration &
Support
Subtotal
SPACE VEHICLE
Basic
R&D
$2,906.2
3,288.0
3,049.0
1,457.7
0
355.9
140.0
2,040.0
1,323.7
$14,560.5
Flight
Test
$ 826.7
581.8
532.0
263.5
62.0
201.0
137.3
22.5
155.0
278.2
$3,060.0
$3,7_
3, 86
3,5_
1,72
2,19
1,60
$17,62
Total Space Vehicle $17,62
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EARTH LAUNCH VEHICLES
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Figure 5.2-3:
Basic
R&D
SAT-25(S)U with S/O $248.6
SAT-V-25(S) Uoore only 574.8
SAT V -0-
SAT-V INT-21 -0-
Saturn IB -0-
Atl as Agena -0-
Subtotal $823.4
Flight
Test Total
$1,463.0 $1,711.6
906.4 1,481.2
124.0 124.0
178.6 178.6
164.0 164.0
7.9 7.9
Other Costs
/ Earth Support $1,035.0
/ Orbital Support 1,022.6
J Interplanetary Mi ssion
J System Integrati°n 350.2
Total ELV and other $3,667.3 + $2,407.8 = $23,695.6
NONRECURRING COSTS DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT
DEMONSTRATION TEST COSTS (dollars in millions)
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5.2.2 ALTERNATE EXAMPLE
In the alternate example, the Venus capture mission is scheduled for
1981 and the Mars landing mission for 1983. The impact on total costs
was not assessed, but there is a considerable change in funding require-
ments. The combined effect of shorter flow times for the Venus mission,
and earlier go-ahead dates for the Mars mission lead to higher annual
funding requirements through 1980.
The cost figures appearing (except for funding) in the previous section
are valid for the alternate mission example. Funding requirements for
both the basic and alternate plans are compared on Figure 5.2-14.
The basic example has a peak yearly funding rate of approximately $3.2
billion, while the alternate yearly funding peak is in excess of $4.0
billion.
BASIC PROGRAM
CY 72
CY 73
CY 74
CY 75
CY 76
CY 77
CY 78
CY 79
CY 8O
CY 81
CY 82
CY 83
Flight CY 84
Test CY 85
Program CY 86
CY 87
i
Total
s
Basic R&D
ALTERNATE PROGRAM
Basic Flight Venu_ Mars Total
R&D Test Short Opp. Total
Prog. 1981 1984
432 116 1594_1310 287
2038! 579 2617
2700 1143 3 843
2864' 1518 43831
2184 1395 33 3613
1449 1164 346. 2959 '
1293 911 978 43 3227 :
865 581 844 300 2592
350 168 180 804 1504
118 120 146 978 1364i
7 89 41 316 454
4, 196 201
42 421
15,614 8080:2572 2682 28,949
--'-_ Dollars in Millions
%
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
%
%
%
d " %
84
Opp %
%
72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84
Figure 5.2-14: TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING COMPARISON
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5.2.3 PROGRAM PLANNER'S GUIDE
The basic program elements arranged in different configurations and com-
binations provide a range of conceivable program concepts. The program
planner's guide is intended to display some of these elements and com-
binations to allow tailored systems to be devised by mission analysts.
Figure 5.2-15 shows the sequence of application for using this guide.
The letters, which are further defined in Table 5.2-2, refer to the
individual cost building blocks used in the guide to develop an inter-
planetary program.
Table 5.2-1 is a "Program Planner's Combination Capability List" and
exhibits potential space vehicle combinations that can be used for the
1980 through 1988 Mars/Venus mission opportunities. Potential space
vehicle combinations include PM-I stages (the Earth depart stage) of
two, three, and four common propulsion modules tied together. All of
the combinations have single PM-2 (planetary capture) and PM-3 (plane-
tary depart) stages. Additional versatility is given to the propulsion
elements by fuel transfer systems, i.e., the transfer of fuel from PM-3
to PM-2 and PM-2 to PM-I. The final element is the spacecraft, which
in the basic system consists of a mission module (MM) and an Earth entry
module (EEM). The Mars excursion module (MEM), and the experiments and
probes are treated in this guide as mission dependent alternates.
The "Program Planner's Price List," Table 5.2-2, displays the costs
involved in securing element combinations that can be used to build
tailored programs. Programs can be priced by adding costs assigned to
the alternates that comprise these programs. Costs for the basic sys-
tem and each of the alternates are further defined on the right side of
the table. The costs for the major elements were extracted directly
from Figure 5.3-2.
Table 5.2-3, the "Program Planner's Funding Distribution List," allows
a reasonable dissemination of funds to be planned to meet a program's
financial requirements.
An example of the use of the price list is provided in Exhibit 5.2-1.
The basic example mission of the IMISCD study is used to illustrate how
total program cost can be generated using the guide.
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Table 5.2-1: PROGRAM PLANNER'S COMBINATION CAPABILITY LIST
MISSION
CLASS YEAR
82
MARS 84
OPPOSITION 86
88
MARS 80
CONJUNCTION 86
75
78
_ARS 80
SWlNGBY 82
VENUS 84
86
80
81
VENUS 83
SHORT 85
86
80
VENUS 81
LONG
2-I-I
[] mp
• • •
RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
4-I-i
(5-2-1)
(5-I-I)
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Table 5.2-2: PROGRAM PLANNER'S PRICE LIST:
NONRECURRING COSTS (Dollars in Millions)
I. BASIC SYSTEM (VENUS MISSION LESS EXPERIMENTS)
- 3-I-I-I COMBINATION
II. ALTERNATE:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
For 4--1-1-1 Combination Only
For 4-1-1-1 & 3-1-1-1 Mix (A+31.0)
For 2-i-1-1 Combination Only
For 2-1-I-1 & 3-1-I-1 Mix
For 4-1-1-1 & 3-1-1-1 & 2-1-1-1 Mix
For Mars Mission (MEM)
For Venus Experiments Only
For Mars Experiments Only _
For Swlngby Experiments Only
For Venus & Mars Experiments
For Venus & Mars & Swlngby Experiments
AS
ONLY
332.0
363.0
-335.0
24.0
387.0
¢, 857.9
2,782.5
2,085 8
1,344 3
4,320.6
4,416.1
$14,517.1
RECURRING COSTS (Dollars in Millions)
III. MISSION TYPE
N
M
L1
O
L2
P
Mars* -- Conjunction
Mars* -- Venus Swlngby
Venus -- Short (Basic Program
Example)
Venus -- Long
Mars* -- Opposition
(Basic Program Example)
Mars Orbiter
3-1-1-1
I
2,759.41
2,755.71
2,572.11
2,608.7J
2,681.91
TYPICAL MISSION COSTS
FOR COMBINATIONS :
©
12-I-I-I
I
J 2,601.3
J 2,597.6
J 2,413.1
J 2,449.7
12,523.8
2,571.21 J2,413.1
* Mars missions assume a Venus mlsston has been run earlier.
**ConsTsts of :
Surface Exp. 220.1
Basic Exp. 310.3
Probes 1555.4
4-1-1-1
2,917.5
2,913.8
2,731.1
2,767.7
2,840.0
2,729.3
J Support For Table 5.2-2
I. BASIC SYSTEM (VENUS MISSION LESS EXPERI
(3-1-1-1 Combination)
Nonrecurring Costs
3,581.0 MM
1,721.2 EEM
2,195.0 PM-1
201.0 PM-2
62.0 PM-3
165.5 PM-M
493.2 AEDU
8,415.9 Subtotal
841.6 Space Vehicle Inte!
and Support
1,711.6 SAT-V-25(S)U
266.6 + 574.8 SAT-V-25(S)U Core
124.0 SAT-V
178.6 INT-21
164.0 Saturn-IB
7.9 Atl as-Agena
900.0 T&DA
135.0 Recovery
407.8 Logistics Spacecraf
574.0 ELV
40.8 Assembly Checkout
14,302.6 Subtotal
214.5 Interplanetary Miss
Integration and IV
14,517.1 Total
II. NONRECURRING ALTERNATE
A. For 4-1-1-1 Combination Only
Flight Test
One Flight Unit + One Spare Needed ir
Unit Qty $/L
PM Module 2 x $31
ELV 2 x 133
CLUSTERING
Three 8,000lb. =$31.0 t D
Four 10,666 Ib $35.0
Total
B. For 4-1-1-1 and 3-1-1-1 Mix
A + clustering For three modules
$332.0 + 31.0 = $363.0
_ENTS)
ration
Only
Integration
onSystem
_nagement
FlightTestProgram
_it
0 = $62.0
0 : 266.0
fference 4.0
$332.0
C. For 2-1-1-1 Combination Only
_t
One less Flight Unit and One Less Spare Needed in Flight Test
Unit Qty S/Unlt
PM 2 x $31.0 = -$62.0
ELV 2 x 133.0 = -266.0
CLUSTERING
Three 8,000 lb. = $31.0 - 7.0
Two 5,334 lb. = $24.0
$ -335.0
D. For 2-1-1-1 and 3-1-1-1 Mix
Clustering for two modules
3 Modules - 1 Module = 2 Modules
8,000 Ib - 2,666 Ib = 5,334 Ib (Cluster Wt for 2 Modules)
5,3341b= $24.0R&D Cost for 2-1-1-1 Capability
E. For 4-1-1-1 and 3-1-1-1 and 2-1-1-1 Mix
A + Clustering for Two Modules + Clustering for
Three Modules
332.0 + 24.0 + 32.0 = 387.0( Cost for This Mix)
F. For Mars Mission
3,732.9
873.4
679.8
4,786.0
71.8
MEM R&D & Flight Test Units
Space Vehicle Integration and Support
-25(S)U Cores for Flight Test
Subtotal
Interplanetary Missile System Integration
& Management
A For Mars Lander
Capabillty
$4,857.9
Integration & MGT
Total
G. For Venus Experiments Only
R&D
$ 449.1 Experiments
$ 1,695.7 Probes
S 2,144.8 Total
Flight Test
($13.00 + $160.88) 2 = $347.36
Total
$ 2,144.8 + 347.4 = $2,492.2
290.3
$'%,782.5
H. For Mars Experiments Only
R&___DD
$ 449.1 Experiments
$ 1,149.7 Probes
$ 1,598.8 Total
FIight Test
($13.00 + $121.70) 2 = $269.40
Total
$ 1,598.80 + $269.40 = $1,868.20
217.6 Integration &
-$2,085.8 Total
I. For Swingby Experiments Only
R&D
$ 449.1 Experlments
643.4 Probes
$ ] ,092.5 Total
Test
($13.00 + $42.74)2 = $111.48
Total
$ 1,092.5+ $111.5 = $1,204.0
139.3 Integration &MG
$1,344.3 Total
J. For Venus and Mars Experiments
3,869.8 Experiments & Probe R&D
386.9 Space Vehicle Integration & S
4,256.7 Subtotal
63.9 Interplanetary Missile System
& Management
4,320.6 Total
K. For Venus & Mars & Swingby Experiments
R&D
$ 449.1 Experiments
$ 2,838.9 Probes
$ 3,288.0 Total
FIight Test
$ ($13.00 + $277.90 + $42.74) 2 = $667.28
Total
$ 3,288.0 + $667.3 = $3,955.3
460.8 Integration & MG]
$4,416.1 Total
III. MISSION TYPE RECURRING COSTS
L1 and L2 Venus Short and Mars Opposition From the
Basic Program Example
M. Mars-Venus Swlngby Recurring Cost
$ 250.04 MM
345.90 Experiments and Probes
71.10 EEM
upport
ntegration
177.10 MEM240.30 SpacePropulsion108.44 Integration(10%)911.30 ELV's236.50 EarthBasedSupport(60Days)374.30 OrbitalSupport40.72 InterplanetaryMissionSystemIntegrationandManagement
$2,755.70 TotalMissionCost
N. MarsConjunctionResurringCost
$ 271.80 MM269.40 ExperimentsandProbes71.10 EEM177.10 MEM
240.30 SpacePropulsion102.97 Integration(10%)911.30 ELV'S
300.30 EarthBasedSupport(1,040Days)374.30 OrbitalSupport40.78 InterplanetaryMissionSystemIntegrationandManagement
$2,759.35 TotalMissionCost
0.
P°
Venus Long Recurring Cost (dollars in millions)
$ 277.35 MM
347.40 Experiments and Probes
79.00 EEM
251.50 Space Propulsion
$ 955.25 Subtotal
95.50 Integration
911.30 ELV's
260.78 Earth Based Support (800 Days)
374.30 Orbital Support
38.55 Interplanetary Mission
Integration and Management
"$ 2,608.68 Total Mission Cost
Mars Orbiter Recurring Cost (dollars in millions)
3-1-1-1 Combination
$ 268.3 Mission Module
347.4 Experiments and Probes (Like Venus)
71.1 Earth Entry Module
240.3 Space Propulsion
92.7 S/V Integration of Vehicle Support
911.3 Earth Launch Vehicles
227.9 Earth-Based Support (Like Mars
Opposition)
374.3 Orbital Support
37.9 Interplanetary Mission System
Integration and Management
$ 2,571.2 Total Mission Cost
(Less than Venus short due to learn-
ing curve effect; Venus mission has
been run previously.)
Mars Mission
Recurring Costs Assuming a Venus Mission has Been
Flown Earl ier
(Recurring Costs that Must be Added or Subtracted
from 3-1-1-I Combination to Accommodate
2-1-1-1 and 4-I-1-1 Combination)
Space Propulsion and ELV's
Q. Venus
2-1-1-1 Combination
Subtract one PM and one ELV
S- 26.0 PM
S - 133.0 ELV
S - 159.0 Total
Mars
2-1-1-1 Combination
Subtract one PM and one ELV
$ - 25.1 PM
S -133.0 ELV
S-158.1 Total
R. Venus
4-I-1-1 Combination
Add one PM and ELV
$ + 26.0 PM
$ +133.0 ELV
S +159.0 Total
Mars
4-1-1-1 Combination
Add one PM and ELV
$+ 25.1 PM
S +133.0 ELV
$ +158.1 Total
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EXHIBIT 5.2-1
Program Planner's Price List
Example Problem:
The price list can be used to find the costs of
the basic program considered in the IMISCD study.
Nonrecurring Costs:
Basic system $14,517.1
Alternate (see Table
5.2-2)
F. For MEM 4,857.9
J. For Venus and 4,320.6
Mars Experiments
Total $23,695.6
Recurring Costs:
• Venus short $ 2,572.1
• Mars opposition 2,681.9
Total Program Cost $28,949.6
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5.3 COSTINGMETHODOLOGY
The following sections define and support the IMISCDprogramcost esti-
mate.
Section 5.3.1, Work Breakdown Structure with Element Costs, identifies
and defines the elements of the IMISCD program that are costed. Each
element and each cost category is described.
Section 5.3.2, Element Cost Breakdown, presents the estimates of each
element identified on the IMISCD work breakdown structure. All inputs
that build up to the cost of an element are tabulated in this section.
Section 5.3.3, Costin@ Tools, brings forward the tools needed for esti-
mating, and describes the techniques used to develop these tools.
5.3.1 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE WITH ELEMENT COSTS
To facilitate total costing, a work breakdown structure was developed
to identify program elements. Costs associated with each program
element were then developed and displayed on a program cost summary
by element.
All elements and cost categories associated with the program are
defined in this section.
5.3.1.1 IMISCD Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
The IMISCD WBS (Figure 5.3-1) displays the building blocks of the inter-
planetary mission system. Costs are developed using this building block
approach. Level Zero, total program cost, comes from accumulating the
costs of the lower levels. The lowest level being Number Five, Module
Subsystems.
Level Four consists of the mission module, experiments and probes, EEM,
Mars excursion module, the propulsion modules, midcourse correction stages,
and Assembly and Docking Units. These were built up from Level Five.
Level Three consists of spacecraft, the space propulsion system, space
vehicle integration and support, various launch vehicles, and the
elements of the logistic system.
Level Two defines the space vehicle to include the spacecraft, the space
propulsion system and space vehicle integration and support. The launch
vehicle category fits in at this level along with the logistic system
and the elements that make up Earth based support.
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Level Level Level Level Level Level
0 I 2 3 4 5
Aerospace Vehicle Space Vehicle Mission Module
j._
Z
O
Z
Earth Based
Suppc_t
Orbital Support
Interplanetary
Mission System
integration and
Management
Launch Vehlcles
Trockingand
DatoManogement
Recover)s
Logistic System
Spacecraft
Space Propulsion
S_tem
Space Vehicle
Integration and Support
Int-21
SAT-V-2S(S)U
SAT-V/4-260SRM
Spacecraft
Earth Launch Vehicle
Assembly, Checkout,
|ntegrotlon and Support
l:xperlments and
Probes
Earth Entry
Module
Mars Excursion
Module
Propulsion Module
(EDS) PM-I
Propu hlan Module
(PCS) PM-2
Propulsion Module
!._s) PM-3
Midcoune Coerect
PM-M
Atsembly and Docking
Units A&DU
_t ructures and
Mechanical E ul ent
_nvlronmental Control
Electrical Power
;_.mu.lc_tion, o.d_;;-H_--'h3__}i7),)."
Attli'ude Control
_uiciance and Navi_latlon
Crew Systems - Life Support
Ass embly,C heckout jand.I nt earat icon
_ort
_issjon Module Interstu_e
Structures and M¢chaqjcal Fqulp.m. enl
l:nv[ronmental Control
Electrical power
Commmgnications ondDato Hand li
C_uldonce and Navi_at_-----
Crew System - Life Support
Terminal Recov erLS._st em
_etiments
Assembly,Checkout nd Inte r_ioq
Vehicle Support
St ru ctur es and Mechani call: ucJ.Ui_m ent
Environmental Control
EElectrical Power
Communications and Data Handling
Attitude Control
Guidance and Navi_.atlon
Crew Systems - Life Support
Propols_on
Terminal Recovel), System
Vehi c l e Su_.__port
MEM Interstate
Structures and Eclulpment
Engine System
Structures and Ecluipment
Engine System
Structures and L:cluipment
En_ll ne Sptem
Structures and Eclulpm'eqt
En_line System
Structures and l:clulp_ent
l:r_ine Spree
*Level 5 co_ts are displayed in Section 5.5.4, Element Cost Breakdown.
Figure 5.3-1: INTEGRATED MANNED INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT CONCEPT
DEFINTION
(IMISCD)
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Level Oneconsists of four broad categories: (i) the aerospacevehicle,
which contains all the equipmentto lift to orbit the mission systems
and the equipmentneededto makethe interplanetary trip; (2) the support
that is provided from the Earth; (3) the support that is required for
assemblingand manningthe expedition in orbit; and (4) the overall
interplanetary mission system integration and management.
This work breakdownstructure forms the cost breakdownstructure used
for delineating manageablecost areas.
5.3.1.2 Definitions of Vertical Elementson IMISCDWorkBreakdown
Structure to Lowest Level Shown
Spacecraft
Structures and Mechanical Equipment---The structure subsystem includes
the external spacecraft structure and fittings, supporting members,
aerodynamic surfaces, heat and radiation shields, partitions and floor-
ing, windows and hatches, docking structures, all accessways for equip-
ment and personnel, and separation provisions.
Environmental Control---This subsystem controls the atmosphere and
temperature inside the spacecraft. It removes the carbon dioxide and
water vapor generated by man along with lesser amounts of hydrogen,
methane, dusts, and microorganism. It also maintains a suitable temper-
ature for efficient operation of man and instruments.
Electrical Power---This subsystem includes all equipment which generates,
converts, controls, and distributes electrical power within the space-
craft. Power sources can include batteries, fuel cells, and isotopes.
Communications and Data Handling---This subsystem includes the equipment
providing the audio, visual, and telemetry links between one spacecraft
and another and Earth. It includes such equipment as radio and tele-
vision transmitters and receivers, recorders, and antennas.
Instrumentation is also included in the communication and data handling
category. This equipment converts physical parameters into electrical
signals suitable for recording, displaying, or transmitting.
Attitude Control---This subsystem maintains the correct orientation of
the spacecraft. Reaction control, momentum storage, and spin stabiliza-
tion are the more common methods used to maintain this orientation.
Guidance and Navigation---This subsystem includes all items of equipment
contributing directly to the sensing, computation, display, and command
functions required to determine, select_ and pursue a given course.
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CrewSyst_ns-Life Support---This subsystemprovides equipment for life
sustenanceand crew comfort in the spacecraft and during extravehicular
operations. The system includes a spacesuit for EVAand life support
in an unpressurized environment. The systemalso supplies provisions
and facilities necessary for the routine functions of eating, drinking,
sleeping, body cleansing, elimination of wastes, and cleaning of gar-
ments.
Propulsion---This subsystemprovides velocity changecapability to the
spacecraft. It is not used for orientation (attitude control), but con-
tributes the prime meansof propelling or slowing the spacecraft.
Terminal RecoverySystem---This subsystemprovides landing capability
for the spacecraft. It can consist of retrorockets, parachutes, ballutes,
landing legs, or other landing devices used singly or in any combination
necessary to secure a soft landing in a particular environment.
Experiments---Equipmentused for scientific examination of the space
environment, the planets and their atmospheresas encounteredon these
missions is included in this classification. Experimentdescriptions
can be found in the technical body of this document.
Assembly,Checkout, and Integration---This cost category represents the
effort neededto assemblethe subsystemsinto a working vehicle system.
It includes the necessary integration effort neededto makeall systems
technically compatible and capable of meeting the desired performance
levels. Thevehicle ground testing neededto verify systemworkability
is also included in this category.
Vehicle Support---This category includes the costs of equipmentand
effort directed to each individual spacecraft at the launch site, its
associated ground support equipment, the training required to operate
the vehicle, and spacecraft componentspares.
Mission Module-Interstage---Structural componentsform the outer shell,
supporting the MMand the EEM,and are carried throughout the entire
trip up to Earth entry.
Mars Excursion Module Interstage---This structure housesthe MEMand
probes and is staged at Mars for the Mars configuration; it also houses
the probes in the Venusconfiguration and is staged at Venus.
Space Propulsion System
Structures and Equipment---This covers all hardware, software, assembly,
checkout, integration, and component spares associated with the propul-
sion module, including engine integration and mating but excluding the
engine itself. Included is all propellant tankage and plumbing.
Engine System---This system includes the basic engine and all assembly,
checkout, and component spares.
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Space Vehicle
Space Vehicle Integration and Support---This effort encompasses the
integration activities of the complete space vehicle including the Earth
launch booster_ propulsion modules, and all spacecraft. It includes
GSE, checkout_ and assembly of the entire space vehicle system.
Launch Vehicles
This categorization includes hardware, launch vehicle integration,
management effort, and vehicle launch operations for each of the follow-
ing vehicles.
Int-21---An intermediate size Saturn family boost vehicle.
Saturn V-25(S)U---An uprated Saturn family boost vehicle with strap-on
solid boost assist motors.
SAT-V-25(S)U (Family)---This is an uprated Saturn V launch vehicle used
with or without 156-inch solid strap-on rocket motors. The core is a
two-stage version of the Saturn V with increased stage lengths and up-
rated F-I and J-2 engines. If the strap-on rockets are not used, the
configuration can include a standard S-IVB third stage.
Atlas-Agena D---The Atlas-Agena D booster is a two-stage vehicle con-
sisting of a liquid Atlas first stage and liquid Agena D second stage.
Saturn V---This is the three-stage booster designed for the Apollo
program.
Earth Based Support
Tracking and Data Management---This classification includes all Earth-
spacecraft tracking, communication, and telemetry operations. Real
time data analysis, data evaluation, and data storage for later evalua-
tion is also included in this effort.
Recovery---This category accounts for the physical recovery of Earth-
returning spacecraft and crews.
Orbital Support
Spacecraft---This item includes the logistics spacecraft used in orbital
assembly and manning operations.
Earth Launch Vehicle---This category refers to the boost vehicle used to
lift the logistic spacecraft to the orbital assembly altitude.
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Assembly,Checkout, Integration, and Support---This classification
accounts for the effort of assembling, integrating, and checking out of
the completebooster/spacecraft logistic vehicle. It includes GSEfor
the entire logistic system.
Interplanetary Mission System Integration and Management---This category
covers the effort that runs through the entire interplanetary mission
program. Activities include: continuous assessment of overall reli-
ability encompassing all spacecraft, boosters, propulsion modules,
ground equipment, personnel, operations, and checkout procedures; assur-
ing intelligible commupicat_ons between government and industry partici-
pants; developing common methods, procedures, and standards for all major
systems; and searching for problems that may be going unnoticed.
5.3.1.3 Program Cost Summary By Element
The program cost summary, Figure 5.3-2, exhibits the costs defined
on the _IISCD work breakdown structure through Level Four.
Total program design, development, and demonstration costs by element
and in total are displayed and broken into research and development
and flight test program categories. Venus short and Mars opposition
mission costs are also presented in this summary. Finally, total costs
for each element and a grand total is given in the last column.
5.3.1.4 Definition of Horizontal Columns in Program Cost Summary
by Element
R&D Cost - Column 1---This category covers all costs from program incep-
tion to that point in time where the first flight configured vehicle is
ready for production, plus all costs thereafter not a function of, or
related to, the number of units produced. Included in this category are
ground test units, associated testing, subsystem integration, GSE and
launch site support development, and training associated with the use of
the vehicle and spares development.
Number of Flight Units - Column 2---This category represents the number
of units scheduled for development flight tests, qualification and
demonstration test programs.
Number of Spares - Column 3---This entry shows the number of complete
standby units that can be used as substitutes for scheduled flight
articles.
Dollars/Unit - Column 4---This gives the estimated dollar value per unit.
• For spacecraft (MM, EEM, MEM) in the flight test program, this dollar
amount is the same as the vehicle's number one cost. No learning
curve is applied to these first flight test articles. Spacecraft
used after the flight test program (mission articles) are run down
a 90% learning curve.
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Column Number
Interplanetary Mission System
Aerospace Vehi c le
Space Vehicle
Spacecraft
Mission Module
Experiment & Probes
Earth Entry Module
Mars Excursion Module
Space Propulsion System
PM-1 (EDS)
PM-2 (PCS)
PM-3 (PDS)
PM-M Midcourse Correct & Orbit Trim
Assembly & Docking Unit
Space Vehicle Integration & Support
Earth Launch Vehicles
SAT-V-25(S)U (With S/O OR S-IVB)
SAT-V-25(S)U Core Only
SAT-V
SAT-V-I NT-21
Saturn I B
Atlas-Agena
Earth Based Support
Tracking & Data Management
Recovery
Orbital Support
Logisti c Support
Spacecraft
Earth Launch Vehicle
Assembly, Checkout, Integration, & Support
Interplanetary Mission System
Integration & Management
Total Program
* Complete ** Less Engines
R&D
Cost
1
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT & DEMONS
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
Flight Stand- Dollars Total
Units bys per Unit Test
2 3 4
$ 3,049.0 2 1 177.3 $
3,288.0 1 1 290.9
1,457.7 4 1 52.7
2 r906.2 6 I 118. I
$I O, 700.9 $2, ,_
$ 2,040.0
140.0
355.9
$ 2,535.9
$ 1,323.7
$ 248.6
574.8
$ 823.4
$ 230.8
$15,614.7
,27
3
4*/2**
1
7
7
2 31.0" $ l
1
1 23.0"*
1 2.8
1 17.2 1
$
$
10 I 133.0 $I,,
8 113.3 S
I 124.0
2 89.3
4 41.0
I 7.9
$2,1
13
13
I 62.7/15.7 $ ,
1 41.0
$1,C
$
$8,
Foa ou I
TRATION
Total
Cost
Cost
Flight
Units
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5 6 7
INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS
VENUS SHORT MARS OPP
Stand- Dollars Total Flight Stand' Dollars Total
bys per Unit MissionCost Units bys per Unit Mission Cost
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Tota I
Program
Cost
15
32.O $ 3,581.0
81.8 3,869.8
63.5 1,721.2
26.7 3,732.9
04.0 $12,904.9
1 0.5 176.1 $ 264.8 1 0.5 178.9 $ 268.3
1 1 173.7 347.4 1 1 134.7 269.4
1 0.5 52.7 79.0 1 0.5 47.7 71.1
I 0.5 118.1 179.1
$ 691.2 $ 785.9
$4:114.1486.6
I, 871.3
3,910.0
$I 4,382.0
55.0 $ 2,195.0
01.0 201.0
62.0 62.0
22.5 162.5
37.3 493 2
77.8 $ 3,113.7
78.2 $ 1,601.9
3
1
1
3
5
0.5 $ 91.0 3 0.5 $ 88.0
0.25 26.0 32.5 1 0.25 25.1 31.4
0.25 32.5 1 0.25 31.4
1 2.2 8.8 3 1 2.1 8.4
I 14.5 86.7 5 I 13.5 81 .I
$ 251.5 _ 240.3
$ 94.3 $ 102.6
$ 2,374.0
264.9
125.9
179.7
661.0
$ 3,605.5
$ 1,798.8
63.O $ 1,711.6
06.4 1,481.2
24.0 124.0
78.6 178.6
64.0 164.0
7.9 7.9
43.9 $ 3,667.3
1 133.0 $ 798.0 5 1 133.0 $ 798.0
113.3 113.3 1 113.3 113.3
$ 3,307.6
1,707.8
124.6
178.6
164.0
7.9
$ 911.3 $ 911.3 $ 5,489.9
00.0 $ 900.0
35.0 135.0
35.0 $ 1,035.0
$ 209.5 $ 225.9 $ 1,335.4
2.0 2.0 139.0
$ 211.5 $ 227.9 --$-7,474.4
07.8 $ 407.8
74.0 574.0
40.8 40.8
22.6 $ 1,022.6
4
4
1
0.5
41.0 $ 172.5 4 1 41.0 $ 172.5 $ 752.8
184.5 4 0.5 184.5 943.0
17.3 17.3 75.4
$ 374.3 $ 374.3 $ 1,771.2
19.4 $ 350.2
)80.9 $23,695.6
$ 38.0
$2,572.1
Figure 5.3-2:
$ 39.6 $ 427.8
$2,681.9 $28,949.6
PROGRAM COST SUMMARY BY ELEMENT (dollars in millions)
(Basic Program Example)
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• For propulsion modules (PM-I, PM-2, PM-3, PM-M, A&DU) the unit cost
varies with the number of modules built. A 90% learning curve is
applied.
• For Earth launch vehicles (Int-21, Saturn V-25 (S)U, Saturn V, S-IB,
Atlas-Agena) the dollar value is the average unit cost over the
total number of ELV's used in the program.
Total Test Cost - Column 5---This category includes test hardware costs
and all other expenditures in the flight test programs and includes
space vehicle integration and support, Earth based support, orbital sup-
port, and interplanetary mission system integration and management.
Total Nonrecurring Cost - Column 6---This category includes all costs
incurred in the design, development, and demonstration of interplane-
tary mission system elements.
Flight Units - Columns 7 and ll---These columns show the number of units
of each type that are used in the Venus and Mars missions.
Standbys - Columns 8 and 12---This entry shows the number of equivalent
complete units allocated as standby units that can be subtituted for
the scheduled flight articles of each mission.
Unit Cost - Columns 9 and 13---Cost per unit for mission elements is
shown in these columns.
Total Cost - Columns i0 and 14---These columns include all hardware
cost, space vehicle integration and management, Earth based support,
orbital support and interplanetary mission system integration, and
management cost associated with a Venus or Mars mission.
Program Cost - Column 15---All design, development, demonstration, and
mission costs incurred for the entire manned interplanetary mission
program are included here. Figure 5.3-2 portrays the total for the two
mission example.
5.3.2 ELEMENT COST BREAKDOWN
The detailed estimates for spacecraft, space propulsion systems, and
Earth launch vehicles are presented in this section.
Earth based support is broken down into constituent elements. The
approach for applying this activity to programs of varying length is
described.
The logistic spacecraft system required for orbital support is explained,
and the method of pricing is shown. Costs for spacecraft refurbishment
are also presented.
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The task of interplanetary mission system integration and managementis
discussed and the allowance provided is described in this section.
The allowance for spacevehicle integration and support with its appli-
cation to the programis also explained along with experiment and probe
estimates for Venusand Marsmissions.
The element cost breakdownby subsection numberis as follows:
5.3.2.1
5.3.2.2
5.3.2.3
5.3.2.4
5.3.2.5
5.3.2.6
5.3.2.7
5.3.2.8
5.3.2.9
Mission Moduleand Interstage Structure
Experiments and Probes
EEM
MEM
SpacePropulsion
SpaceVehicle Integratfon and Support
ELV's
Earth BasedSupport
Orbital Support
5.3.2.10 Interplanetary Mission SystemIntegration and Management
Estimates for these units are developedby:
i) Pricin_ the selected subsystems;
2) Addin_ the costs of the effort required to install and integrate
these subsystemsinto a system;
3) Addin_ the costs of _round testin_ the system;
4) Applyin_ vehicle support costs consisting of launch site support,
_roundsupport equipment, the spares complement,and personnel
training.
Intrinsic to these estimating procedures are all costs of direct and
indirect labor, _eneral and administrative (G&A)costs, and contractor
fees. Costs include all materials, purchased equipment, tooling, special
test equipmentand contractor burden.
5.3.2.1 Mission Moduleand Interstage Structure
The mission modulecost estimates are displayed on Tables 5.3-1 and -2.
The cost variations shownfor alternate mission configurations are
dependenton mission duration.
Plutonium 238 is used as the heat source of the mission moduleselectri-
cal system. Fuel cost per thermal watt is used to calculate the cost of
Pu-238in the module. Our current estimate is $530per thermal watt.
The MMfor the Marsmission exampleis priced assumingPu-238will be
available from a test programflight or standby unit.
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Table 5.3-1: MISSIONMODULECOSTESTIMATE
• Nonrecurring Costs from Mars 1986 Conjunction Configuration
• Spares Development is Excluded
• Six Men - 1,070 Days (1986 Conjunction), 510 Days (1984 Opposition)
Structure
ECS/Life Support
Crew Systems/Life Support
Communications & Data Handling*
Display and Controls
Attitude Control
Guidance and Navigation
Electrical Power
(Isotope Brayton)
Spare•
Growth and Contingency
Experiments
Subtotal
NDVC
Vehicle Support
Total Less PU-238
Fuel Cost, PU-238 + (Purchased
Weigh_______t
19,910
9,140
2,830
1,370
510
1,380
140
11,440
9,220
17,060
Total
*780 pound• is Laser System
_on
Recurring
102.0
392.0
115.0
595.0
96.4
54.0
101.4
531.5
51,987.3
$ 437.0
534.0
$2,958.3
52,958.3
Cost (millions)
Recurring
Mars Mars ; Mars
Opposition ConjunctionISwingby
l--
i 12.70
6.32
8.60
i 13.76
I 2.58
I 2.52
I 4.90
12.50 14.90
6.20 7.80
8.75 11.60
13.76 13.76
2.58 2.58
2.52 2.52
4.90 4.90
11.46 11.46
21.21 21.21
Costed Separately
$ 83.88 S 90.73
$ 20.15 5 21.77
36.42 39.40
5140.45 5151.90
$ 37.10 $ 37.10
5177.55 $189.00
Venus
Short
12.30
6.08
7.70
13.76
2.58
2.52
4.90
I 11.46 11.46
I 21.211 21.21
i
IS 84.0515 82.51
15 20.20 5 19.82
I 36.48 35.80
5140.73 5138.13
$ 37.1015 37.10
$177.83 S175.23
Venus
Long
13.80
7.22
10.04
13.76
2.58
2.52
4.90
11.461
21.21
S 87.49
S 20.98
38.00
5146.47
5 37.10
5183.57
Table 5.3-2:
Interstage
NDVC
Vehicle Support
Total
MM INTERSTAGE ESTIMATES (dollars in millions)
R&D Recurring
$61.0
13.4
16.3
$90.7
Mars
Opposition
$ 8.20
1.94
3.56
$13.70
Mars
Conjunction
$ 8.20
1.94
3.56
$13.70
Mars
Swingby
$ 8.20
1.94
3.56
$13.70
Venus
Short
$8.20
1.94
3.56
$13.70
Venus
Long
$8.20
1.94
3.56
$13.70
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Tota] mission module costs in millions of dollars used for the basic
exampleare as follows:
Venus $138.13
13.70
$151.83
Mission modulewithout PU-238
Mission module interstage
Total mission modulewithout PU-238
151.83
2 - $75.91 Spare (50%Spare Philosophy)
175.23 Mission modulewith PU-238
13.70 Mission module interstage
188.93 Total mission modulewith PU-238
188.93 CompleteMM
75.91 MMSpare
$264.84 Total cost for mission module in Venusprogram
Mars $140.45
13.70
154.15 without PU-238
154.15
- $77.07 (Spare)
191.25 Mission modulewith PU-238
191.25 CompleteMM
77.07 M_iSpare
$268.32 Total mission cost for Marsmodulecomplement
5.3.2.2 Probes and ExperimentsCost
A variety of experiment packagesand instrumented probes are planned for
the interplanetary missions. The diversity of functions these equipments
perform dictate a broad range of physical and electrical requirements.
Instead of discrete units the equipment is categorized by functional
characteristics and this is the way it is priced.
Probesare conceived of as structural envelopeswith flight systemshous-
in_ instruments. Manyare small spacecraft in themselves.
It is noted that the concept of recurrring cost must be applied cautiously
to this probe and experiment category. Exact duplication of experimental
equipmentfor subsequentmissions is not generally experienced. Refine-
ments in equipmentand changesin emphasisusually result in modification.
This estimate assumesnewequipmentchangeswill not be extensive redesigns,
but modifications within the limits of the present design, precluding large
engineering costs.
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A summaryof the basic two mission R&Dand unit costs (in millions of
dollars) for experiments and probes is as follows:
o ExperimentR&D
SystemInstallation and Integration (SI&I)
and GroundTesting
Total
Experiment numberone
SI&I and Groundtesting
• Probe total R&D,Mars and Venus
(SeeProbe Cost Summaries,Table 5.4.2-2)
• Probe complementrecurring(SeeProbe Cost Summaries,Table 5.4.2-2)
Venus
Mars
• Demonstration Program
Experiment and probe dollars/unit
$368.1
81.0
449.1
10.48
2.52
13.00
160.68
121.70
• Mission Costs Recur Recur
Exp Probes Total
Venusmission $13.00+ 160.68 = $173.58"
Marsmission $13.00+ 121.70 = $134.70"
*The detailed cost estimates are shownin Tables 5.3-3, -4, and -5.
2,838.9
13.00
277.90
290.90
Table 5.3-3: PROBESANDEXPERIMENTSSUMMARY
Total Cost
Experiments Orbiters IONProbes
449.1 R&D 2,005.6 R&D 7.0 R&D
13.0 216.8 4.4Test Test13.0 216.8 4.4
13.0 133.0 4.4Venusmission Venusmission13.0 133.0 4.4
13,0 83,8 4,4Marsmission Mars mission13.0 83.8 4.4
527.1 "2,872.8 33.4
Hard Landers Soft Landers
42.7 R&D 783.1 R&D
9.0 47.6
Test Test
9.0 47.6
9.0 23.2
Mars mission
9.0 23.2
78.7 24.4
24.4
973.5
Test
Venus mission
Mars mission
Venus mission
Mars mission
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Table 5.3-4: PROBES--- COSTSUMMARY
Mars Orbiters --- Requirementsfor EachMission
Inside* Probe Cost (millions)
Probe Quantity Instrument Envelope R&D_ Recurring
#i 2 Occulation Detector Weight i00 ib 24.5 1.481
Cylinder
#2 2 Topside Sounder Weight 155 ib 31.0 2.331
Cylinder
#3 2 Magnetometer Weight i00 ib 21.2 1.541
Cylinder
#4(a) 2 Television Weight 2,600 ib 396.5 14.38
(b) 2 Television Weight 3,305 ib 19.0 16.74
#5 1 Mapping Radar Weight 1,415 ib 212.7 10.96
Cylinder
Venus Orbiters --- Requirements for Each Mission
Probe Quantity
#i 2 Cloud Data Probe Weight 1,500 ib 230.3 10.30
Cylinder
#2 2 Atmospheric Drifter Weight 775 ib 315.1 9.424
Cylinder
#3 2 Mapping Radar Weight 11,575 ib 427.0 37.03
Cylinder
#4 2 Radio Frequency Weight 825 ib 328.3 9.759
Window Probe Cylinder
#5 2 Soft Lander Weight 2,370 ib 388.0 11.61
Inside* Probe Cost (millions)
Instrument Envelope R&D + Recurring
*Cost the same as Experiments - use only recurring cost, if instrument
has already been developed in experiment package.
+ Reflects: i) Envelope R&D.
2) Instrument R&D if instrument has not been developed in
experiment package.
3) Instrument - Envelope Integration.
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Table 5.3-4: PROBES--- COSTSUMMARY(Continued)
Engineering Probes - Mars - Precursor to Mars Landing
Inside* Probe
Probe Quantity Instruments Envelope
Cost (millions)
R&D+ Recurring
Hard 5 Tracking Transponder Weight 330 ib 42.7 1.798
Lander
Soft 2 Weather Station Weight 3,335 ib 395.1 12.18
Instrument Package
Like Surveyor
Ion Probes (Intransit Probes) - Interplanetary
Inside* Probe Cost (millions)
Probe Quantity Instruments Envelope R&D+ Recurring
Ion Dis- 20 Ion Dispersion Weight 15 ib
persion Device Cylinder
Device
7.0 0.220
Venus Probes for Swingby
Inside* Probe Cost (millions)
Probe Quantity Instruments Envelope R&D+ Recurring
Atmospheric Biprobe Weight 775 ib
Drifter Cylinder
Radio Frequency Weight 825 ib
Window Probe Cylinder
#i 2 315.1 9.424
#2 2 328.3 9.759
*Cost the same as Experiments - use only recurring cost, if instrument
has already been developed in experiment package.
+ Reflects: i) Envelope R&D.
2) Instrument R&D if instrument has not been developed
in experiment package.
3) Instrument - envelope integration.
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5.3.2.3 Earth Entry Module
The Earth entry modulebasic R&Dand numberone cost estimates are dis-
played on Table 5.3-6. The EEMas priced is a completely newbiconic
vehicle designed for the maximumreentry velocities expected upon return
from an interplanetary mission. This EEMonce developedwill be usable
without modification for any of the Mars-Venusmissions studied. The
following is a summaryof the cost developedfor the basic mission
example.
Basic R&D
Flight Test Program
Orbital Qualification 3 Units
Demonstration 1 Unit
Standby 1 Unit
Venusshort 1.5 Units
Mars opposition 1.5 Units
Total
$158.1
52.7
52.7
$1,457.7
263.5
79,0
71.1
$1,871.3
The fractional units costed are for mission standby requirements. A 90%
learning curve is used starting with the Venusmission.
Table 5.3-6: EARTHENTRYMODULECOSTESTIMATE
_ix Man Crew
v e = bO,OOo fps
Occupancy Time = One Day
Subsystem
Crew and Seats
Controls
Communications
Guidance and
Navigation
Science (Samples)
Life Support (ECS)
Electrical Power
Attitude Control
Recovery
Heat Shield
Structure
Growth and Contingency
Subtotal
NDVC
Vehicle Support
Weigllt (pounds)
(wet)
(Dry)
Cost (millions)
R&D NO. l*
S 28.5 S .30
92.0 2,94
115.O 4.20
.9J97.0
187.0
32.0
8.B
_40.0
1_6.4
S99b. 7
$192.2
268.8
S1,457.7
3.10
.50
1.27
In Structure
13.60
4.b2
S _1.96
S 7.b6
1].6_
S52.67
1,162
270
185
300
912
732
659
1,120
l]b
870
4,340
4,160
2,240
*For Recurring Coat, use welghtg tor _lars opoo_lt h)n 1984 configuration.
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5.3.2.4 Mars Excursion Module
TheMars excursion modulebasic R&Dand numberone cost estimates are
displayed on Tables 5.3-7 and -8. The basic program exampleis priced
assumingflight test and one and one-half mission units (including
standby's). The learning curve wasnot used in pricing the basic two
mission example, but a 90%learning curve would be applicable for pricing
MEM'sfor subsequentmissions.
Table 5.3-7: MARSEXCURSIONMODULECOSTESTIMATE
- ThreeMen
- Thirty Dayson Surface
SUBSYSTEM
COST (MILLIONS)
ASCENT CAPSULE
Crew Systems
Life Support
RCS
Guidance and Navigation
Rendezvous Radar
ECS
Auxiliary Power (Fuel Cells)
Periscope
Structure
Thermal Protect
ASCENT STAGE I PROP.
F = 30 K
ASCENT STAGE II PROP.
F = 30 K
DESCENT STAGE
Landing Legs
Descent Eng.
F = ii0 K
Tank, Etc.
Structure
Thermal Protect
DE-ORBIT MOTOR
GROWTH AND CONT. (30%)
Weight
(5,590)
500
90
520
310
i00
470
880
50
2,300
230
4,450
1,060
(ii,i00)
2,400
900
4,800
3,000
4,200
7,92O
R&D No. i
62.0 $ 1.3
In Crew S rstems
66.0 1.3
155.0 5.1
In Guidance &Nav.
108.0
i00.0
12.0
80.0
311.0_
140.0_]
In----I I
Same Eng.
28.5 1
240.0 I
In----_
90.0
2.2
2.1
.12
5.6
8.9
i.i
2.1
2.0
2.3
9.6
6.4
.07
15.4
SUBTOTAL - Basic
+22 - 24 SE&I, Ground Test.
+22 - 35 Vehicle Support
TOTAL
34,320
14.2
440.0
$1,881.7
415.0
505.3
$ 66.9
16.0
29.0
$111.9$2,802.0
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Interstage
MEM& Probes
NDVC
Vehicle Support
Total
Table 5.3-8:
R&D
70.0
15.4
18.8
$104.2
INTERSTAGEESTIMATES
Mars
Opposition
9.40
2.20
4.08
$15.74
Recurring
Mars
Conjunction
9.40
2.26
4.08
$15.74
Mars
Swingby
9.40
2.26
4.08
$15.74
Venus
Short
3,71
0.89
1.61
$6.21
Venus
Long
3,71
0.89
1.61
$6.21
5,3.2.5 SpacePropulsion
Included in space propulsion are PM-I, -2, and -3, the midcourse cor-
rect and orbit trim stages, and the assemblyand docking units used for
initial positioning of all space vehicle elements in Earth orbit.
Table 5.3-9 is the R&Dand numberone cost estimate for a commonmodule
which can be readily modified for any PM-I, -2, or -3 requirement. The
basic R&Dcost includes allowances for variations in insulation, meteoroid
shielding, and structures for staging and/or clustering. Also included
are the costs for fuel transfer systems. Thenumberone cost shownis
used in the total programcost estimates to calculate the averagecost
for all propulsion modules.
The midcourse correction and orbit trim cost estimates are shownin
Table 5.3-10. The estimates were prepared assumingidentical units for
outboundmidcourseand orbit trim corrections each utilizing a single
modified MEM30K thrust engine. Theinboundmidcourse correction unit
being considerably smaller requires separate engine and tankage develop-
ment programs, Recurring costs are charged to the programon the basis
of one complete set per spacevehicle.
Table 5.3-11 is the cost estimate for an Assemblyand Dockingunit typical
of the IMISCDrequirements. Oneunit is required for each launching of a
propulsion module.
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Table 5.3-9: COMMONPROPULSIONMODULECOSTESTIMATE(dollars in thousands)
Basic Module*
Tankage& Baffles
TankSupports
Thrust Structure
Insulation
Meteroid Short
Equipment
Total
Nerva 2
EngineSystems
Growth
Total
Interstages**
Total
Weishts
40,230 1
7,540
950
12 40
46,240
6,240 1
113,600
28,530
2,500
15,909
160,539
14,592
175,131
Basic R&D
800,000
1,000,000
200,000
2,000,000
40,000
2,040,000
Number One
4,260
1.430
380
4,520
3,880
3,400
17,870
14,000
2,580
3,790
38,240
1.470
39,710
*Dry weights based on worst case conditions.
**Average weight for PM-I, -2, & -3 (includes clustering structure & growth).
Table 5.3-10: MIDCOURSE CORRECTION AND ORBIT TRIM ESTIMATE
Quantity
Tankage
Outbound Midcourse and Orbit Trim
Inbound Midcourse
Propulsion Systems
30 K Engine
5 K Engine
SE&I
Vehicle Support
R&D
15.0
i0.0
5.0*
64.0
21.0
25.0
140.0
Unit Per Set
0.5 2
0.2 1
0.95 4
0.35 2
Set
1.0
0.2
3.8
0.7
1.5
2.7
9.9
*Modified MEM Engine
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Table 5.3-11: ASSEMBLY& DOCKINGUNIT
Length 6 feet Propellant N204/Aero-50
Diameter 33 feet A V 250 fps
Payload 200,000pounds
Structure
Outer Shell 1Docking ConeEquipmentSupports
Propulsion - RC
Useful Propellant (Storable)
FTankageand Pressurization
RC _Thrusters - F=200, 16 Units
LFeedLines, Valves, etc.
Equipment
RendezvousRadar (G&N)
Guidance& Control (G&N)
Communications
Electrical Powerand
Wiring - Bat. IOOW
TrackingInstrumentation
Cooling Provisions (GEStudyl
Cold Plates
Simple Water Boiler
OpenSystem
Miscellaneous - Like spares
Total
SE& I
Vehicle Support
Total
Wei$ht
2,500
70
7O
6,000
1,300
i00
i00
50
i00
50
200
i00
i00
5O
1,010
11,800
Cost in Millions
R&D No. 1
30.6 3.6
98.0 2.6
57.0 2.7
.8 .i
52.0 2.2
1.5 .05
- 1.2
239.9 12.5M
52.0 3.0
64.0 5.4
355.9 20.9
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5.3.2.6 SpaceVehicle Integration and Support
The spacevehicle is a massive assemblyof spacecraft and propulsion
modules,yet it is a coordinated system and must perform as a unit.
job of assuring this performance is accomplishedin this section.
The
Spacevehicle interfacing activities, configuration control, test equip-
ment, and overall space vehicle system integration effort are included
here. The costs of planning and practicing the orbital assemblyand
checkout operation plus the simulation equipmentneededare also included.
All this effort is applied as a p_-rcentagefactor of the total space
vehicle cost. This factor is developed through analysis of Apollo expend-
itures and the Gemini program. The factor appropriate for a programof
the complexity of the mannedinterplanetary effort is 10%.
5.3.2.7 Earth LaunchVehicles
Table 5.3-12 depicts the cost estimates for the SAT-V-25(S)Ufamily of
Earth launch vehicles. The estimates were developedusing data obtained
from a series of separate SAT-Vuprating studies. Oncethe total $824mil-
lion developmentprogramis completed, any variation of the SAT-V-25(S)U
showncan be used. The launch costs shownare averages based on a total
of 30 units producedat a rate of six vehicles per year for all Saturn-V(standard or uprated) launch vehicles.
The SAT-V,SAT-V-INT,Saturn-IB, and Atlas-Agena ELV's used in the
IMISCDflight test programare priced as follows:
Saturn-V
Saturn-V-INT 21
Saturn-IB
Atlas-Agena
$124million per launch
$ 89.3 million per launch
$ 41 million per launch
$ 7.9 million per launch
5.3.2.8 Earth BasedSupport
Earth based support costs are directly related to the flight of the
spacecraft. Included in this cost are tracking and data acquisition,
maintenancecost, and mission support at KennedySp_ceCenter and the
MannedSpacecraft Center.
Themission support costs at KSCand MSCinclude: flight mission control
operation, mission planning and analysis, contract developmentof real-
time computerprogramsfor flight missions, flight monitoring, and sys-
temsengineering which provides for the integrated technical support,
review, and analysis of mannedspace flight missions.
The trackin_ and data acquisiticn costs consist of mannedspace network,
deepspace network, communicationsand data processing.
Table 5.3-13 showsthe dollar breakdown. The costs are basedon data
researched from the Apollo program, which were approximately $250mil-
lion per year.
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Table 5.3-12: EARTHLAUNCHVEHICLECOSTESTIMATES(dollars in millions)
SAT-V-25(S)U
Core (2 Stases)
Development
Stage 1
Structure $ 78.4
Engines 133.0
Strapons
Pods
Total $211.4
Stage 2
Structure 80.0
Engines 123.0
Total $203.0
I. U.
Total ELV $414.4
Launch Site
Launch Complex
GSE
125.9
24.5
Total Development $574.8
SAT-V-25(S)U
+ 2 Strapons
SAT-V-25(S)U
+ 4 Strapons
+A=
$ 78.4
133.0
137.0
$348.4
80.0
123.0
$203.0
$551.4
247.5
24.5
\
+ _ of 248.6 = $823.4
Average Launch Cost
Stage 1
Structure
Engines
Strapons
Pods
Total
$ 21.4
14.6
$ 36.0
Stage 2
Structure
Engines
I. U.
$ 24.3
9.6
Total $ 33.9
7.7
Total ELV $ 77.6
Launch Site
Launch Operations
Integration
2.7
24.0
9.0
$ 21.4
14.6
8.4
$ 44.4
$ 24.3
9.6
$ 33.9
7.7
$ 77.6
2.7
24.1
ii.0
$ 21.4
14.6
16.7
$ 52.7
$ 24.3
9.6
$ 33.9
7.7
$ 77.6
2.7
24.2
11.8
Total Launch $113.3 $123.8 $133.0
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Table 5.3-13: EARTHBASEDSUPPORT
Costs for Earth based support were estimated to be approximately as fol-
lows, if the equipmentwasused exclusively for the mannedinter-
planetary system.
Cost/Year
Mission Support at KSC and MSC
Manned Space Network
Deep Space Network
Communications
Data Processing
Recovery
Total
$ 70,300,000
78,000,000
15,000,000
50,200,000
6,500,000
30_000_000
$250,000,000
Since the equipment will not be utilized exclusively for manned inter-
planetary missions costs are as follows:
Fixed cost independent of orbital and mission operations $ 80,000,000 per year
Cost of support for orbital operations 465,000 per day
Cost of support for mission operations 145,000 per day
plus $2,000,000 for one recovery
IMISCD EBS Costs (dollars in millions)
• Flight and Demonstration Program
Approximately $200 per year in flight test and demonstration program
for tracking and data acquisition and $30 per year for recovery:
4.5 years @ $230/yr = $1,035 Total EBS for Flight
and Demonstration
Program
Mission
$80.000 fixed $ 0.145 per day when on trip
0.465 per day in Earth orbit, 2.000 for recovery
Venus 135 days @ $0.465 = $62.78
460 days @ 0.145 = 66.70
2.00
Mars 145 days @ $0.465 = $67.50
540 days @ 0.].45 = 78.40
2.00
Total Earth Based Support for Missions: (variable + fixed cost)
Venus $131.48 + 80.00 = $211.48
$131.48 Total variable cost
$147.90 Total variable cost
Mars $147.90 + 80.00 = $227.90
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5.3.2.9 Orbital Support
For assembling and manningthe space vehicle, an orbital support system
is required. This is a logistics operation and consists of three major
elements: the logistics spacecraft, the Earth launch vehicle for the
logistics spacecraft, and the effort neededto assemble, checkout, inte-
grate, and support the logistics system.
The developmenteffort for the logistics spacecraft and its launch
vehicle is assumedcompleted. Therefore the total costs of this system
consists of the summationof recurring expenditures (see Table 5.3-14).
It is assumedthe concept of spacecraft refurbishment will be feasible.
Refurbishment offers the possibility of cost savings by vehicle reuse.
Admittedly, there is little information on what spacecraft refurbishment
costs would be as a percentage of the original spacecraft cost or how
manytimes a spacecraft could be reused. However, it is legitimate to
makeassumptionsand develop a schemeof vehicle reuse. This schemeis
construed as a baseline from which improvementscan be incorporated as
our knowledgeof the subject is advanced.
5.3.2.10 Interplanetary Mission SystemIntegration andManagement
Interplanetary mission system integration and managementis a complex
endeavor involving the assemblageof governmentand industrial effort so
that all parts constitute a perfectly functioning unit. Activities
included in this category are: continuous assessmentof overall reliability
encompassingall spacecraft, boosters, propulsion modules, ground equipment,
personnel, operations, and checkout procedures; assuranceof intelligible
communicationbetweengovernmentand industry participants; development
of commonmethods, procedures, and standards for all major systems; and a
search for unnoticed problems.
This effort is applied as a percentage factor of the total programcost.
This factor is derived from an analysis of historical program costs that
have a similar categorization. The factor appropriate for a programof
the complexity of IMISCDis 1.5%.
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Table 5.3-14 : LOGISTICSVEHICLECOSTUSINGREFURBISHMENTMODE
(dollars in millions)
Flight Test, Demonstration Program
Flight No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
Total
S__pacecraft Cost
$ 62.7 New
15 7 Refurbishment
[5 7 Refurbishment
15 7 Refurbishment
15 7 Refurbishment
62 7 New
15 7 Refurbishment
15 7 Refurbishment
15.7 Refurbishment
15.7 Refurbishment
62.7 New
15.7 Refurbishment
15.7 Refurbishment
62.7 Spare
$407.8
Venus Mission
Flight No.
1
2
3
4
5
Total
Spacecraft Cost
$ 15.7 Left Over from Demonstration
15.7 Left Over from Demonstration
62.7 New
15.7 Refurbishment
62.7 Spare
]72.5
Mars Mission
Flight No.
Total
Spacecraft Cost
$ 15.7 Left Over from Venus Mission
15.7 Left Over from Venus Mission
15.7 Left Over from Venus Mission
62.7 New
62.7 Spare
172.5
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5.3.3 COSTINGTOOLS
The tools neededto price out the Basic and Alternative Interplanetary
Programsare contained in this section. The estimator uses cost models,
cost estimating relationships, costing factors, operations cost analysis
and funding relationships to develop elementand programcosts.
By conforming to a logical method, a complexprogramcan be built up
from manageablesub-areas. The IMISCDWBSdefines these sub-areas and
the costing tools are used to price them.
5.3.3.1 COSTMODEL
In this study three cost models, two of which were computerized, were
used. The first model wasused to develop the PhaseI estimate, which
required several complete iterations to obtain total programcost. The
secondmodel wasused to prepare the PhaseII acceleration systemtrades.
The third model requiring only one application was used to generate the
basic programcost estimate.
The heart of the models are the cost estimating relationships (CER)and
cost factors, which are also discussed in this section. With the appli-
cation of CER'sand cost factors to the design data all of the cost
inputs for a programcost estimate are available and ready to be
organized into the final product. Thecost model then is a step by step
procedure starting with design data, CER's, and cost factors generating
cost inputs, which are organized into the cost estimate.
Figure 5.3-3 is a diagram showinghowthe cost modelswere used to gener-
ate the IMISCDcost estimates.
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5.3.3.2 COSTESTIMATINGRELATIONSHIPS
Decision makers in the areas of military and space activities have
demonstratedan ever increasing concern for accurate system cost
estimates. An important result of this heightened emphasisupon cost
has been the necessity of prospective contractors providing credible
cost estimates of the various elementsthat constitute the total cost
of a program.
Cost models, CER's, costing factors, and fiscal year funding are
various levels of costing methodologyneededto develop a total cost
of a program. This section covers cost estimating relationship and
its relationship to the systematic approachof predicting costs.
Detailed cost estimates and statistical cost estimates are two types
of cost techniques that can be utilized to meet the cost requirements
set forth in this study. The statistical or parametric approachwas
the method chosenfor developmentin this study.
It frequently happensthat the long lead-times associated with space
systemsand spaceplanning makeit necessaryfor preliminary decision
and guidelines to be developedbefore the systems or the missions are
defined in detail. Consequently, the detailed estimating-type of
costing has been eliminated as a methodfor conducting the cost analyses
associated with this type of planning. Moreover, a detailed estimating
procedure would be so time consumingthat it would preclude the use of
an analytical approachas a methodfor narrowing this field of missions
or candidate vehicles, even if the systemswere well defined.
The statistical approach is, essentially, an outgrowth of the detailed
cost estimating procedure, both methodsbeing based in differing pro-
portions on historical data and engineering judgment. Generally,
statistical cost estimating relationships are used whenthe primary
concern is to obtain total costs for long range problems; also, CER's
are formulated on a broad historical data base to ensure that the total
costs are actually obtained.
CER'sor functional relationships are equations describing mathematically
the causative mechanismsthat link design, performance, and similar param-
eters to cost. Ideally, CER'sshould be based upon consistent and well-
defined physical and performancecharacteristics, complete and accurate
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cost data derived from actual programs, and a sufficient numberof cases
to support statistical significance. At the present time, these require-
ments can not be met for mannedspacecraft. While Earth orbital opera-
tions have been conducted, lunar operations involving landing and return
are someyears in the future, and planetary missions are only in the
study phase. Actual cost data exist on only three programs--Mercury,
Geminiand Apollo.
Finally, the numberof cases for most of the subsystemsparameters are
depressingly low. This lack of data precludes the application of meaning-
ful statistical techniques either in the developmentof the CER's them-
selves or in the establishment of conlidence levels for the predictive
values generated by CER's. Although this unfavorable situation exists,
it doesnot meanthat useful relationships can not be developed. If
experience with other types of aerospaceequipmentcan be relied upon, it
is possible to relate costs to physical, design, and performancecharac-
teristics and, within limits, to project these relationships to more
advancedsystems. Therefore, despite severe data limitation, CER'shave
been derived for use in this study.
The preparation of CER'srequires a thorough knowledgeand understanding
of the technical aspects of a system. To develop effective CER's, the
technical characteristics having the greatest influence on cost must be
carefully screened from the files of technical data.
Determining which variables had the greatest effect on cost for the
respective subsystemswasdetermined through technical and engineeringjudgmentand statistical analysis. Technical and engineering judgment
consists primarily of obtaining through informal talks and documents
physical characteristics and operating specification of the individual
subsystemunder consideration. Table 5.3-15 showsan exampleof a few
subsystemsand their prospective variables as developed through the aid
of engineering support.
After formulating a matrix the variables were then run through regres-
sion analysis to determine which variables had the greatest influence
on cost. Finally, each subsystemwasportrayed graphically, using as
the independentvariable the best physical characteristic explaining
cost and as the dependentvariable the R&Dor numberone unit cost.
5.3.3.3 COSTINGFACTORS
A spacecraft estimate includes two major cost categories that are added
to the subsystemcost total. Theseare: (i) nondistributable cost, made
up of subsysteminstallation and integration and ground testing; and (2)
vehicle support cost, composedof 1_unchsite support, GSE,training, and
spares.
Thesecategories are addedas factors to the total subsystemcost.
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These cost:ing factors were developed based on data from the following
programs: Apollo Command and Service Module, Lunar Excursion Module,
Dyna Soar, Lunar Orbiter, Burner II, and Saturn V S-IC Stage.
Table 5.3-]6 shows the method of application of the factors.
5.3.3.4 OPERATION COST ANALYSIS
An estimated annual cost for mission operations is derived from summing
the estimates of mission support at KSC and MSC, tracking and data acqui-
sition, recovery, and maintenance costs. These estimates are obtained
from historical mission operations costs and information obtained from
MSC.
Table 5.3-16: SYSTEM COSTING FACTORS
R&D Unit
Subsystems
Structures SXXX $XXX
ECS XXX XXX
Communications and Data
Management XXX XXX
Electrical Power _X XXX
Guidance and Control XXX XXX
Life Support XXX XXX
Etc XXX XXX
Subtotal $S.T. $S.T.
Nondistributable Cost
SI&I
Ground Testing
Subtotal Number 2
Add 12% of S.T.
10% of S.T.
S.T. Number 2
13% of S.T.
11% of S.T.
S.T. Number 2
Vehicle Support Cost
Launch Site Support
GSE
Training
Spares
Etc.
22% of S.T. #2 35% of S.T. #2
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5.3.3.5 FUNDINGDOLLAR-TIMERELATIONSHIPS
Funding, for the IMISCDmission programexamples, was accomplishedusing
a Beta distribution function for each line item appearing on the Program
ElementCost Summary(Table 5.3-2). Figure 5.3-4 showsa typical spread-
ing pattern developedby the Beta distribution function. To use the func-
tion, start/stop dates, peak rate (H), time of occurrence of peak rate (T),
and the value of each line item is determined in accordancewith the sched-
ules and cost estimates. An exampleof the applied technique is shown
below.
BASICINPUT
Value Start Stop
Mission Module $ in Millions Date Date H T
R&D 3,049.0 72/01 79/12 18% 60%
Flight Test 532.0 74/06 80/04 15% 50%
Venus Short 264.8 80/06 83/06 18% 40%
Mars OPP 268.3 83/03 86/03 18% 40%
OUTPUT
See: Table 5.3-17 and Figure 5.3-5
The output as shown also includes costs for three subsequent missions that
were generated from the basic Mars/Venus mission values using factors
derived from the Program Planners' Guide (Section 5.2.3). Using this Beta
function/computer technique, the funding requirements of any number of
schedule and program variations can be analyzed.
This routine required several iterations to generate the funding schedules
for the basic and alternate program examples_ shown in summary in
Tables 5.3-18 through 5.3-24 and in detail in Appendix B. A graphic
display on the basic program example is also contained in Appendix B,
This basic data will be retained on tape for future refinement and
analysis.
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APPENDIX A
TESTIOPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTSWORKSHEETS
FOR IMISCD MISSION HARDWARE
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of mission operations (in Volume III - Part I - of this
report) provides the foundation for all IMISCD test requirements. The
baseline mission events have geen translated into the detail test
requirements listed below.
• The first series of work sheets, A 1 through A5, develops requirements
for the mission module (MM). The events defined in the mission
operations analysis are identified in the blocks across the top of
the work sheets. Immediately below each block, the MM operational
requirements imposed by the particular mission event are briefly
summarized. Below that, the technological development and inter-
face aspects of the MM operational requirements are identified as MM
development tests. Finally, the means for verifying MM capability
to satisfy operational requirements for the mission event are identi-
fied as qualification tests. The symbol "G" denotes a ground test,
while "F" denotes a flight test.
• Subsequent work sheets are developed in the manner just described for
the mission module, but apply to the other IMISCD mission hardware
as follows:
B 1 through B 5 for the Mars excursion module (MEM);
C 1 through C 5 for the Earth entry module (EEM);
D 1 through D 5 for the propulsion modules (PM's);
E 1 through E5 for the spacecraft (S/C);
F 1 through F 5 for the total space vehicle (S/V).
Additional pages are inserted as needed to include all the requirements
that apply to a particular set of mission events.
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PRELA_CH OPERATIONS
Receive
&
Inspect
Assembly
&
Test
 sT/
OPERATIONAL
REQU_S
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
-- Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
--Intra-and inter-
subsystem functional
operation under am-
bient conditions.
Limited environment
tests, vibration and
thermal/vacuum.
Assemble spacecraft
a m0.
Mate payload to ELV.
-Subsys. tests to check
out functional inter-
action between subsys-
tems as installed in
dev. m_. (G)
-Limited thermal bal-
ance & vibration mode
testing, more detailed
testing at S/C level.
(o)
-Flight tests not appli
cable.
-Acceptance test to
prove out intra- and
inter-subsystem func-
tional operation
under ambient condi-
tions. (G)
-Qualify physical and
functional interfaces
between MM& MEM, E_,
& ELVby use of simu-
lators. (G)
LEGEND: (G) = ground test
(F) = flight test
I_OLDCU_ FRAfE /
D2-1135 44-5
MISSION MODULE (_4)
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
41_ Servicing Countdown
>'_ _ ORBIT OPERATIONS
!
Boost &
Orbit
Injection
Lted functional
_ation with pri-
r monitoring via
:kout MM T/M commn-
;ions compatibility
L_unch Support
:pnent (G).
ht tests not
.icable.
--Load ECS/I_S expend-
ables; cryogens, gases
absorbents, water &
food. Load RCS pro-
-Limited monitoring
of T/M.
ify capability of
telemetry to trans-
launch operations
t data to simu-
pellants.
-Tests to verify com-
patibility between
MM& launch equipment
(G)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
--T/M monitoring boost
environment; vibra-
tion, acoustics ,
temperature/altitude,
acceleration.
-Subsystem tests to check-
out items sensitive to
vibration, aooustic,
acceleration, and rapid
altitude change environ-
ment (G).
-Flight tests not req'd.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Verify capability of
loading ECS & RCS
expendables onboard
the _@_ at nominal,
-Qualify _ telemetry
to transmit count-
down data to launch
equlpment. (G)
-Conduct vibration/
acoustic & temperature/
altitude tests on MM.
(G)
ed ground station. maximum& minimum
design temperature,
pressure, density,
etc., conditions &
maintaining the ex-
pendables within
required design
conditions through-
out launch opera-
tions. (G)
Figure A1 :
-Conduct acceleration
tests only on cuapon-
ents susceptible to
acceleration. This is
not a MM level test.
(G)
TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
©
TEST/
OPERATIONAL
REQ_
DEVELOPMENT
TEST
QUALIFICATION
TEST
Test & Ii
Checkout
Remote activation of
command & control, &
stabilization subsys-
tram. Rendezvous &
dock with logistics
ATC crew. Activation
& functional checkout
of all MM subsystems. i
-Environment - thermal_
vacuum, zero "g".
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems as in-
stalled in dev. NM.
(Q)
-Checkout remote acti-
vation & operation of
applicable subsystems,
(o)
-Subsystem tests to
checkout items sensi-
tive to thermal/vac.
environment.
(G)
-Flight tests not
required.
Rendezvous
Remdezvous & docking,
spacecraft to PM-1.
Provide control for
rendezvous & docking
operations.
}
-Functional qual. of
MM subsystems under
all operational modes
(G)
-Verify remote command
& control capability
thru checkout of sig-
nal functions (G).
- Qualify MM stabili-
zation & control sub-
system thru test with
a dynamic simulator
(a).
-Environmental quaY.
at S/C level.
_'oza_ou_ _ I
Servi,
-Not a
servi
on grl
-Dev. tests with rendez_ -Not
vous and docking simu-
lators with control
n-o (o)
-Verify MMcontrol
capability over
simulated rendezvous
& docking operations.
(G).
I- Verify MM control
i capability of rendez-
vous & docking opns.
i during Flight qual.
_test at S/V level.(F).
-Not a
/2/
D2-I13544-5
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
i_c:b_ leted
Assembly
& Test
J Earth Orbit
Launch &
Coast &
applicable.
pplicable
E_D:
,Ground Tests
_Fllght Tests
r[
Assemble spacecraft
to primary propulsion
systems. Test space-
craft command & con-
trot capability over
the propulsion sys-
tems. Integrate
astronauts into space
craft operations.
-Test capability of MM
to control S/V assy
& test operations via
simulation. (G)
-Qualify MM commam_ &
control capability
over S/C test.(G) &
(F). Simulate com-
mand receipt & respon-
se for PM's. (G).
-Qualify MM internal
operations with astro.
maut participation.
(Z).
Injection
Midcourse
Correcti ons
-Verify space vehicle
spatial positioning &
interface with ground
control. Conduct
final on-board check-
out. Program PM-I
engine ignition, Z_V
maneuver & shutdown.
Provide S/V attitude
control.
!-Test capability of
to control PM & S/V
orbital launch opera-
tions via use of ground
slmulators. (G)
-Qualify MM command
& control capability
ova- s/v. (G).simu-
late command receipt
& response for PM's.
' (G).
-Qualify MM to S/V
vibratlon/acceler-
ation environment
under operational
conditions.(G).
Figure A2:
--Exercise command & con-
trol, T & C/O, mission
operations drills.
Establish spatial posi-
tioning, correlate with
earth tracking data.Experiment operations.
_maintenance. Initiate
& monitor correction
maneuvers using l_.O_C.
Repeat for other correc-
tions as required. Per-
form readiness check on
PM-2.
-Test capability of _@_ to
control mission opera-
tions, including midcourse
corrections & PM-2 readi-
ness checks via use of
ground simulator. (G)
-Qualify MM command &
control capability over
S/V with use of simulators
where req'd. (G).
-Qualify MM operations in
earth orbital flight with
astronaut participation. (F).
TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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®OPERATIONAL
REQ_
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
Abort
Operations
-All crew members to
abort positions.
Provide command &
control capability
for abort operations._
Periodic abort
drills.
-Operations to be in-!
cluded as part of
ground simulator
tests. (G)
I Planet Capture
t & Orbit
Insertion
--Activate meteoroid
shield & insulation
release mechanisms.
Initiate separation
sequence. Verify
final spatial posi-
tioning. Program
PM-2 engine ignition,
A V maneuver & shut-
down. Provide S/V
attitude control
during PM-2 firing.
Dispose PM-2.
-Test capability of
s_vtO control PM &
orbit insertion
operations via use
of ground simulator.
(G)
-Verify capabillty of-Qualify MM command &
MM to support abort control capability
operations thru over S/V. Simulate
functional simula- command receipt &
tion. (G). i response for PM's.(G)i
-Verify capability of-QuallfyMM to S/V
MM, in conjunction
with appropriate
ground stations, toi
provide abort tra-
Jectory reqmt's.
(G).
vibration/accel, en-
vironment under oper-
ational conditions
after simulated space
soak.(G).
LEGEND:
(G) = Ground Test
(F) = Flight Test
Orbit,
I Chec_
_-Conduct
spacecra_
ticular E
MM and M]
tion sys
PM-OT sy:
fer astr,
MEM. Up,
board col
-Test cap_
to contrc
checkout
via use
simulato_
-Verify o_
and chec}
ity of M_
ular empt
interfac_
Astronaut
will part
flight t_
D2-I13544-5
MM
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
"heckout of
ft, with par-
_mphasis on
_M separa-
:em. Checkout
items. Trans-
)nauts (3) to
late MEM on-
_puters.
_billty Of MM
)i orbital
operations
)f ground
:. (Q)
L-board test
:out capabil-
I with partic-!
,"sis on MEM !
s. (o) (F).
;-test crew !
;icipate in lj
st.
I Planet Orbit
I I Coast &
I[ Corrections
_--Mo_trol
! spacecraft opera-
tions. Establish
spacecraft spatial
orientation. Con-
trol orbital exper-
iments. Initiate
& monitor correction
maneuvers using PM-OT,
Re-establish S/C
i spatial orientation l
after correction.
Mars orbital envir-_ I
onment, thermal _i
i cycllng. J'
i -Integrate orbital
i experiment con%rol
i by _ into ground
simulation opera-
i tlons. (G)
i -Thermal balance tests
i covered at S/C level.
-Simulate orbit trim
L control via _@_. (G)
i -Qualify MM command &
control capability
over S/V. Simulate
Separation1
_-Control MM-MEM separ-
ation maneuver. Pro-
vide required MM
stabilization and
control.
Late stabilization
control, & separation
maneuvers on ground
simulator. (G)
Deorbit,
Descent &
Landing
--Monitor M_operations.
Verify spatial orienta-
tion with earth based
mission control.
l'Verify MM control
command receipt &
response for PM-OT.
(S).
-Qualify_4 operations
in near earth flight
with astronaut par-
ticipation. (F).
Cal_bility over MM-MEM
separation operations.
-Simulate M_4-_@_ communi-
cations. (G)
-Verify _pability of MM
communications and data
management subsystems, via
(G). simulators, to monitor and
display MEMpositionand
trajectory within design
limits for sampling rates and
accuracy. (G).
Figure A3: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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FO 0uT 2.
OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATION TEST
[Abort
--Monitor ME_ opera-
tions for abort
necessity. Maintain
communications with
M_M.
-Simulate time vari-
ant spatial posi-
tioning of S/C and
M_to optimize M_-
S/C communications
opportunities. (G)
-Qualify MM opera-
tions required to
support MEM abort
during ground
tests with astro-
naut participa-
tion. (G)
J Mars
Surface
Operafi ons
--Control orbital ex-
periments. Maintain
communications with
MEM on Mars surface
during each orbit &
relay data to Earth-
based mission control
Verify & correct spa-
tial orientation as
required.
-Use functional simu-
lator to test_@_
capability for moni-
toring surface oper-
ations. (G)
-Verify MM capability
to monitor planet sur-
face operations and
to relay data to
Earth-based mission
control, each orbit,
during mannedEarth
orbital tests. (G) &
(F).
Laun,
Asce!
Orb|t
-Position
M_rend
Monitor
checkout
Provide
sion con
directin
down, la
to orbit
to Earth
trol.
-Simulate
spatial
S/C & M_
M_-S/C
opportu_
-Test mis
capablll
function
(O)
-Verify
to provJ
mission
MEM. (G;
-N_4 is qt
spatial
of MEM_
specifiE
craft.
LEGENI
(G) =
(F) =
D2-I13544-5
MM
- MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
:h&
,_ Rendezvous
& Doc king
orbit for
_ZVOUS •
_relaunch
of M_.
_rbital mis-
trol for
M_4 count-
_nch & ascent
Relay info
based con-
time variant
positioning of
M to optimize
communications
itie,. (G)
sion control
ties of _ on
al simulator.
M capability
de orbital
control for
alified for
correlations
by tests
d for space-
Ground Test
Flight Test
--Determine MM-M_4
relative spatial
orientation. Con-
duct docking man-
euvers, maintain _4
in stabilized atti-
tude. Maneuver M_24
into MM dockin 6
mechanisms. Verify
satisfactory attach-
ment.
,J Orbital
Checkout
• I
I
L-Perform checkout of
S/C systems. Trans-
fer Mars samples to
S/C. Shutdown M_
systems & transfer
crew. Update naviga-
tion systems. Per-
form final orbit
experiments. Control
MEM and PM-3 meteoroid
shield & insulation
separation, and verify
proper separation.
-Test attitude & maneuv- -Test interfaces and
ering command & control
capabilities of the MM
& responsiveness of
MEM in dynamic simu-
lator for docking.(G)
-Verify _M-MEM docking
thru use of ground
dynamic simulation of
respective interfaces.
(G)
-Flight qualify rendez-
vous and docking
operations at S/C
level. (F)
sequences on func-
tional simulator. (G)
-Verify MMcommand and
control capability
over S/V orbital check.
out, sample transfer,
MEMseparation and
PM-3 meteoroid shield
and insulation separa-
tion with use of
ground equipment to
simulate receipt of
conmmmds and trans-
mission of responses.
(G)
I Launch From
_ Planet Orbit
W-Verify space vehicle
satisfactory spatial
positioning. Control
orbital launch count-
down. Program PM.-3
engine ignition, AV
maneuver & shutdown.
Provide S/V attitude
control. Dispose
PM-3.
-Test co_mand & control
of positioning & launch
operations via ground
simulator. (G)
-Qualify MM command and
control capability over
PM-3 firing and separa-
tion thru simulation of
appropriate interface
functions. (O)
-Qualify MMto S/V vibra-
tion/acceleration environ-
ment under operational
conditions. (G)
Figure A4: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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I_0_0UT FRAME i
-- MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
@
TEST/
OPERATIONAL
REQ_
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
LEGEND: (G) = ground test
(F) - flight test
Coast &
Midcourse
Correction
--Exercise command & --Cont:
control, T & C/O, _ cour
mission operations, mo_u
Establish spatial _ and'
positioning, correlatei sep_
with earth tracking , fer
data. Initiate and shut_
monitor correction tems
maneuvers using PM-IBM _.sepal
Repeat as required. -Acti"
tems
final
Not required. 1
-Qualify MM command &
control capability ove
S/V wlth use of simu- I
lators where req'd, i
(G).
-Qualify MM operations !
required for inter- I
planetary coast and
midcourse corrections,
during flight tests
with astro_ut par-
ticipation. (F).
Not
-Ver:
of
sys_
sln_
ben
min_
voll
-VeriJ
of
to d_
ity
PM-13
lato]
-Capa_
ate 8
subs_
ifie_
D2-I13544-5
_94
m
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
Terminal
Maneuve_
& Landing
inbound mid-
ropulsion
eparation,
fyproper
on. Trans-
toE,S&
MM subsys-
nitiate
on sequence.
EEM subsys-
perform
_ckout.
aired.
capability
ration sub-
by firing
mvironmental
_r at and
_um and
It (a).
_pabillty
ising devices
alne proxim-
_leased
in a simu-
G).
,y to activ-
_ckout EEM
is qual-
/C level.
--Not applicable.
Not applicable.
--Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Not applicable. -Not applicable.
t Figure AS:
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MEM
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENTTEST
QUALIFICATIONTESTS
I
_--- PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
I
Receive
& Inspect
Assembly
& Test 1 Test
Che(i
!
Not operational.
Not applicable.
-Functional operation
Not applicable.
of subsystems & inter S
faces with _@_under
ambient conditions.
Limited environmental, i
vibration & thermal/
vacuum tests. Incor-
porate MEM into space_
craft assembly (with
MM& E_). M_te this
payload to ELV.
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems as instal-
led in dev. Mm_. (G)
-Limited thermal bal-
ance & vibration mode
testing, more detailed
testing at S/C level.
(G).
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Acceptance test to
prove out intra- and
inter-subsystmm func-
tional operation
under ambient condi-
tions. (G) 1
-Qualify physical and
functional interfaces
with MM& ELVby use
of simulators. (G)
-Lim_
opez
monl
I
i
-No
-Ver:
MEM _
mit
tes
a s_
sta_
i lat_
I 17f
D2-I13544-5
&
:kout
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
At Launch Pad
Servicing
ted functional
ation with primaryl
toring via T/M.
Lev. tests req'd.
.fy capability of
telemetry to transL
ilaunch operations
data directly to
[mulated ground
;ion or to a simu-
_. (G)
_I Countdown
EAR_ ORBIT OPERATIONS
Boost &
Orbit
Injection
-Load ECS/LSS expend-
ables; gases,
absorbents.
-Load RCS propellants,
and selected experi-
ment equipment pack-
ages.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Verify capability of
loading ECS & RCS ex-
pendables onboard the
M_at nominal, maxi-
mum, & minimum design
temperatures, pressure_
density, etc., condi-
tions & maintaining
the expendables within
required design condi-
tions throughout
launch operations.
(G)
Figure B1
-Limited monitoring
by T/M.
-No dev. tests req'd.
I-T/M monitoring boost
environment: vibra-
tion, acoustics,
temperature/altitude,
acceleration.
-Subsystem tests to
checkout items sensi-
tive to vibration,
acoustic, accelera-
tion, and rapid
altitude change
, environment. (G).
!-Flight tests not req'd.
I
I
t
-Verify capability of
MEMtelemetry to
transmit launch
countdown data to
simulated launch
equipment or to the
_. (G)
-Conduct vibration/
acoustic & temperature/
altitude tests on MEM.
(G)
-Conduct acceleration
tests only on compon-
ents susceptible to
acceleration. This is
not an MEM level test.
(G)
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MEM
@
OPERATIONAL/TEST
Test &
Checkout
LI
i ]
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMenT TEST
-Rendezvous & docking
(as part of spacecraft
with ATC crew. Acti-
vation & functional
checking of all MEM
subsystems.
-Environment - thermal/
vacuum, zero "g".
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems as in-
stalled in dev. M_.
(G)
-Subsystem tests to
checkout items sensi-
tive to thermal/v_c.
& zero-g environment.
(G)
-Flight tests not
required.
_ALIFI_TION
-Verify remote test
capability of MEM
thru simulated MM
or grouml equip-
ment inputs. (G) •
-Environmental qual.
at S/C level.
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
Rendezvous
Not operational
d
!
_oti
8erVl
on gi
!
-Not applicable. -Not
-Not applicable. -Not
f
I
, LEG_i
(G)
i (Z)
D2-113544-5
cing
Lpplicable -
_cing completed
_ouna.
applicable.
applicable.
_).
= Ground Test
m Flight Test
Assembly
& Test
Functional interface
with MM systems.
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
-Checkout functional
interfaces via ground
simulator. (G)
Earth Orbit
Launch &
Injection
i Not operational.
-Not applicable.
vibration/s_celer-
ation enviromment.
M_ non-operational
during this mission
phase. Thermal/vat.
cycling should pre-
cede this test. (G).
i i i
-Qualify test capabil--QualifyM_ to S/V
ity of MM over the !
M_ at S/C test level.i
(G)• (F).
Coast &
Midcourse
Corrections
-Scheduled maintenance
& housekeeping.
-Astronaut checkout &
monitoring of M_ sub-
syst_s; practice of
critical operatioms.
-Uascheduled maintenance
& repair as required.
-Checkout & monitor M_
operations via use of
ground simulator. (G)
Checkout maintemance
capability of M_. (G)
i-Qualify test and ma.in-
tenamee _l_ilities
i of M_ at S/C test level.
! (G) & (F).
i
Figure B2: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUI REMENTS
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FOLDOUT _ ;"
®
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQ_
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
Abort
Operations Ii Planet Capture t
& Orbit
Insertion
-Not operational.
(Alternates :
o Separate & dispose
of _, OR
o Use M_ propulsion
to assist in decel-
eration. )
-First alternate : No
dev. tests req'd.
-Second alternate :
Dev. static firings
of M_ propulsion to
checkout abort modes.
(G)
-First alternate:
Separation system
qualified in support
of normal mission
operations.
-Second alternate:
Incorporate MEM pro-
pulsion abort modes
into MEM prop. qual.
if significantly dif-
ferent from normal
mission modes. (G) &
(F).
:_oL_og:z,,_k¢_,I if&
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
LEGEND:
(G) = Ground Test
(F) = Flight Test
_SSIONFLIGHT OPERATIONS
.° I_ckout
_kout MEM systems
Liable in stowed
Ltion
conauts transfer to
, conduct complete
_ems & interface
:kout, and update
computers.
Planet Orbit
Coast &
Corrections
-Not operational.
D2-I13544-5
ulateMEMtest
rations including
ronaut participa-
(G)
nsfer astronauts
m MM simulator to
simulator. (G)
:ify on-board test
_b_ckout capability
MEM with use of
;romauts in test
(G)& (F).
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Not applicable.
Separation "_I
-Separate fr_n space-
craft & orient M_ in
attitude & position
for de-orbit.
-Simulate MEM-MM separ-
ation on ground sim-
ulator. (G)
_V_f_ MEM separation
capability thru inter-
face simulation during
ground test. (G) (Cont.)
Deorblt,
Descent &
Landing
-Conduct de-orbit sequence;
monitor and adjust descent
propulsion, attitude and
stabilization controls &
EC & L$S.
-Ballutes deployed in hori-
zontal flight to decelerate
the MEMaerodynamically,
prior to being Jettisoned.
-Final touchdown & safe land-
ing of crew members and
experiment equipment.
-Recurring telemetry, tele-
vision & audio linkage with
MM.
-Jettison portions of heat
shield to reduce weight &
provide clearance for de-
scent propulsion.
-Activate &maintain contin-
uous reactions of EC & LSS
to offset biological con-
straints in Mars descent &
landing.
-Terminal maneuvers (includ-
ing hovering) to achieve
desired landing velocities
& site, coordinate with MM.
-Dev. test of descent propul-
sion system, including
hovering & final touchdown.
Manned & unmanned. (F)
-Static firing tests of de-
scent propulsion engines. (G)
-Dev. test of ballute systems
in earth atmosphere. (F)
-Simulate M_functions on
ground simulator. (G)
-Quali_y heat shields & ballutes
thru suborbital tests on boiler
plate MEM's, unmanned, at alti-
tudes and velocities yielding
approximations of Mars descent
conditions. (F) (Cont._
Figure B3: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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(CONTII_ED)
(_ _I AbortOperations
,17-"
QUALZFICATION
TESTS
MISSION
I Planet Capture [
& Orbit _ Orbital
Insertion Checko
1
(a)=
(F)=
D2-I135 44-5
MEM
GHT OPERATIONS
f
round Test
Vlight Test
Planet Orbit
Coast &
Correcti ons v[ Separatlon Deorb_t,
Descent &
Landing
q-
(cont'd)
-Flight qualify separa--Qualify the man-ballute decel-
tion system thru in- er_tion, guidance & control
terfaee simulation capabilities of the MEM, with
between MEM & upper minimum necessary heat shield
stage of ELV. (F). _ &payload, in suborbital manned
tests. (F).
!-Verify capabilitM of MEM separa-
tion subsystems by firing in
i an environmental simulator at and
! beyond maximum and minimum design
volt_ges.(G).
-Verify capability of EC & LSS
subsystems to provide nominal
continuing outputs for M_4at designed
minimum power levels & to provide
emergency surges within designed
maxlmumpower levels. (G).
-Verify MEM communications subsystem
capability to transmit & receive
required data from slmulatedMM at
designed bit-rates an_ accuracy.(G).
-Unmanned ME_4, all systems up in
Earth orbit with S/C structural shell,
de-orbits a_ 26,000 fps and an entry
angle of -3-, to verify flight capa-
bilities of descent propulsion, atti-
tude & stablilization controls, EC &
LSS, terminal maneuvers (including
hovering) to achieve desired landing
velocities & site. (Heat shield is
over-designed to survive descent in
Earth atmosphere).(F).
-Manned MEM (With heat-shleld over-
designed to survive descent in Earth
atmosphere) all systems up in Earth
orbit with S/C structural shell, de-
orbits at 26,000 fps and an entry
angle of -3o_ to verify MEM flight
capabilities for safe descent, hover-
ing, touch-dowa & landing of crew
members & e_eriment equipment on
the Mars surface.(F).
Figure B3: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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MEM
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATIONTESTS
(continued)
Abort
-Continuing readiness
at abort stations
throughout de-orbit,
descent & landing.
-On command, arrest
descent, turn-around,
Jettison descent
stage, fire ascent
motors & proceed to
pre-selected orbit.
-Determine stability
characteristics of M_
descent stage as a
space platform for
abort launching of the
ascent stage. [_.manned
<T)
Mars
Surface
Operati ons
-Post-landing checkout
of M_2_& remote con-
trol investigation of
surface & environment
in proximity to MEM.
-Checkout & activate
experiment & person-
nel equipment, in-
cluding portable LSS
& exit mechanisms.
-Perform scheduled ex-
ploration & experi-
ments, &make other
observations & tests
as warranted.
-Maintain continuous
radio contact with
exploration team &
relay & coordinate
pertinent info with
orbiting MM.
-Perform necessary MEM
housekeeping & main-
tenance.
-Checkout required
equipment & astronaut
operations on func-
tional simulator. (G)
LEGEND:
(G) = Ground Test
(F) = Flight Test
Laund
Ascenl
Orbit
-Explo_
turns
requi
sampl
neces
-Relea
attac
-Prela
MEM,
wlndo
meter
orbit
-Verif
lease
stage
face
-Coord
& tra
orbi_
trol,
sary
-Init_
s eque
perf¢
-Verti(
mental
stage
face
stage
mlze e
off ce
-Static
stage
-Test ¢
opera_
tiona_
ulato_
-Deten
gu_d_
isticl
(F)
 'O our I I'g')
D2-I13544-5
_SSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
I Rendezvous
& Docking
Orbital
Checkout
.j Launch from
Planet Orbit
_tion team re-
M_4, loads
equipment &
discards un-
equipment.
escent stage
ents.
ch checkout of
rstems & launch
ascent para-
. etc., with
MM.
positive re-
from descent
initiate sur-
_unch.
I
te velocity
rectory wlth
llmission con-
_make neces-
lorrectlons.
-Determine MEM orbit
parameters & position,
& rendezvous require-
ments, in coordina-
tion with MM.
-Initiate ascent man-
euver from parking
orbit to MMorbit,
near MM.
-Release & separate
ascent stage (com-
pletely deactivated)
from M_24, properly
oriented away from MM.
-Determine & adjust
closing rate between
M_4&MM. Maneuver
into docking mech-
anism of stabilized
_@4. Assure that M_4
is satisfactorily
attached to MM& that
-Transfer samples &
equipment from M_4to
MM.
-Shutdown M_ systems
& transfer crew to MM.
-Activate release mech-
anismforM_.
te parking orbit transfer system is
& verify pressurized.
e.................................................................................................................
ft experi- -Determine maneuver- . • i 1
-_No[ requlrea.
!on with ascent ability characteristics
io develop inter- of MEM ascent stage &
Ith descent
_hat will opti-
milable lift-
abilities. (F)
ifiring of ascent
mgine. (G)
_plete ascent
ions on func-
i& dynamic elm-
. (O)
ne thrust and
• charac_er-
iof ascent stage
reaction control sys-
tem, on rendezvous &
docking simulator. (G)
Figure B4:
Not applicable..
Not applicable.
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©QUALIFICATION TESTS
(continued)
Abort
Mars
Surface
Operations
-Verify abort opera-
tiomal strategies and
sequences on function-
al simulators. (G).
-Verify MEM abort capa-
bility by unmanned sub
orbital flight.
Jettison the ascent
stage heat shield,
separate the ascent
stage from the des-
cent stage, ignite
the ascent stage eng-
ine, turn around, &
accelerate along a
pre-programmed flight
path to ascend to a
simulated Mars orbit.
(Earth orbit cannot
actually be achieved.
(F).
LBGEND:
(G).  est
(r). Fight
-Qualify Mars surface
operations by manned
excursions, fUlly
encumbered with ex-
ploration equipment,
in hostile Earth
environments. (G).
-Verify capability of
M_ communications
subsystems to main-
tain continuous con-
tact with explora-
tion teams and with
simulated orbiting
_. (G).
Launch 8
Ascent tc
Orbit
-Conduct
firings ¢
stage to
capabilit
-Verify cs
M_ to pe
launch ct"
and ascer
in gr oun_
Imating
as close3
(O).
-Verify M_
pulsion c
launch,
boilerpls
stage, i_
in launc_
the Eart_
hicle.
then proc
pre-detez
orbit, w_
propulsi¢
-Qualify
ascent cs
manned as
Earth pax
after lot
sps_e "S¢
simulated
for rend_
_. (F).
D2-I13544-5
MEM
ISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Orbital ICheckout
Launch from
Planet Orbit
itiple stati_
f M_4 ascent l-Verify capability of
verify thrust_ MEM to perform ren-
y. (G). dezvous and docking
_ability of
rformpre-
eckout, launc_
operations
• tests approx-
Jars condltion_
.y as possible
M ascent pro-
apability by
mmamned, from
.re descent
_terfaced with-
adaptor of
laummh ve-
scent stage
:eeds to a
_ined Earth
.th its own
,n system. (F).
_M-astronaut
_bility by
;cent from
!kimg orbit--
_-duration
ak"--to a
Mars orbit,
zvous with
operations in ground
test with orbital
conditions simulated
as near as possible. 1
(o) c
-Verify a tual docking
capability in ground
dynamic simulation of
respective interfaces.
(G)
-Conduct static firing_
of M_4ascent stage
for transfer from
parking orbit to
MM orbit. (G)
-Conduct flight test
of HEM capability to
perform orbit trans-
fermaneuvers and
rendezvous with_
or simulated docking
device. (F)
Figure B4:
-Functionally check
MEM systems shutdown
capability and releas_
mechanism activation.
(o)
-Verify MEMseparation
capability from S/C b_
use of ground dynamic
simulation at respec-
tive interfaces.(G)
-Conduct flight test of
M_4 capability to
separate from MM/SC
or simulated vehicle
(F)
-Not applicable.
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MEM
©
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPM_ TESTS
QUALIFICATION TESTS
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS.
J _I
I "t
Coast &
Midcourse
C orrecti ons
Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Earth
Capture
Maneuver
Not ope
Not app
Not appl
_0LDOU/ FRAN_ !
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
Terminal
Maneuvers
& Landing
D2-I13544-5
_cable.
_eable.
Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Figure B5:
Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
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EEM
W
PRE-LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Receive Assembly
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TEST
QUALIFICATION TESTS
& Inspect & Test
--Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Functional operation
of subsystems and
interfaces with MM
under ambient con-
ditions. Limited
environmental, vi-
bration, and ther-
mal/vacuum tests.
Incorporate EEM
into spacecraft
assembly (with MM
and MEM). Mate this
payload with ELV.
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems as in-
stalled in dev. EEM.
(G)
-Limited thermal bal-
ance & vibration mode
testing, more detailed
testing at S/C level.
(Q)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Acceptance test to
prove out intra- and
inter-subsystem func-
tional operation
under ambient condi-
tions. (G)
-Qualify physical and
functional interfaces
with _& ELVby use
of simulators. (G)
Test &
Checkc
-Limite
operat
primal
by T/>I
-Node
-Verili
EEMt
trans
ation
diree
lated
or tc
(G)
 'oz o,ur ]
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
D2-I13544-5
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
_d functional
:ion with
"y monitoring
[.
Servi ci ng Countdown
Boost & J
Orbit
Injection
e
tests req'd.
y capability of
elemetry to
mlt launch oper-
s test data
tly to a simu-
ground station
a simulated MM.
-Load ECS/LSS expend-
ables: gases, ab-
sorbents.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Verify capability of
loading ECS & RCS ex-
pendables onboard the
F_ at nominal, max.,
& rain. design temps.,
pressure, density,
etc., conditions and
maintaining the ex-
pendables with require,
design conditions
throughout launch
operations. (G)
-Limited monitoring
by T/M.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Verify eapability of
E_telemetry to
transmit launch
countdown data to
simulated launch
equipment or to the
_. (0)
-T/M monitoring boost
environment: vibra-
tion, acoustics,
temperature/altitude,
acceleration.
-Subsystem tests to check-
out items sensitive to
vibration, acoustic,
acceleration, and rapid
altitude change environ-
ment. (G)
-Flight tests not req'd.
-Conduct vibration/acoustic
and temperature/altitude
tests on EEM. (G)
-Canduct acceleration tests
only on components suscept-
ible to acceleration. Sis
is not an EEM level test.
(G)
Figure C1 : TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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FO_DOUT FRAME
EEM
.......... EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
(Continued)
Test &
Checkout
_I Rendezvous
OPERATIONAL/TEST
_II Servicing
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELO_ TEST
QUALIFICATION
TEST
-Rendezvous and dock-
ing (as part of space-
craft) with ATC.
Activation and func-
tional checking of
all EEM subsystems.
-Environment-thermal/
vacuum, zero "g".
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems as in-
stalled in dev. EEM.
(a)
-Subsystem tests to
checkout items sensi-
tive to thermal/vac.
& zero-g environment.
(s)
-Flight tests not
required.
J-Verlfyremote test
capability of E_
thru simulated MM
or ground equipment
inputs. (G).
-Environmental qual.
at S/C level.
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applic _
vicing con
ground.
-Not appl_ I
-Not applicable. -Not _ppli
LEGEND:
(G)= O_
(Z)- F
D2-113544-5
able.
pleted
Ser-
on
Assembly Ii
& Test
l-Functional interface
I with MM systems.
.cable.
cable
J
i -Checkout functional
interfaces via ground
simulator. (G)
-Qualify test capabil- I
ity of MM over the
EEM at S/C test level,
(G) & (F).
round Test
light Test
F;gure C2:
........ MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS ........
Earth Orbit
Launch &
Inject;on Coast &
M;dcourse
orrecfi ons
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Scheduled maintenance
and housekeeping.
-Unscheduled mainte-
nance and repair as
required.
-Astronaut check--out
and monitoring of
EEM subsystems,
practice of critical
operations.
}
-Checkout & monitor E_oper-
ations via use of ground
simulator. (G) Checkout
maintenance capability of
mm. (Q)
-Qualizymmto s/v
vlbration/acceler-
ation environment.
FA_4 non-operational i
during this mission
phase. Thermal/vat- !
uum cycling should
precede this test.
(G).
-Qualify test and mainten-
ance capabilities of
at s/c test level. (6) a
(F).
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EEM
@
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
I ,,,, , , i,
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUAL_ICATION
TESTS
Abort
Operations I Planet Capture t
_-- & Orblt
nserti on
-Complete checkout of
EEM subsystems and
interfaces with MM.
-Transfer of food,
water, and other
necessary expend-
ables to EEM.
-Activation and moni-
toring of ECS/LSS.
-Earth atmosphere
entry and terminal
maneuvers if and as
necessary.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Qualified based on
normal mission mode,
except verify systems
capability to operate
out of normal mission
sequence. (G).
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
Orbit
Checl
-Not
-No_
-Nc
LE
(G
(_
Ib
I
i
I-- MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
D2-1135 44-5
lo I Planet Orbit
I _ Coast &
ut Corr ct; ons _! i Sep(lration il Deorbit,
Descent &
Landing
operational.
applicable.
applicable.
;EI_D:
= Ground Test
= Flight Test
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not appllc_ble.
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
Figure C3: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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_o_our FRAME ._
EEM MIS
® Abort
OPERAT IONAL /TE ST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFI_ON _I_
-Not applicable (MEM)
abort is prime con-
cern here).
m
-Not applicable.
-Not Applicable.
Mars
Surface
Operati ons
j ta
v As[ o,
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-No
-Not al_licable. -No
D2-I13544-5
ON FLIGHT OPERATIONS
ent to
)it J "] Rendezvous I
& Docking
operational.
applicable.
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
aI_lle_ble.
_ERD:
_) - Ground Test
F) u Flight Test
-Not applicable.
Figure C4:
Orbital
Checkout
Launch from
Planet Orbit
-Complete checkout of
EEM subsystems and
interfaces with MM.
-- Test operational
readiness of all E_
subsystems on func-
tional simulator.
(G)
-Verify functional
checkout capability
of EEMsubsystems
internally, and thru
interfaces where
applicable. (G)
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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E_
MISSION
FLIGHTOPNS.,
coo I IMidcourse _--Corrections ]
Earth
Captu
Mane1
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQ_TS
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
-Complete checkout of
E_ subsystems & inter-
faces with MM (2 wks
before separation from
_).
-Repair of defective
subsystems & compon-
ents (by replacement
wherever possible).
-Selection of most
appropriate alternate
modes, where necessary
repairs cannot be made
Not applicable.
MM 3 s_
son r,
EEM.
I
!-Not r,
LEGEND: (G) = ground te_t
(F) = flight test
_0_0_ FRAME/ _ol
.te & checkout
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
-Coordinate separation
rated E_-MM & trajectory informa-
s. tion with Earth-baseder trajectory control.
_rom MM computer. -Position EEM to the
l_ish initial con- required entry atti-
lls for atmosphere tude; monitor systems
& verify with operations & make
L tracking. I attitude corrections
!er crew, equip-
rexperiment
_s & data to EEM.
inertial plat-
or final traJec-
establish Earth
ication link &
mation.
final thrust
tion by mid-
engine.
wn systems of
parate & jetti-
m_ining S/C from
quired.
!as required.
-Execute skip-out
maneuvers if and as
required.
-Inertial guidance only
during communications
blackout.
TerminalManeuvers
& Landing
I-Re-establish communica-
tions with Earth-based
mission control, make
attitude corrections as
required& deploy decel-
eration chutes.
-Monitor systems opera-
tions, chute deployment,
in coordination with
Earth-based mission
control.
-Assure proper E_atti-
tude for impact & put
into impact & recovery
mode.
-Prepare for emergency
evacuation of EEM.
-Following impact, deacti-
vate E_ systems no longer
needed, & initiate recovery
assist operations.
-Drop tests to evalBa_e!
lan_ing d ics. (F).
,-Testing o_me biconi_l-Suborbital testing of the
configuration to dete_ EE_ to evaluate & improve
mine aerodynamic char-!acteristics of after-
body flow field, and
!
effects of shape
changes due to heat-
shield ablation, under
conditions simulating
high reentry speeds.
Scale model tests. (G)
-Test the guidance and
control_ character-
istics of the E_, &
its responsiveness to
Earth-based communica-
tions, when subjected
to high inertial,
buffeting & thermal
loads. Particular
emphasis on roll-over
maneuver to stay within
critical limits of re-
entry corridor.
Scale module configura-
tion, with applicable
systems complete.
Ummanned. (F)
(co t.)
its capabilities for term-
inal maneuvers, particularly
its ability to withstand
landing impact. Full scale
configuration, unmanned. (F)
Figure C5:
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Em_ (cont.)
@
DEVELOPMEI_ TESTS
(CONTINUED)
_JAIZFICATION TESTS
(G) - Grouna Test
(F)- n_ht _,,t
MISSION
FLIGRT OPNS.
Coast &
Mi dcourse
Correcfi ons
rF
l
t'
-Qualify control and I"
maintenance capabil- !
Ity for EEM at S/V !
•est level in flight. )
Simulate operations
during ground qual-
ification. (G) & (F).
Earth
12apture
i ,_aneuvers
Verify EEM communica-
tions system capabil-
ity to transmit &
receive required data
from simulated Earth-
_racking stations at
_esign bit-rates. (G).
iCerify E_ command &
_ontrol system capabll
ity, via simulators,
_o monitor & shut down
MM systems, and to
separate & Jettison
spacecraft. (G).
_erify GCS capability
to identify & correlatq
initial conditions for
atmosphere reentry,
establish required
inertial platform, &
program final mideours,
correction--via un-
manned _ boilerplate
--with complete elec-
_rical_ attitude con-
trol, guidauce & nav-
igation, communica-
tions & telemetry
systems.(F).
C_pability to activ-
ate & checkout EEM
subsystems is qual-
ified at S/C level.
rI
Earth J Terminal
Atmosphere "1 ManeuversEntry & Landing
-Static tests & T|pressure loading toevaluate EEM struc-
tural properties. (G).!
-Verify overall capa- l-Verify EEM capability to
bility of F_ & astro-_ receive & use ground-
mauts to survive re- I tracking data & emergency
entry of earth atmos- _ voice instructions to
phere; ! maimtain attitude control,
i. Unmanned EEM boiler_ e_cute roll maneuvers &
plate, launched pro_ deploy parachutes for
pulsively from Eartl deceleration & guidance
(c on t)
orbit at 36,000 fps
to qualify heat
shield & heat trans
fer capabilities.
(F).
2.Manned & fully con-
figured E_ launche,
propulsively from
Earth orbit at
36,000 fps to test
the man-EEM inter-
actions at moderate
speeds. (F).
3. Unmanned EEM, all
systems up, laumche,
propulsively from a
highly elliptical
orbit at approx.
65,000 fps to ver-
ify capability for
Earth atmosphere
reentry & precis-
ion inertial guidan
at Mars return
speeds, & to verify
that conditions for
life support can be
maintained within
EEM, durimg reentry.
(F).
4. All systems up E_,
with crew transfer
from MM, & propuls-
ive launch of E_4,
from highly ellipti-
cal orbit at approx-
65,000 fps to qual-"
ify EEM & astronauts
for earth atmos-
phere reentry.(F).
within design limits of
preplanned trajectory,
during unmanned orbital
flight. (F).
-Verify structural adequacy
of E_4 & capability to
maintain required attitude
at impact, during ,,n_---_d
suborbital landing tests (F).
-Qualify E_ for impacts
within human tcleramce_ during
!_ai-_ from manned suborbital
tests. (F).
-Qualify E_ recovery mode,
emergency evacuation & astro-
naut recovery assist oper-
ations, during landing from manned.
suborbital tests. (F).
Figure C5:
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Receive &
Inspect
PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
-L
Assembly
& Test
I
I
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
-Not operational.
DEVELOPMENT TEST
QUALIFICATION TEST
Not applicable.
Not applicable
-Subsystem functional
test under ambient
conditions. Cold
soak of propellant
and pressurization
system. Vibration
test of assembled
PM. Mate payload to
ELV.
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems under am-
bient & I_2 cold soak
conditions. (G)
-Vibration mode test
of PM. (G)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Acceptance test to
qualify intra- and
inter-subsystem func-
tional operation
under ambient condi-
tions. (G)
-Qualify physical and
functional interfaces
with ELVby use of
simulators. (G)
Test
Chect
-Veri_
PM t_
mit ]
test
lat_
 o5"  onDou /
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PROPULSION MODULES (PM-I, PM-2, PM-3)
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Servicing
v[ Countdown
,,,-,d J
-q
EARTH ORBIT OPNS
Boost &
Orbit
Injection
functional
_ith primary
oring via T/M.
_t PM communi-
_s system compat-
by with Launch
_t _p. (G)
b tests not
oable.
capability of
_lemetry to trans.
_unch operations
data to simu-
L ground station.
-PM-I
Load mainstage,
transtage, and re-
action control pro-
pellants.
PM-2
Load mainstage,
transtage, MPM, and
reaction control
props.
PM-3
Load mainstage,
transtage, orbit
trim, and reaction
control propellants.
-Checkout propellant
loading & thermal con
ditioning of nuclear
stages. (G)
-Verify capability of
loading PM propel-
lants at nominal,
maximum & minimum
design temps.,
pressure, density,
etc., & maintaining
desired conditions
throughout launch
operations. (G)
Separate qual. tests
will be req'd on PM
umbilicals.
-Limited monitoring
of T/M.
-Checkout PM communi-
cations system com-
patibilitywith launch
equipment. (G)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Dev. tests to deter-
mine nuclear stage
effects on pad abort.
(a).
-Qualify PM telemetry
to transmit count-
down data to launch
equipment. (G )
-Conduct destruct
tests on nuclear
stage to qualify PM
for pad abort and
destruct. (G)
Figure D1 :
-T/M monitoring.
Boost environment;
vibration, acoustic,
tempo/altitude,
acceleration. Estab-
lish spatial orienta-
tion in elliptical
orbit. Provide
transtage AV to ren-
dezvous circular or-
bit. Separate
transtage.
-Subsystem tests to checkout
items sensitive to vibration,
acoustic, acceleration, and
rapid altitude change envir-
omnent. (G)
-Design development tests of
guidance & control, and com-
munications system. (F)
-Design development tests of
transtageAvcapability.
(o)a (F)
-Conduct vibration/acoustic
and temperature/altitude
tests on PM. (G)
-Conduct acceleration tests
on PM components. (G)
-Conduct flight qual. test
of transtage including
separation from a simulated
PM (upper stage of ELV). (F)
-Static firing qual. test of
transtage engines. (G)
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TEST/OPERAT IONAL
REQUIREMENTS
Test &
Checkout
J
---Functional checkout
of PM rendezvous,
docking, attitude,
and stabilization
control subsystems.
Monitor propellant
storage and reactor
systems for safe
conditions.
-I
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
Rendezvous _k_
k
-Rendezvous and dock _-Nc
with spacecraft or
other PM's. Provide
PM attitude and
stabilization con-
trol, and rendezvous
and docking &V.
Assure docking satis-
factorily completed.
DEVELOPMENT TEST
QUALIFICATION
TEST
-Environment-thermal/
vacuum, zero "g"
-Subsystem tests to
checkout functional
interaction between
subsystems under
orbital conditions.
(o)_ (F)
-Subsystem tests to
checkout items sensi-
tive to thermal/vac.
& zero-g environment.
(G)
-Propulsion Module
thermal balance
tests. (G)
-Conduct thermal/
vacuum test of PM
while monitoring
systems operation.
(G).
(cont.)
-Dev. tests with ren-
dezvous and docking
simulators. (G)
-De
sy
8.n
ba
-Verify S/C-PM-3 ren-
dezvous and docking
thru use of ground
dynamic simulation
of respective inter-
faces. (G).
(cont.)
-Not
(G)
(F)I
_O_o,_ _ t 2 e 7
ri
Vicing
PM's
I Assembly
& Test
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Earth Orbit
Launch &
Iniecti0n Coast &
Mi dcourse
Corrections
_t operational.
_iternate: transfer:
!z between PM's.)
_-Functional checkout
of PM subsystems.
Separation of meteor-
oid shield and in-
sulation from PM-I.
Final countdown for
PM-I.
--PM-1 engine startup,
power buildup, and
shutdown. Assure
achievement of re-
quired AV. Provide
reactor after cool-
ing. Activate re-
lease and separation
systems. Separate
and dispose PM-I.
D2-I13544-5
---Perform periodic
functional tests on
PM's, otherwise PM's
not operational.
Conduct midcourse
correction firings
using the outbound
Midcourse Propulsion
Module (PM-OBMC).
v. test of transfer
stems on a partial
d/or full scale
sis. (G)a (F)
-Checkout PM opera-
tions with MMcontrol
via use of ground
simulators. (G)
-Meteoroid shield and
insulation separa-
tion, full scale
tests. (F)
-Checkout PM firing -checkout control of PM's
control operations via use of ground simula-
with_4viause of Lion equipment. (G)
ground simulator. (G) -Ground static firing of
-Cold flow & hot fir- developmental PM-OBMC.
ing of nuclear PM . (G)
stage. (G) -Flight test of devel-
-Flight testing of I opmental PM-OBMC. (F)
developmental nuclear I -Thermal balance test for
PM stages to checkout! coast environment. (G)
propellant pressuri-
zation, feed, & engine
sys ,. (F)
-Check separation of
PM from ELV stage.(F)
applicable. ' -Qualify all PM sub- -Cold flow & hot fir-
ternate: _ systems including the ing of PM stage in
ital qual. of use of LH_ for orbi- ground test facility.
msfer system with tal test _amd check- (G).
tial size p.m. (F)_ out during @round test -Flight test and fir-
ital qual. of tran_- simulation. (G). ing of single PM
system with act- ! (cont.) _ stage. (F).
.PM. (F). i I (cont.)
Figure D2:
liD:
= Ground Test
= Flight Test
-Static firings of PM--OBMC
after subjection to earth-
Mars thermal-va_n/um environ-
ment. (G).
-Flight test and multiple
firings of PM-OBMC after
s ace (F).
(cont.)
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©QUALIFICATION
TEST
(_.)
Checkout _l
f
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
Rendezvous
-Initial phase of
PM flight test to
verify insulation
system & long _erm
storage of propellant
(F).
-R_peat for docking
of PM-3/PM-2 etc.
(G).
-Flight qualify ten-
3. dezvous & docklmg
operations with S/C
_' s. (F).
PM initially not
fueled or simulate_,
subsequent test with
Lff2 load.
w[ Servicir
J
L_EN.
(G) =
(F) -
D2-I13544-5
PMts
Assembly
& Test
(Cont.)
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
I
Earth Orb|t Coast &
Launch & ' -_ Midcourse
Inject|on Correct|ons
-Flight qualification
of PM stage includ-
in6 meteoroid shield
& insulation separa-
tion. LH 2 loade_.
(Z).
-m_ht test o_ s/v
in slmulate_ mission
operations _rith
req'd. PM-I firing
in eflrth-moon region,
(F).
(cont)
mission conditions in earth-
moon region. (F).
Drouna Test
_light Test
!
Figure D2: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
PROPULSION MODULES (PM'S) WORKSHEET (Cenfinued)
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-Flight test of PM-OBMC's on
assembled S/Vunder simulated
® AbortOperations I! Planet Capture& OrbitI nsertion
TEST/OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TEST
-Determine PM engine
firing sequence for
abort. Separate PM-2,
PM-3 meteoroid shield
and insulation as re-
quired. Fire PM-2,
PM-3 as required,
initiate cooldown and
separation.
-Development to support
these operations
covered under normal
PM firing operations.
i
-PM' s qualified based
on normal mission
mode, except verify
capability to operate
out of normal mission
sequence. (G).
-Separate PM-2 meteor-
oid and insulation
shields. PM-2 engine
startup, power build-
up, and shutdown.
Determine AV and
spatial positioning
requirements.
Reactor cooldown.
Activate release and
separation systems.
Separate and dispose
PM-2.
-Checkout PM-2 firing
control operations
with MMvia use of
ground simulator. (G)
-PMdevelopment covered
by "EAR_ ORBIT IAUNCH
& INJECTION" for PM-1
(G) & (F)
-Flight test at S/V
level in simulated
mission operations
with req'd. PM-2.
Firing in earth-moon
region. (F).
-Single PM tests pre-
vlously covered under
"EARTH ORBIT L_UNCH
& INJECTION".
-Func
of I
syst
Clr£
sto_
TVC
-Incl I
as p
slmu
-Veri
bill
slmu
from I
I
4
I
2/I
_Ll_Og_ FRAME /
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PM's
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS ........
ut_ I Planet Orbit
, Coast &
' I Corr ctions
I
onal checkout
3 orbit trim
, electrical
try, propellant
e and feed,
stem.
: PM operations
of ground
 ,ion.(G)
checkout capa-
of PM-OT thru
_ed test inputs
,. (G).
_D:
= Ground Test
- Flight Test
Separation I J IDeorbit,_-- Descent &Landi ng
I
-Space vehicle spatial
orientation satis-
factory. Fire orbit
trim engines (PM-OT).
Verify that new orbit
is satisfactory.
Make additional orbit
trim corrections as
required.
Mars Orbital environ-
ment, thermal cycling
-Developmental static
firings of PM-3 orbit
trim propulsion sys-
tem. (G)
-Thermal balance test
for Mars orbital en-
vironment. (G)
-Static firings of i
PM-OT after subjec-
tion to space soak
environment. (G).
-Flight test &multiple
firings of PM-OT after!
(F).
}
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
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®
TEST/OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT
TESTS
QUALIFICATION TESTS
Abort
-Not operational.
A ,
-Not applicable.
i-Not Applicable.
t Mars
Surface
Operati ons
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
I Laur
"_ Asc_
Orb
-Per_
opel
qui]
tior
wit_
-Sim,
pha
whi,
for
opt:
cap
spa,
!.pM, s
orbl
by I
for
,,p]_
Co_
LEG.'
(G)
(F)
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PM's
_SION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
orbit trim
on as re-
in prepara-
r rendezvous
e MEM.
_e spatial
; complexities
my be required
_ezvous, to
_e orbit trim
.ities of the
(a)
alified for
rim operations
s specified
s relating to
Orbit Coast &
iOnS".
iroumclTest
'light Test
-][ Rendezvous& Docking
-Not operational.
-Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
Orbi tal
Checkout
_11 Launch fromPlanet Orb;t
-Checkout PM-3 sys-
tems. Dispose orbit
trim PM, and PM-3
meteoroid shield and
insulation. Assure
satisfactory separa-
tion.
-Ref: Tests of PM-I
for "Assembly & Test-
Earth Orbit OperationS':
-PM-3 engine startup,
power buildup, and
shutdown. Assure
achievement of re-
quired AV. Provide
reactor after cool-
ing. Activate re-
lease and separation
systems. Separate
and dispose PM-3.
-Ref: Tests of PM-I
for"Earth Orbit Launch
and Injection."
-Verify PM-OT separa-
tion thru use of
ground dynamic simu-
lation of respective
interfaces. (G)
-PM-3 meteoroid shieldl
and insulation separa_
tion qualified by
similarity to PM-1.
-Flight qualify PM-OT
separation at SV
level.
-Ground qualification and
single PM flight qualifi-
tion verified by similarity
to PM-1.
-Flight test of S/V in
simulated mission operations
with required PM-S firing in
Earth-Moon region. (F)
F;gure D4: TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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FO_OUT FRAME _M.
®MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Coast &
M; dcourse
rrecti ons
j-
r[
TEST /0P ERAT IONAL
REQUIREMENTS
operational. Re-
turn midcourse pro-
pulsion module con-
sidered part of space-
craft.
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
LEGEND" (G) = ground test
(F) = flight test
Not applicable.
-----'_ ----i-'l_I--l_--M' S 'are qual-_---
fled at the spacecraft
test level.
D2-I13544-5
PM's
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
Term;nal
Maneuvers
& Landing
_1
-I
,perational.
_pplicable.
_pplLcable.
-Not operational.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
J
Figure D5:
-Not operational.
i
Not applicable.
I
Not applLcable.
I
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SPACECRAFT PRE-LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Receive &
Inspect
Assembly
•_ & Test
Test
Chec
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
-Not operational.
DEVELOPMENT TEST
QUALIFICATION TEST
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Assemble modules (MEM, -Compz
MM, EEM) into single out t
spacecraft configu- elimi
ration. Mate this S/C i
payload to ELV. Intra- and
and inter-system func- while
tional operation grout
under ambient condi- -Limit
tions. Limited en- opera
vironmental vibration prima
and thermal/vacuum via ]
tests.
-S/C operational tests -Chec
to checkout inter- of b
module functions and sysl
to integrate astro- M_4
mauts into command & T/M
control fumctioms, stal
(G) -mi@
-Thorough thermal hal- app]
ance & vibration mode
test g. (G)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Qualify functional
operation of overall
spacecraft with em-
phasis on inter-
module operations.
Test at ambient con-
ditions. (G)
-Qualify physical and
functional interfaces
with ELV thru use of
simul_tors. (G)
mit_
la_mq
test
gro_
(G)
D2-I13544-5
4_
_hensive check-
i)discover and
hate incomplete
_stallations
Nlfunctions
istill on the
_d functional
tion with
ry monitoring
/M.
_out capability
communications
_. to transmit
EEMmonitored
lata to ground
Lons. (G)
_t tests not
Lcable.
capability of
..lemetry to trans
_ii required S/C
.'hoperations
data to simulated
Id T/M stations.
LAUNCH OPERATIONS EARTH ORBIT
OPERATIONS
Serr;ci ng Countdown
Boost &
Orbit
Injection
-Load ECS/LSS expend-
ables: cryogens,
gases, absorbents,
water and food. Load
RCS propellants.
-Limited monitoring
of S/C launch readi-
ness via T/M.
-No dev. tests req'd.
-Checkout capability
of MM communications
system to transmit
M_ & E_ monitored
T/M data to launch
equipment. (G)
-Flight tests not
applicable.
-Launch of assembled
spacecraft (MEM, MM,
EEM, plus propellants
for long missions)
on ELV.
-T/M monitoring boost
environment: vibra-
tion, acoustics,
temperature/altitude,
acceleration.
-Assembly, tanking and
checkout (ATC) crew
launched all up in
man-rated logistic
vehicle.
-Vibration mode testing of
spacecraft. (G)
-No flight tests required.
-Verify capability of
servicing S/C thru
use of launch umbil-
ical simulators to
checkout physical
interfaces. Actual
fluid checks will be
done during umbilical
qualification tests.
(G)
-Verify capability of
MM telemetry to trans-
mit all required S/C
launch countdown data
to simulated launch
equipment. (G)
-Flight qual. test of S/C to
qualify all systems under
actual mission launch con-
ditions. (F)
Figure E1 : TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
SPACECRAFT (S/C) WORKSHEET
SPACECRAFT EARTH ORBIT OPERATI0]
® Test &Checkout _ Rendezvous _- Servlcl
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TEST
QUALIFICATION
-ATC crew rendezvous
and docking with
spacecraft.
-Activation and func-
tional checkout of
all spacecraft
systems.
-Environment---thermal/vacuum,
zero "g".
J
-S/C operational tests
using onboard T & C/O
equipment to checkout
inter-module functions
and to integrate
astronauts into com-
mand & control func-
tions. (G)
-Flight tests not req'd
-S/C thermal balance
tests. (G)
-Thermal/vscuum envir-
onmental tests on
spacecraft in ground
environ, test cham-
ber. Operate sub-
systems as applic-
able. (O).
-Flight qual. test of
S/C under actual
mission conditions,
initlallyu_ed
then manned. (F)
-Payload is docked to
the space vehicle
configuration already
assembled in orbit
by ATC crew.
-Dev. tests with ren-
dezvous & docking
simulators. (G)
-Verify S/C -PM-3
docking thru use of
ground dynamic sim-
ulation of respee-
rive interfaces. (G).
-Flight qualify ren-
dezvous & docking
operations with S/C
& (F). init-
iallynot fueled, sub-
sequent test with LH 2
load.
-0rbit_
suppo]
brougi
vehicl
-I)ev.
-Veri
tr_
from
icle
LEGE
(G)
(F)
IS
i
IAssembyIEarthOrb& Test _ Launch &Injection
......................................._ .........}II['_TOX FI TGHT OPERATIONS
Coast &
M_dcourse
Corrections
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i supplies and
t equipment
t up by logistic
es.
ests not req'd.
_y capability to
3fer supplies
logistics veh-
-Assemble spacecraft
to primary propulsion
systems. Test space-
craft command and
control capability
over the propulsion
systems.
-Mission crew is
brought up and ATC
crew is sent back to
Earth in a man-rated
logistics vehicle.
Astronauts take over
final checkout and
-Verify spatial posi-
tioning and interface
of spacecraft with
ground control.
-Earth orbit countdown
for complete verifi-
cation of mission
readiness.
-Earth orbit launch
and injection into
interplanetary tra-
jectory.
-Dispose of PM-I.
-Readiness at abort
to S/C.
countdown, and sub-
sequent mission
operations.
-Checkout test opera-
tions with use of
ground simulators.
stations.
--Checkout orbital oper-
ations with use of
ground simulators.
-Determine and adjust
spacecraft position
and trajectory, in
coordination with
earth-based tracking
stations.
-Perform scheduled
maintenance and
housekeeping, and
unscheduled mainte-
nance and repair as
required.
-Astronaut checkout
and monitoring of
spacecraft systems
and subsystems.
-Recurring personnel
operations, including
personal hygiene,
crew training and con-
ditioning, nutrition,
recreation, sleep,
etc.
-Readiness check on PM-2.
-Checkout mission operations
with use of ground simulators.
Integrate astronauts into mis-
Integrate astronauts
into test operations.
Control via MM. (G)
(G) sion operations. Control via
_. (G)
-Thermal balance test for coast
environment. (G)
iroundTest
light Test
-Qualify test capabil-
ity of S/C over the
PM's at S/Vtest level
in flight. Simulate
these opn's, during
ground qual. of S/C.
(G) & (F).
(cont.)
-Verify S/C earth or-
bital countdown.
Simulate command re-
-Qualify control & maintens_ce
capability of S/Cat S/V test
level in flight. Simulate
ceipt and response operations during grou_ qual.
of _,s. (G). i (G)• (F).
-Qualify control capa-l-Verify capability to checkout
bility of S/C over I PM-2.(G)a (F).
(cont.) ! (cont.)
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®
_AI_IFI_ION
Test &
Checkout w
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
Rendezvous --_
Servl cing
(G)- or_
(F) - F_i
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SPACECRAFT (Cont.)
undTest
_ht Test
Assembly
& Test
-Integrate astronauts
into both ground &
flight qual. testing.
(G) & (F).
Figure E2:
MISSION FLIGRT OPN' S.
Earth Orbit
Launch &
Injection Coast &
Midcourse
Corrections
.@
(Continued)
- the PM's at S/V
test_l. (F).
- Astronauts will be
utilized during the
_a. test.(F).
-Earth/Msrs thermal-vacuum
environmental test on
sps_ecrsft in ground envlr-
onmentml test eh_nber.-
Operate subsystems as app-
lie_ble. (0).
!
TEST/OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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SPACECRAFT
® L AbortOperations Planet Capture& OrbitInsertion
Orbit
Checl
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVEIDPMENT TESTS
G_IALIFICATIONTEST
-All crew members to
abort positions.
-Provide supplies and
equipment transfer,
and command and con-
trol capability for
abort operations.
-Periodic abort drills.
-Simulation of S/C
abort operations by
use of ground test
slm_tator. (G)
-Qualified based on
normal mission mode,
except verify systems
capability to operate
out of normal mission
sequence. (G).
-Determine and adjust
positioning within
limits of mid-course
PM.
-Release meteoroid
shield and insulation,
and mid-course PM.
-Maintain S/V attitude
control during PM-2
firing. Dispose of
PM-2 after planet
capture.
-Support design thru
mission operations
simulation in ground
based facilities. (G)
-Verify capability of
S/C to control planet
capture operations.
Simulate command re-
ceipt & response of
_'s. (o).
-Qualify control capa-
bility of S/C over
the PM's at S/V test
level. (F).
-Cond
spac
part
on o
mess
syst
EEM.
acti
prop
Tram
(3)
-Mars
ment
cycl
-Cond
lat."
chec
(O)
-Thez
_mde
orbl
(o)
able.
_OLDOU__,_.¢._ /
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IISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
II Planet Orbit
,I _ Coast &
Correcfi ons II Deorb;t,
Descent &
Landl ng
Lct checkout of
_craft, with
cular emphasis
erational readi-
and separation
ms of MEM and
Checkout and
ate orbit trim
ision system.
fer astronauts
o MEM.
iorbital environ -_
Thermal
ng.
_ct ground simu-
_n of S/C orbital
kout operations.
aalbalance tests
c simulated Mars
_i environment.
fy on-board test
,ility of S/C with
mtrol, emphasize
hess checks on
EEM. Simulate
:out of PM-OT
ision system.
rate astronauts
test loop for
_/_,nm end_ton
_ tests on S/C intest chamber
_ting Mars orbit-
tvlronment. Oper-
ystems as applic-
(S).
-Establish spatial
orientation of space-
craft and make neces-
sary corrections for
desired orbit.
-Maintain S/C spatial
orientation after
corrections.
-Ground simulation of
orbital guidance &
(Zvigation operations
-Thermal balance test
for Mars orbital en-
vironment. (G)
-Verify capability of
S/C to attain and
maimtain desired S/V
spatial attitude dur-
img S/V qual. tests
in earth-moon region.(F).
-Continued environments_
tests. (Q).
L_EHD:
(G) = Ground Test
(F) = Flight Test
.-Verify spacecraft
spatial orientation
with earth-based
mission control
during MEM deploy-
ment.
-Provide required
spacecraft stabili-
zation and control
during MEM separation
maneuver.
-No dev. tests required.-Simulate stabilization
& control operations
on ground simulator.(Q)
-Verify stabilization
& control capability
of S/C duri_MD4
separation maneuvers
during S/V mission
qualifi_tlon tests.
(F).
F_gure E3:
-Verify capability of S/C
communications &data manage-
ment subsystems to monitor &
display orientation data from
slmulatedearth-basedmission
control. (G).
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SPACECRAFT
® ]
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
I)gV_Lo,,;'_ e_T TE-$7-5
QUALIFICATION TESTS
Abort
Mars
Surface
Operations
-Remaining crew mem-
bers in abort mode
for all possible aid
to returning MEM.
-Devel. tests not
required.
-S/C is qualified for
abo_t support activi-
ties by the tests
specified for_.
.-Verify and correct
spatial orientation
of spacecraft, in
coordination with
earth-based control.
-Make necessary check-
outs and maintenance
in readiness of space-
craft for MEM rendez-
vous.
-Devel. tests not
required.
-S/C is qualified for /_
support of Mars sur-g
face operations by ,
the tests spee_fie_
for _9_. _
!
t
/
Launcl
Ascent
Orbit
-Positi
MEM re
maint_
stabi]
contrc
-Devel
requ_
-Verif
to co
energ
traje
spatl
of ME
L_E_
(G).
(_') .
_O_ou__ I
.,¢..s._
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MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
on orbit for
_ndezvous, and
in attitude
ization and
_l.
Rendezvous ]& Docking
-Maintain spacecraft
in stabilized atti-
tude during MEM
docking maneuvers.
Maneuver MEM into
spacecraft docking
mechanisms. Verify
satisfactory attach-
ment.
Orbital 3[Checkout
-Transfer MEM crew and
Mars samples to
spacecraft. Shut
down MEM systems, and
separate MEM and PM-3
meteoroid shield and
insulation from
spacecraft. Complete
checkout and rehearsal
of EEM functioning.
Prepare spacecraft
for return trip.
. tests not
red.
S/C capability
.'relate low
_ rendezvous
.tories and
LI positioning
_-S/C. (G).
-Test attitude control
via ground simulator.
(G)
-Flight qualify docking
operations of M_4 and
S/C in near-Earth
mission qualification
tests. See S/V level
qual. test. (F)
D:
Ground Test
Flight Test
_neckout ].munch readi.
ness viaground
sl=ulstor. (G)
-Qualify integrated
orbital checkout
operations Within S/C
modules thru simula-
tion during ground
test including astro-
naut participation.
(G)
Figure E4:
Launch from
Planet Orbit
-Verify satisfactory
spatial positioning
of spacecraft. Pro-
vide S/V attitude
control. Dispose of
PM-3 after AV
maneuver and shut-
down.
-Checkout launch operations
on functional simulator.
(o)
-Verify Mars orbit launch
capability of S/C thru
simulated command receipt
and response of PM's. (G)
-Qualify control capability
of S/C over PM'S at S/V
test level. (F)
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----MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
SPACECRAFT
©
OPERATIONAL/TEST
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPME/IT TESTS
QUALIFICATION TESTS
LFA3END: ((3) = ground test
(F) = flight test
I Coast &
Midcourse
orrectl ons
-Establish spatial
positioning, corre-
lated with earth
tracking data. Use
PMM to achieve cor-
rection maneuvers as
required.
-Unscheduled and sched-
uled maintenance and
housekeeping.
-Astronaut checking
and monitoring of
spacecraft systems,
with particular
attention to EEM
readiness and sepa-
ration mechanisms
(2 weeks before earth
capture).
--Ground firing tests
of mideourse correc-
tion engines. (G)
-Qualify control & main-
tenance capability of S/C
at S/V test level tn flight.
Simulate operations dur-
ing ground qualification
(O)& (F).
-Verify capability to cl-eck
out readiness of EEM.
(o)& (F)
-Earth/Mars thermal-
vacuum test on S/C in
ground envtronrnental
test chamber. Operate
subsystems as appli-
cable (G).
Earth
Capture i
Maneuvers!
-Shutdown
systems.
-Erect ine
form to c
trajector
entry.
-Separate
of spacec
EEM for r
earth atm
predeterm
tory.
--Not req
-Vet _y S/(
trol subsy_
ties via s
establish
stable att [,,
sign ltm its
launch EEl
reentry tr_
-Ver Ify cap
t[vate & fu
rate tntegr
systems af
"soak" in t
env[ronm _1
verlfy com
EEM comp
for transfe
data to EE
these cond
spacecraft
rtial plat-
ontrol EEM
y during
and dispose
raft, freeing
eentry of
osphere on
ined trajec-
•"attLtude con-
3tern capabtlt-
Lmulators, to
matntaLn
._de wLthLn de-
equ[red to
on cr itical
ectory. (G)
iltty to ac-
_etLonally ope-
ated EEM-S/C
ter prolonged
hermal -vacuum
_t simulator, &
pattbtltty of MM-
uters & capabUtty
r of trajectory
:omputer under
.tions (G).
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
-Not applicable.
--Not applicable.
-(Spacecraft considera-
tions dttr[ng Earth atmo-
sphere reentry axe
qualLfLed on the EEM
test specification sheets
Terminal
Maneuvers
& Landing
-Not applicable.
--Not applicable.
-(Spacecraft considerations
during temi_d maneuvers
and landing are qualified on
the EEM test specLficatton
sheet. )
Figure E5:
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8p_ecr_ft
(Cont'd)
®
QUALIFICATION TESTS
(Conttnued)
LEGEND: ((3)= ground test
(F) = flight test
Mission
Flight Opns.
Coast &
M|dcourse
C orrec tl ons II Earth
Capture
Maneuvers
FOL_0UI
-Stattc ftrtngs of PM-
IBMC after subjection
to Earth/Mars thermal
-vacuum environment.
(o)
-Fltght test and multtple
firings of PM-IBMC's
after space soak. (F)
-Fltght test of
on assembled S/V under
simulated condtttons tn
Earth-MooD region. (F)
-VerLfy over-all (
ty of the integral
tem s to execute
capture maueuve
1. Unmanned
structural
fully lnstrt
for Earth c_
maneuver s.
trig botlerpl
from Earth
propulstvel_.
36,000 Ips,]
fys/c stab!
inertial lau i
platform.
2. Um'n anned
EEM, applt 1
systems up
tug EEM pI
stvely from
eUiptica:
orbit at 65,
to verify E_
ture capab[
expected M
turn speed_
3. C_
EEM, all s I
Manned S/C
up, transfe!
]
crew to EE]
launching H
pulsively fT
ly elliptical
orbit at 65,
to verify cs
for all map
from Earth
to lauding.
-Verify that S/C
ntcattons add d
agement subsyi
can check out,l
& displa), EEl_
tem pertorma_
at & "beyond d_
sam pltug .rate!
racy requtrem 1
via simulators I
Earth
_-- Atmosphere
Entry
-apabLIL-
:ed sys-
Earth
_rs:
IC
_hell
nented
lpture
launch-
ate EEM
orbR
at
to vert-
Lltty as
lch
I/C and
cable
, launch-
opul-
highly
000 fps
Lrth cap-
try at
_Lrs re-
. (F)
wtr_
ystems
rrtng
M&
'_EM pro-
om htgh-
DO0 fps
tlmbtlRy
_uvers
_capture
,(F)
', commu-
[ata mau-
,stems
mouitor
[ subsys-
we data
stgued.
3 & accu-
ents,
(G)
Terminal
Maneuvers
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r
PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
Receive
& Inspect
Assembly
& Test
TEST/0PERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
QUALIFICATION TEST
-Not operational.
i
I
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Not applicable, see
S/C and PM writeups.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Test
Checl
-Not ap
Not a
Not s
D2-i13544-5
SPACEVEHICLE(S/C + PM-3+ PM-2+ PM-I)
LAUNCHOPERATIONS EARTHORBITOPERATIONS--
Servi cl ng Countdown
Boost &
Orbit
Injection
_licable.
_plicable.
pplieable.
-Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
-Not applicable.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
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® I Test &Checkout
EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS
Rendezvous _I
Servi c_ nc
TEST/0PERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TEST
(_UALIFICATION
TEST
-Functional checkout
of space vehicle
elements to assure
readiness for ren-
dezvous and docking.
-Environment-thermal
vacuum, zero "g".
-Rendezvous and dock-
space vehicle ele-
ments. Assure all
docking operations
satisfactorily com-
pleted.
-Not applicable. , -Dev. tests with
I rendezvous & docking
! slmulators, (G)
-Not applicable. -Verify all S/V ele-
ments satisfactorily
docked. (F).
-Not app]
ternate:
LHz bet_
-Dev. te_
-See PM
req' d.
L_GE
(G)
(F)
FOLDOO2 _ /
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SPACE VEHICLE
J Assembly
& Test
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Earth Orb|t
Launch &
Injection
I Coast &
- Midcourse
Corrections
-Functional checkout
of space vehicle
with emphasis on
interfacing functions
between PM's and
S/C. Assure capa-
bility of MM crew
to control S/V
operations. Vehicle
countdown. Separate
meteoroid shield and
insulation from PM-I.
Separate OSE from S/V.
icable. (AI-
eeTrpMSfse_
_ts not req'd.
section for
qual. tests.
-Checkout S/V test
operations via use of
ground simulators.
(O)
-Verify all S/V op-
erstions in earth
orbital q_al. test.
with astromaut-test
"-S/V final countdown.
Engine ignition. Per-
form propulsive ma-
neuver. Shut down
engine. Release and
separate PM-I from
s/v.
-Checkout S/V orbital
launch & injection
operations via use of
ground sinmlator. (G)
-Conduct simulated
mission firing of
PM-I and S/V in
ear_h-moon region.
crew. (F).
I[X)-
• Ground Test
• Flight Test
Separate _-i from
slY. (F).
Figure F2:
-Systems monitoring
and control. Main-
tain space vehicle
attitude and control.
Conduct experiment
operations. Space
vehicle scheduled
and unscheduled
maintenance. Orient
space vehicle prior
to mid-course correc-
tion based on earth
station data. Conduct
correction maneuvers.
Repeat as required
for additional correc-
tion maneuvers. Per-
form checkout of PM-2.
-Checkout S/V coast & mid-
course operations via use
of g_ s__r. (G)
-Qualify dynamics of mid-
course correction on S/V thru
ground test & simulation. (G).
-Conduct simulated mission
midcourse correction with
_-O_C and slY. (F).
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MISS
®
TEST/OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TEST
_1I AbortOpe ations
--Crew to abort
stations.
Planet Capture
& Orbit
Insertion
.-Make final spatial
positioning correc-
Determine PM firing
sequence for abort.
Determine abort tra-
jectory and orient
S/V. Initiate abort
operations.
-Support design thru
ground simulation of
mission abort opera-
tions. (G)
-Qualified based on
normal mission mode,
except verify capabil-
ity to operate out of
normal mission se-
quence. (G).
tions with PM-OBMC.
Determine S/V cap-
ture and injection
requirements. S/V
countdown, engine
ignition, propulsive
maneuver and engine
shutdown. Release
and engine shutdown.
Release and separate
PM-2 from S/V. Dis-
pose PM-2.
-Support design thru
ground simulation of
planet capture & orbit
insertion operations.
(s)
-Conduct simulated
mission firing of !
s/vin e h- i
moon region. Separate
PM-2 from S/V. (F).
Orbital
Checkout
--S/V check
trim prop
tem C/O.
uled and
maintenan
-Ground s_
S/V funcl
checkout
at S/V le
simulated
condition
earth reg
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SPACEVEHICLE
IONFLIGHTOPERATIONS
Planet Orb;t
Coast &
Correcfi ons Separation ]
Deorb_t,
Descent &
Landi ng
ut. Orbit
_ision sys-
S/V sched-
Jnscheduled
2e.
mulation of
 ions. (Q)
Lrs orbital_
_apability
•el under
mission
s in near
ton. (F).
--Orient space vehicle
with respect to
planet. Conduct
orbit correction
maneuvers using PM-3
orbit trim propulsion.
Evaluate new orbit
positioning and
coordinate with earth
control. S/V mainte-
nance.
i
!Mars orbital environ -_
Iment, thermal cycling)
I
I
-Checkout S/V orbit
coast & corrections
via ground simulator.
(G)
-Qualify dynamics of
orbit trim correction
on S/V thru ground
test & simulation.(G)
-Conduct simulated
orbit correction with
_-O_ and S/V. (F).
-Coordinate naviga-
tional and deorbiting
flight data. Separate
MEM from space vehi-
cle. Provide S/V
stabilization and
control.
-Simulate stabiliza-
tion & control on
ground simulator.
(a)
-Fin_l flight qual.
of separation system
on S/V qual. mission
in e&rth-moon region.
(F).
--Maintain S/V attitude
and control.
-Ground simulation of
S/V attitude control
functions. (G)
-Not required.
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SPACE VEHI
©
MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS
,.J Coast &
•"] MidcourseCorrections
TEST/OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
QUALIFICATION
TESTS
--Not applicable. See
spacecraft require-
ments.
Not applicable.
-Qual[fy dynam ics of
mid-course correction
on S/V through ground
test & simulation. (G)
-Conduct simulated
m[ss ion m ldcour se
correction with
PM-mMC & S/V. (F)
LEGEND: (G) = ground test
(F) = flight test
Earth
Captu
Manet
I
Not
Not ;
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ee S/C require-
Lpplicable.
Lppl[cable.
Earth
Atmosphere
Entry
--NA, see EEM require-
ments.
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
t
;
Terminal
Maneuvers
& Land;ng
J
--NA, see EEM require-
ments.
F|gure F5:
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
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APPENDIX B
DETAILEDFUNDI NG EXAMPLES
This appendix is a detailed graphic and tabular presentation of the
output obtained from the funding model previously discussed in
Section 5.3.3.5. Its organization follows the IMISCD Work Breakdown
Structure (Table 5.3-1) from the summary level down to and including
Level 4.
In Figures 1 and 2 total program funding is shown for the IMISCD Basic
and Alternate program examples. Figures 3 and 4 are iterations of the
Basic program example showing the effect on Funding requirements if:
(i) All missions are scheduled one year later and all end item flow
times are stretched by one year, and (2) all missions are scheduled
two years later and all end item flow times are stretched by two years.
The funding iterations assume that the schedule changes would have no
effect on cost. In an actual contract situation, where near optimum
schedules are established, any schedule change would result in increased
costs. This leads to some interesting applications of the funding model
that could be accomplished individually or in combination. For instance:
(a) Assume an optimum schedule (probably the Basic example) and assess
the cost penalties of schedule variations; (b) Assume various rates of
dollar escalation per year (I, 2, 3, 4, and 5 percent) and examine the
effect on funding requirements; (c) Assume various annual budget levels
(2, 3, 4, and 5 billion per year) and determine the effect on schedules
and (d) etc. As in Figures 1 through 4, such applications of the funding
model could be displayed at the total program level or they could be
presented in detail as shown in Figures 4 through 16 and in Tables 1
through 23.
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